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PERFORMANCE
IN 2020

Control
4 Area
Centres

4,147 Employees
45 Control
Towers

100%

of employees on full-time
permanent contracts

4.8%

turnover rate

Over

127,564 hours

of classroom and
e-learning training

Over

99,000 hours

of ongoing training and
operating unit training

91 million of kg CO₂

113,000 kg of CO₂

the lower impact generated
with the Free Route Project

avoided as a result of
renewable energy generation

Europe's leader for
punctuality with

0.007 min

of ATFM delay allocated
en route

About

93,621 hours

of operational training,
in-house and for third
parties

About

77 mil €

of investments in
infrastructures out of
a total of 91.5 million

4,391

1,300 hours

flown by aircraft of the
Flight Inspection and
Validation service

peak number of flights
handled in one day

771.3 mil €
of revenues

842,327
flights handled
annualy

732,800

km2
of airspace managed

54.3

mil €
of proﬁt pertaining to the
scope of the group

210.8 mil €
of EBITDA
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Guarantee of service, protection of people, innovation and zero environmental impact by 2022. These are some of
the key words that have characterised our commitments in the year just gone, struck by one of the biggest crises the
history could ever remember.
3    ³ ?;?;     N)    
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drop in the number of passengers1.
)       N&Q      >Q;;;
>;  Q     N)      

phase of the pandemic, we developed a contingency plan to ensure the full operation of the service with the maximum protection of the health of operating staff, who has always demonstrated a great sense of responsibility. ENAV
thus continued to operate during the delicate phase of the lockdown to ensure the flow of goods, medicines and
healthcare personnel, including foreign personnel, throughout the national territory.
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Data source: EUROCONTROL and Assaeroporti.
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         ³   N

& Q       Q      opment. We are a great “frontier” company, committed to technological innovation, digitalisation, professionalisation
of resources and now also in the forefront of the remotely piloted aircraft market – i.e. drones – which represent a
sector destined to develop exponentially and fundamental for the improvement of essential and strategic services for
   )N
People and technologies are elements that identify ENAV as a state of the art service provider on the European land    #Y  ³   

N

!     %52/#/.42/,Q%.!6    ³    %           P ³      &
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Alongside this, the Group launched an ambitious plan to reduce its own emissions: from 2022, indeed, ENAV will
be a zero climate impact company, overtaking and anticipating European Union targets by about 10 years. The


    ?@o?;?> E;o?;??Q      ?;o

     ³         ³   national economic systems.
Our commitment to sustainability is not, however, targeted only at the reduction of emissions and combating climate
change, but also at achieving the sustainable development objectives inherent in the SDGs. The analysis of impacts
carried out in 2020 (aimed at measuring the impact of Group activities on ESG themes) highlighted, indeed, an im       

   P% Q) 

Healthy Economies, Air and Mobility.
)   Q       # ?;>EI?;?;3
Plan, it is worthwhile noting the commencement of the replacement of the car pool with electric vehicles, the plastic-free project, the start of the supplier assessment project in an ESG perspective, the insertion of quantitative ESG
+0) -"/ 

  #%/ ³  ³N

&  Q #Q           

  

development, has undertaken a pathway to transit from a reactive management model to a programmatic and proactive approach in the management of stakeholder demands, integrating such aspects into strategic planning. All of this
is with the objective of anticipating risks (from reputational to operational) and transforming threats into opportuni    ³           N
But for sure we do not want to stop here. Aware of the degree to which sustainability themes have become essential
for community development at all levels, we are pursuing our commitments to guarantee very challenging objectives,
including in the medium and long term.
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1. Salient points of 2020
1.1. ENAV
%.!6  

     ) -

 ³N/?C*?;>CQ%.!6  "f)
stock exchange), and was no longer, therefore, a company with a sole share   

N4 -%&f)- %-

& gB@N@o %.!6    ACNDo
  ) 

N

Below is given the detail of ENAV’s shareholding base resulting from share  ³ .  ?;?;Q  

-

graphical area.

Shareholder base by type*

36.45%

53.28%

MEF
Institutional Investors
Treasury stock
Retail
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5.03%

0.14%

5.10%

{3   ³ .  ?;?;

Shareholder base by geographical area*

19.0%

53.3%

Italy (MEF)
Italy (institutional, retail investors/
employees and treasury shares)
United States and Canada
Australia
United Kingdom and Ireland
7.1%
Rest of Europe and Switzerland
2.2%
Rest of the world and undisclosed

5.2%
8.7%

4.5%

{3   ³ .  ?;?;

The following table shows the production and distribution of the economic
value that is used to quantify the wealth generated by the Group and how it
     N&?;?;Q   
emergency had an impact on the company’s numbers, generating less economic value following the reduction of activities in air transport, a decrease
in the distributed economic value due to the reduction of operating costs and
personnel and an increase in the retained economic value mainly due to the
proposal to not distribute the dividend, which must still be approved by the
Shareholders’ Meeting, and which will also have an impact on the value distributed to capital providers.

2020

2019

2018

Generated economic value

811,060

948,894

939,651

Distributed economic value

(607,979)

(799,100)

(786,433)

Value distributed to suppliers

f>?AQEEDg

f>@>QF>>g

f>@FQDA@g

Value distributed to employees

fAC;QFBDg

fAFDQ>>Eg

fAE>Q@BCg

fDQFA@g

f>?;Q;>Dg

f>>BQ@B>g

f>@Q?BAg

fAFQ@D>g

fAFQ?>>g

fF@Eg

fCE@g

fDD?g

203,081

149,794

153,217

Value distributed to capital providers
Value distributed to P.A.
Value distributed to the community
Retained economic value
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1.2. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
I³Q  
related themes2
1

4 %.!6'   #/6)$I>F 

 -

tions that have ensured safety and continuity of operational and corporate
 N)Q    

 -

³ Q#Q   
assessment and issue communications on the theme to all personnel.
3 ³Q                   volved in ensuring continuity of the service, including during the lockdown
phase, the Company has developed a contingency plan by introducing alternating shifts through the setting up of working groups:
• planned in such a way as to prevent even the slightest possibility of direct
contact and, at any rate, reducing it to a minimum in those structures that
supply a continuous cycle service;
• with an absolute focus on the separation of personnel belonging to a single group;
• with the prompt availability of reserve groups to take over fully in the
event of contagion of only one of the members of another group which, in
turn, must place itself entirely in rapid isolation.
&  Q  

      

Q   -

  ³   Q     



   f  ³ 
    Q   I I ³  Q   
classroom training) with the objective of containing presences in the CompaN)

Q       -

   # ³     Q 
and agile working. To ensure the necessary low staff levels in the workplace,
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   # ³    
     N4       ³  lowing publication of the “Joint protocol for regulating the measures designed
for combating and containing the spreading of Covid-19 in workplaces”, as
amended. The measures adopted have been communicated to Environmen/ ³ %.!6'3 N0 



to immunocompromised individuals and pregnant women, who have been
invited to contact the Company doctor for an interview.
During the lockdown, an analysis of the types of work that can be managed

2. )        7  .  .N >l?>   >C &  ?;?>   
#/.3/"f )  gN
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      ³      
return to work and conditions suitable for ensuring the best balance between
the needs for distancing and operational continuity. On 1 September 2020,
taking account of the data concerning the evolution of the contagion, a gradual return to work was requested for those duties that had been carried out
      N)  >3   Q
?D !               



containing the Group’s rules for a controlled return to work, instructions for
the correct use of PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) and a leaflet summarising the basic rules to be applied. On 31 August an illustrative video was
also circulated on the same theme.
)      #/6)$I>F )Q/ 
    Q?D/       
a new increase in agile working was allowed, where applicable, reminding
all workers of their maximum individual responsibility. These measures were
subsequently extended and are still valid on the basis of developments in the
pandemic.
)    

               

part of the corporate units, technical and management solutions have been
        ³ N)!?;?;Q
AQ@;;/ ³ @CB         N)
-   )    Q  >QB;;
remote accesses to Company systems could be allocated. Again in May, the
quota of portable PCs assigned exceeded 1,000.
To support ENAV Group people in the period of lockdown, and during the continuation of the health emergency, initiatives such as the launch of a portal
dedicated to agile working were realised, as were online information activities with the aim of maintaining contact with people (Discovering ENAV Group
webinar cycle), a survey       ³
of areas for improvement in the management of output, and new functionalities of the presence management system (eDip). During the health emergency, recruiting and assessment activities also continued, as did training and
development and performance management. Group shared services were
 Q 

   )4  Q  

personal protective equipment and the adoption of measures for the mitiga    # ³ N
) /  ?;?;   Regulation for the management of post-emergency agile
work N&        
   ?;>FQ B;    

Q  -

perience of the health emergency period has enabled us to foresee a work
performance management model capable of improving the reconciliation between work time and personal life, increasing satisfaction and the quality of
life of people and, more in general, pursuing social, economic and environmental

11

  N!@>$   ?;?;QE;F     
to do post-emergency agile working. The main points that characterise the
Regulations are:
• all Group personnel can now access agile working;
• Compatibly with the work to be done, the number of days of agile working will be one day per week for the entire workforce involved, to which
   

     ³ R

• the flexibility of the work, which can be performed in a broader time slot
compared to normal working hours;
• ³         ing is carried out.
!        #/6)$I>F   

   N&      

    

       & -

ruary-May 2020, ENAV has been forced to plan a larger timeframe compared
to the natural deadline for payments due to suppliers. Obviously, all suppliers
have been paid and negotiations have commenced, above all with those with
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whom the Company has the most payments outstanding.
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1.3. Factors and exceptional events that
can influence the performances of the
#Q    
creation of value3
2

)       %3-!?E/ ?;?;
  #/.3/">C& ?;?>

    

  #/6)$I>F  Q      Q
in a single note, the afore-mentioned effects, including through a comparison
with the same period of the previous year.
4  ?;?;  %.!6'   ³ 
of the reduction of core business revenues for the Parent Company, due to
the reduction of activities in the air transport sector, beginning March 2020,
  #/6)$I>F   

)

%          ³ 
in the national airspace. The contraction of these activities has led to a re     IC;N@o     IC;N?o 
   Q ?;>FN)      Qpared to the previous year, these reductions led to a lower overall turnover
 C;DN@Q ABE     >AFN@
million for the terminal sector, partly recovered by balance revenues mean   ?;?;    I>ANFo Q   Q      
 N&  Q  I

  

    

slow-down due to restrictions on movements, and it was therefore possible
to make progress on those jobs for which on-site presence was not mandaN)       

Q  ³ 

seen the intervention of the European Commission with a new EU Regulation
 ³  

   ?;?;I?;?>  

introduction of a series of extraordinary measures to support the air transport
sector, in particular the airlines, and with an impact on the calculation of the
balance and on its recovery in subsequent years, without compromising the
contractual right to obtain revenues by way of work performed. Compared to
the criteria previously in force, this new method has determined a decrease in
       ³
!

  ?;?;N

  Q     ³ 

and the recourse to agile working, there has been a reduction in the variable
component of the cost of personnel alongside the decrease in other operat  IDN@oIBNEo   Q        
  )$3!.Q   

3. )        7  .  .N >l?>   >C &  ?;?>   
#/.3/"f )  gN
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effect for around six months, and of costs sustained to protect the health of
Group employees consisting of the purchase of personal protective equipment, costs for the sanitisation of workplaces and costs for donations made
 ³  #/6)$I>FN
!     ³f%")4$!g
?>;NE fI@;NAoQ ?;>FgQ   
greater writedowns of trade receivables effected in order to take into account
 

³       -

sible worsening in the collection of receivables curves, causing a reduction
   ³f%")4g IBEN@oQ     
 ³ N
)?;?;Q '  ³    

  -

tions issued in the period, in as much as it did not fall within the parameters
 Q ³Q     

  

sustained for the purchase of equipment to protect personnel from the virus, while some companies in the Group are exempt from payment of the
³ f?;>Fg³ f?;?;g  
f)2!0g,

 $ 

 

@A >F-?;?;N

At any rate, it should be noted that the ENAV business model is essentially
framed in the context of EU regulations as regards tariffs and performances,
from which almost all of the Group’s revenues derive. Within this framework
of EU regulations, principles and guidelines the Company is called upon to
         Q  ³   nomic and operational performances for the periods of reference, which will
therefore become part of the Performance Plan. Subject to evaluation of the
national regulator, and to a decision on compliance by the European Commission, the Performance Plan, once approved, becomes, for the Company, the
benchmark document for the entire period of reference and at the same time
   ³          
frame of the Plan.
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EU regulations encompass protection factors for service providers, in as
Q     ³ I      
    

    ³       Q       

health emergency, they allow, on the basis of actual performances, to debit
the market and, on future tariffs, through balance revenues, to have lower
revenues compared to those planned.
7

    

³I³ -

formances, it should be noted how some projects contained in the Sustain0?;>EI?;?;Q 

   

second quarter of 2020, have been put off for several months (as reported in
the paragraph “Sustainability in ENAV’s strategies”) due to the restrictions
  #/6)$I>F N
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1.4. The new Materiality Matrix
Like every year, the ENAV Group has set itself the target of updating its materiality analysis, i.e. those topics that can reasonably be considered important,
in so far as they reflect economic, environmental and social impacts for the
organisation or else influence the decisions of the stakeholders.
Z- [      ³  ³          N) 
 ³   Q  A which means that
3

the Company can clearly bring to the fore the relations between the Company
and those of the stakeholders, highlighting the sustainability areas of mutual
          ³ ³tion of topics to report in the Sustainability Report and for the objectives to
include in the Strategic Plan and in the Sustainability Plan.
The materiality matrix is the graphic tool that summarises this analysis,
          fZ)     [g #Y  fZ)  %.!6[gN
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The ³ ³     
involvement of the external and internal stakeholders through a structured
process of Stakeholder Engagement, which included the sending of a questionnaire, targeted interviews and focus groups on a multimedia platform.
This year, stakeholders were also asked to respond to questions that took
into account the impact of the current pandemic.
4

 ³   ³    

respect to the importance of the topic for ENAV’s business and the possibility for the Company to generate impacts (positive or negative) of an economic, social and environmental nature, strengthening or weakening the ability to
produce value. Each stakeholder, external and external, was asked to assess
the relevance of several topics (up to a maximum of 3) compared to the others, so as to ensure correct prioritisation of the topics.
The Materiality Matrix 2020 shows substantial similarity with the results ob ?;>FN
The Safety³  

%.!6

and its stakeholders. Security and Quality of the service are placed above
the bisector, showing a greater relevance for stakeholders compared to last
year.
&            Q tance attributed to the topic Protection and wellbeing of employees has
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grown, probably in light of the recent events linked to the pandemic.

16

Stakeholder Engagement in
2020 saw the participation
of the following stakeholder categories: carriers,
shareholders, airport
operators, suppliers, employees (and top management), opinion leaders in
the world of sustainability,
institutions, and media.
Their engagement allowed
 ³   teriality matrix by means
of an online questionnaire,
focus groups, and one-toone interviews.

very relevant

MATERIALITY MATRIX

Security
Technological
innovation

Energy consumption
and climate change

Quality of service
Health and safety
of employees

Protection
and wellbeing
of employees

Waste
management

Quality of
human capital
Anti-corruption and
corporate integrity

Responsible supply
chain management
Electromagnetic
emissions

Diversity, inclusion
and equal opportunities

relevant

SIGNIFICANCE FOR STAKEHOLDERS

Safety

relevant

IMPORTANCE TO ENAV

very relevant

Key
Personnel

Company

Environment

Anti-corruption

Diversity
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TABLE: PERIMETER OF THE MATERIAL TOPICS IDENTIFIED

Domain of
Legislative Decree
254/2016

Society

Nr.

Material topics

Scope

GRI aspect

1

%   %

%.!63NN!N
4 3

'2)A>@P
, 

2

Quality of service

%.!6'

3

Responsible supply
  

%.!6'

'2)A>?P(2 
!  

4

Safety

%.!63NN!N
4 3

'2)A>CP# 
( 3 

5

Security

'%.!6

6

4  

%.!63NN!N
I  

7

1 

%.!6'

8

$ Q
  

%.!6'

'2)A;AP4 
education
'2)A;BP$ 

'2)A;>P% 
'2)A;CP
.I

Personnel5

9

10

'2)A;>P% 

0   
   
(    

'%.!6



%.!6'

'2)A;?P,l
   

'2)A;@P/
( 3 
'2)?;BP!I
corruption
'2)?;DP4

Anti-Corruption

11

!I
and corporate integrity

%.!6'

'2)A>FP3I

'2)@;DP% 
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Human rights7

6.

18

%  
 

Environment6

5.

'2)@;?P%  

12

Wi Z0  [Q   I        #D  
   %.!6Q4 3)$3!.Q   A  4   3NN!Nl, 3NN!N
Wi  Z% [ Q      #f?  > ³ gQ%.!6!0³
      N)  I          ³ 
of Techno Sky.
As concerns the “Human rights” aspect, the topic is covered transversally within the scope of other material issues.

19
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The projects and the actions at the foundation of the Sustainability Plan
2018-2020 have almost all been concluded, with the exception of those that
 



  #/6)$I>F Q    

the new deadlines have not been set. Among these can be included:

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

2020 Sustainability Report

Objectives

20

Plan timing

Targets

2018-2020

Timing

New TWR digitalisation system, based on
Electronic Flight Strips at Malpensa (2019, the
³)gQ, f?;?;g &
f       
   
    Q  
  Q  
   gN

FIUMICINO

2020

2022

#       
&Q- Q4Q" 
, Q  SMR f  
    
Q
gmultilateration systems
f     
    
 Q   
 #4   
  N

MALPENSA

2020

2021

FIUMICINO

2020

2022

2020

2022

BOLOGNA

2020

2023

#  ³  
 #   
 f2 !##gN

2020

2021

$    Private Cloud  
!4- f    
   Q  
      gN

TURIN

CLIMATE CHANGE
Objectives

Targets

%.!6l0 ³mobility management
initiativeP      
  
N

$    

Plan timing

2018-2020
2020

Timing

TBD

CORPORATE CULTURE AND DEDICATED PROJECTS
Plan timing

Objectives

Targets

$  Internal Communication Plan on
     
      
     
   
      N

#   ) 
#0N

2020

2022

$         
    N

$      N

2020

2022

)   
    P    ³ N

) I  
I2 !##N
,%$    I
0!##Q2 !##
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 I2 !##2
I- 
@@7Q00
, @D7Q' >D
7Q#?;7. 
DB7N

2020

2022

!  I
. "40I
&č! 
0I"N

2020

2023

2018-2020

Timing

T 30?;?>I?;?@
(Under Approval)
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OUR PATH TO VALUE CREATION

The ENAV Group's sustainability path started following Legislative
Decree 254/2016 when, to comply with the regulation, the
#     I³  N
From that moment on, ENAV’s path in sustainability has been
increasingly transformed into a process of value creation and of
 

  

 N

4 Q    ³   
pandemic, has never ceased, but has been pursued, rather,
    N

2018
2017
NON-FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE 2016,
FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY
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ASSESSMENT AND DEFINITION OF
THE SYSTEM OF NON-FINANCIAL
REPORTING
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 2017
AND MATERIALITY MATRIX

CONSOLIDATED DECLARATION OF A
NON-FINANCIAL CHARACTER 2017
INTEGRATION OF ESG RISKS IN THE
ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT
CONSTITUTION OF THE SUSTAINABILITY
AMBASSADORS GROUP
NETWORKING: ENAV JOINS
“CSR MANAGER NETWORK”
NETWORKING: ENAV TAKES PART IN THE
“SALONE DELLA SOSTENIBILITÀ”
CREATION OF THE INTERNAL
SUSTAINABILITY COMMITTEE
MULTI-STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP 2018
“ANTICORRUPTION” POLICY
SUSTAINABILITY PLAN 2018-2020
FIRST SUSTAINABILITY DAY
INTERNAL ERP (ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING)
SYSTEM FOR QUANTITATIVE DATA REPORTING

22

ENAV ENTERS THE “LEADER DELLA SOSTENIBILITÀ”
CLASSIFICATION OF THE ITALIAN FINANCE DAILY SOLE 24 ORE
ENAV ENTERS THE “GREEN STAR SOSTENIBILITÀ”
CLASSIFICATION OF THE ITQF (GERMAN INSTITUTE FOR QUALITY
AND FINANCE) AND OF THE ITALIAN NATIONAL DAILY LA
REPUBBLICA
ENAV TAKES PART IN “SODALITAS CALL FOR FUTURE”
PREPARATION OF THE SUSTAINABILITY PLAN 2021-2023

2021

) ³ 

2020
2019
BIBLIOTECA BILANCIO SOCIALE (SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
LIBRARY): FIRST PRIZE FOR “THE SUSTAINABILITY PATH”
INSERTION OF ESG KPIS INTO
THE MBOS OF TOP MANAGEMENT

NETWORKING: ENAV ENTERS THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF
THE “CSR MANAGER NETWORK”

FROM THE CONSOLIDATED
DECLARATION OF A NON-FINANCIAL
CHARACTER TO THE SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT 2018

CALCULATION OF THE COMPANY’S CARBON FOOTPRINT AND
CARBON NEUTRALITY 2022 OBJECTIVE

BRAND IDENTITY:
SUSTAINABILITY LOGO
SUSTAINABILITY SITE:
NEW WEB PLATFORM

NETWORKING: ENAV JOINS THE
“UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL COMPACT”
INTEGRATED GOVERNANCE INDEX 2020: ENAV IS THIRD IN
THE SPECIAL INDUSTRY SECTOR CLASSIFICATION
“ELECTRIC MOBILITY” PROJECT

“DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION” POLICY

ESG IMPACT EVALUATION

LINKEDIN: CREATION OF
“SUSTAINABILITY ENAV” PAGE

GERMAN INSTITUTE OF QUALITY AND FINANCE: PRIZE FOR
“ITALY’S BEST EMPLOYERS FOR WOMEN”

CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
ASSESSMENT

“HUMAN RIGHTS” POLICY

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA: FIRST PRIZE
“BEST SUSTAINABILITY REPORT”
ITALIAN STOCK EXCHANGE:
FIRST PARTICIPATION BY ENAV IN THE
SUSTAINABILITY WEEK

“ENVIRONMENTAL” POLICY
FIRST SUSTAINABILITY LOAN
FROM STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT TO STAKEHOLDER
MANAGEMENT
THE “PLASTIC FREE” PROJECT
DIGITAL SUSTAINABILITY DAY
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1.6. Performance in 2020

ENAV IN FIGURES

4,147 Employees

Control
4 Area
Centres

45 Control
Towers

FINANCIAL DATA 2020

771.3 mil €

2020 Sustainability Report

of revenues
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54.3

mil €
 ³   
    

210.8 mil €
of EBITDA

ENVIRONMENT HIGHLIGHTS 2020

91  #/̂

113,000  #/̂

     
 & 2 0 

   
        

COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHTS 2020

% T   


About

About

0.007 min

93,621

77 mil €

1,300

 !4&-  
en route

   Q
I  
parties

of investments in
infrastructures out of
a total of 91.5 million

   
& ) 
6 

842,327

4,391

  

     
  

732,800 km

  

2



PEOPLE HIGHLIGHTS 2020

Over

Over

100%

4.8%

127,564

99,000

of employees on full-time
permanent contracts

turnover rate

 
I  
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1.7. ENAV and the SDGs
)?;?;Q%.!6       P         N)  ³    
 Q%.!6

   # )!4 -

  -?;?; 0 )) Q     
5.%0&)(5 .% 0  & ) gN7
tool one can carry out a global analysis of companies that operate in different
sectors and countries and, through the Impact Radar, identify the categories
on which a company, through its activities, can generate positive or negative
impacts on the collectivity.
The categories of impact presented in this tool reflect the three dimensions of
sustainable development (People, Planet, Prosperity) and can be traced back
to the 2030 Agenda of the United Nations for Sustainable Development Goals.
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   %.!6 -

ciated SDGs is vital for ensuring that the actions undertaken and the objectives of ENAV are oriented towards those areas that the Company can
influence positively and on which it can operate to limit negative impacts.
/  

  %.!6      ³ Q

assessment was made of its ability to satisfy the most pressing social needs
 )        ³       
measuring the alignment of the Company’s performances with the targets
in the individual SDGs.

INCLUSIVE AND HEALTHY
ECONOMIENS
Contributing to the creation of economic value
for people and society to promote lasting,
inclusive and sustainable economic growth.

EMPLOYMENT
Contribute to the availability, accessibility
and quality of employment.

SDG 5: Achieve gender equality
and empower all women and girls.

SDG 8: Promote inclusive
and sustainable economic growth,
employment and decent
work for all.

SDG 8: Promote inclusive
and sustainable economic growth,
employment and decent
work for all.

SDG 10: Reduce inequality
within and among countries.

LEVEL OF
IMPACT

AIR

SDG 9: Build resilient
infrastructure, promote sustainable
industrialisation
and foster innovation.

SDG 10: Reduce inequality
within and among countries.

Improve air quality and promote
³  N
SDG 7: Ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and modern
energy for all.

SDG 12: Ensure sustainable
consumption and production
patterns.

SDG 11: Make cities inclusive, safe,
resilient and sustainable.

MOBILITY
SDG 13: Take urgent action to tackle
climate change and its impacts.

Promote availability, accessibility
and quality of mobility.
SDG 11: Make cities inclusive, safe,
resilient and sustainable.

The level of impact was assigned based on the overall percentage
of impact (0-25% low impact, 25-50% medium-low impact, 50-75%
medium to high impact, 75-100% high impact).
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Below is the detail of ENAV’s contribution to each impact category and to the
associated Sustainable Development Goals.
Categories
of impact

SDGs

Targets

ENAV’s performance

• Approval of the Group’s new Code of Ethics;
TARGET 8.5
!      
• Adoption of the Human Rights Policy;
     Q
• Three year plan of Positive Actions of the Equal
   Q
Opportunities Committee.
     N
• 100% of risks associated with human rights
evaluated in the framework of Company processes.

TARGET 8.8
0    
      
 Q   Q
   Q 
insecure jobs.

• -22% workplace accidents in 2020 compared to
?;>ER
• 0 incidents of discrimination in 2020.

TARGET 10.3
%    
     Q 
    
Q  Q 
  Q 
  N

• 100% of senior managers have received an
evaluation of performances and professional
development in 2020E;
• Collaboration with the Fondazione Sodalitas to
realise a management programme that includes
one’s own human resources;
• Approval of the Group’s new Code of Ethics;
• Signing of the Human Rights Policy;
• Three Year Plan of Positive Actions of the Equal
Opportunities Committee.

2020 Sustainability Report

EMPLOYMENT

TARGET 8.7
!  
   
    Q 
    ³  
     
     
Q      
 Q?;?BQ 
 N

8.
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Categories
of impact

SDGs

Targets
TARGET 5.5
%    
 
    
      I
  N

ENAV’s performance
• 40% of members of the Board of Directors were
women in 2020;
• Adoption of a Policy on Diversity and Inclusion.

TARGET 8.5
• Maternity-paternity leave: ENAV gives full pay to its
!      
new parent employees;
     Q  • Parental leave: ENAV also allows employees to take
  Q 
up to 6 months of additional leave for children up
    N
    Q   E;o   
 ³A;o     
months;
• ENAV offers 50% paid leave for the illness of a child
or for specialist medical examinations.

INCLUSIVE
AND
HEALTHY
ECONOMIES

TARGET 8.7
!  
   
   Q  
   ³    
     
   Q  
     Q
?;?BQ  N

• 100% of risks associated with human rights
evaluated in the framework of Company processes;
• 100%      ³
contracts that include human rights clauses in 2020
for ENAV and Techno Sky.

TARGET 8.8
0    
       Q
   Q  
  Q   N

• -22% in the rate of workplace accidents in 2020
 ?;>ER
• 0 incidents of discrimination in 2020.

• €77 million of investments in infrastructures in 2020.
TARGET 9.1
$  Q  Q 
    Q  
I   Q
      Q
    
      N
• 100% of senior managers have received an evaluation of
TARGET 10.3
performances and professional development in 2020F ;
%      
   Q  
• Collaboration with the Fondazione Sodalitas to realise
   Q  a management programme that includes one’s own
 Q   
human resources;
Q   N
• Approval of the Group’s new Code of Ethics;
• Signing of the Human Rights Policy;
• Three Year Plan of Positive Actions of the Equal
Opportunities Committee.
TARGET 12.5
• NO.W© project: to combat food wastage;
"?;@;Q    • “Plastic footprint reduction” project: reduction of
    Q Q   >ND ?;?;N
and reuse.

9. )?;?;Q  #/6)$I>F Q            Q 
N)?;>FQADo                N

 -
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Categories
of impact

SDGs

Targets

ENAV’s performance

TARGET 11.2
0   Q 
       N

• About 1% of employees enabled for home working
in 202010;
• SustainMobility project to develop electric mobility
for the Company;
• 36        ³
controllers in 2020;
• 65 hours per person of ongoing operating unit training
 ³ ?;?;R
• 17 hours per person of operational training in 2020.

TARGET 7.2
)   ³     
        N

• +9% of energy consumed was produced from
renewable sources (photovoltaic plants) compared
?;>ER
• )          
plants and tri-generation plants.

TARGET 7.3
$         ³ 
  N

• >>@Q;;;+ #/̂      
energy generation.
• 4     ³  P
– new interior and exterior LED lighting systems;
– automated systems to control lighting and detect the
presence of workers;
– monitoring and remote-metering systems at sites that
consume the most energy in order to respond to any
anomalies;
– heat-pump and free-cooling based climate-control
  f         ³ 
boilers);
– external insulation;
– upgraded ATM technologies.

MOBILITY

AIR

• Total of 512#/̂    
TARGET 11.6
2       
 ³   ?;>C?;?;.
   Q 
   N

2020 Sustainability Report

TARGET 13.1
2         
   
to natural disasters in all countries

• -     carbon footprint;
• /  Carbon Neutral by 2022.

&  Q%.!6   Q  ³ Q   3 $   'P
• Supplementary Health Policy, paid for entirely by the Company and which also includes a deducti I       ³      Y   N
• Yes We Care project, to increase awareness among employees of the importance of prevention and
healthier lifestyles by organising events on the subject with doctors and other experts.
Intercultura is a project  ) &   
of ENAV and Techno Sky employees, giving them the opportunity to receive scholarships for studies
abroad with a duration of one year, three months or two months11.

10. Beginning in March 2020, for all employees who carry out work that can be managed remotely, agile working was implemented to face the
    N/      Q        f@>$   ?;?;QE;F  
work from home had been received).
11. The)     ?;?;         
#/6)$I>F N
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ENAV’s material topics have been flanked by different sustainable development objectives, highlighting, in an increasingly decisive way, the Company’s contribution to the creation of added value for all its stakeholders.

Reconciliation statement between material themes
and Sustainable Development Goals

Energy consumption
and climate change

Waste management

Electromagnetic
emissions

Safety

Security

Quality of service

Technological innovation

Responsible supply
chain management

Quality of
human capital

Protection and
well-being
of employees

Health and safety
of employees

Diversity, inclusion and
equal opportunities

Anti-corruption and
corporate integrity
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?N.   
4  %.!6 '       #  .I& 3  
(hereinafter also referred to as “Statement”, “Sustainability Report” or “Re[g   ! Bf@gfg ,


.N?BAQ @;$   ?;>Cf    Z$ 

 $ -

[gQ  N

The document constitutes a separate report from the Report on Operations.
4 3  Q   @A  $ 

Q

accordance with the Decree, contains information on the Company’s impact
 ³     Q      Q    

 Q

 Q       ³       N
The broadness and quality of reporting reflect the principle of relevance (or
“materiality”), an element provided for under the reference legislation and
    '2) 3 2   3 f    
Z'2)3[gN'2)3   # ³          stand its activities, its performance, its results and the impact it produces, or
which is able to substantially influence the assessments and decisions of its
stakeholders (see section the “The new materiality matrix”).
4  3            '2) 3      ' 2   )  fZ'2) 3'2)I [gQ  
     ³   I³ porting. The disclosures and the indicators contained in the text are reported
 Z'2)Content Index[f

N>FAgN

Please note that where the Group considered it unnecessary to adopt policies    

 ,

 $ 

?BAl?;>CQ

linked to the existence of effective corporate practices which do not require
 ³   I   N& Q
should be noted that the term “Policy” refers to documents that are formalised and approved.
2020 Sustainability Report

The present document was approved by ENAV Board of Directors on 20 April 2021.
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This Statement was subject to a limited examination carried out by EY S.p.A,
      )  3  !  % 

 

f)3!%@;;;2  g N
4 ?;?;# .I&3  Q   ?;>FQ
?;>E?;>DQ   'Y  fwww.enav.it).

Scope of reporting
The qualitative and quantitative information contained in the Consolidat.I&3  

      %.!6'

(hereinafter also referred to as “the Group”) for the year ended on 31 De  ?;?;N)Q             Q    ?;>F?;>E 



   N4    ³
 Q?;>EQ?;>F?;?;       es in the scope of reporting that took place in 2020.
4I³    

  

“the ENAV Group”, namely the set of companies composed of the Parent
Company, ENAV S.p.A. and its subsidiaries, consolidated on a line-by-line baP4 33NNNQ%.!6!0³3"Q%.!6.!,,#Q
I  )$3!.N)   %.!6%ğ
#!  3N,N5Q *?;?;         ³

   Q



excluded from the scope of reporting. Said company is no longer operative
and was liquidated in March 2021.
Please note that the terms “ENAV” and “the Company” refer exclusively to
the Parent Company ENAV S.p.A.
Any restrictions to this scope have been appropriately indicated in the table
Z3     ³ [f

>EgN) Q  -

tions do not impair the comprehension of the performance and representativeness of the information.
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@N!%.!6
3.1. Overview
Despite the pandemic crisis that has struck the entire world, and in particular
  ³ Q%.!6     
in maximum safety, as written in its mission statement: to guarantee safety
and punctuality to the millions of passengers that fly in Italian airspace and
to contribute to the growth of national and European air transport through on  ³ Q      N!  
ENAV a company that places sustainability and social awareness at the heart
of its business.
%.!6Y    - %& Q
B@o Q   - )  
sustainable mobility.
7AQ>AD 

Q?;?;  ?Al?A 

 EA?Q@?D     Q gation services to the airlines.
&    ³ # 4   AB Q %.!6 

    I

 Q      Q A! #
#      I  ³Q   
       )YN
,      Z" & [%    formance and innovation, the ENAV Group is a fundamental component of
    ! 4 ³ -

    f    Q !4-gN ) -

ticipates in research and development in coordination with the national and
     N)    
in the implementation of the Single European Sky programme, the purpose
         ³ 

      % 

5       ³   
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transport.
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&  %.!6'

     -

ronment thanks to its constant optimisation of routes (that reduces the fuel
consumption of aircraft) and the use of innovative technologies that improve
  ³    N

Control
4 Area
Centres

732,800 km²
airspace for which ENAV
is responsible

842,327

Towers
45 Control

Flights controlled
annually

4,391
Peak number of flights
managed in one day

4,147
Employees
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@N?N/ 
ENAV supports the promotion of sustainability through adherence to the
')   N

CSR Manager Network

2020 Sustainability Report

4 #32- .       
      
 Q   N%.!6Y 
    #32-  %  
#   #32- . N
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Global Compact Network Italy Foundation
Since January 2021, ENAV has been part of the Global Compact Network
)&Έ       5 .
'#f5.'#g      )
     
   )  N

CSR and social innovation show
3 ?;>F%.!6  #323)3Q 
       N
2      )      Q 3
has contributed to the diffusion of a culture of social responsibility,
    Q      
 N

ASviS
%.!6    )!  3 $   Έ
f!33gQ  @& ?;>C   
&  546  5  2 N4 
        ! ?;@;  
   ) Q  QQ
       3 $   '
f3$'g P
        Q  
production and consumption models to that end;
analysis of the implications and opportunities for Italy associated with
 !  3 $   R
  ³ )   
      3$'f   
    ³  
    gQ      
)Y    3$'N

EticaNews
%.!6  %4N Q    %4. Q
     N
4        P
 QN N     
      
   R
Q        Q
 Q        
I ³ R
 QN N      
          N
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3.3. The structure of the group and its
activities
THE STRUCTURE
Safety and quality of service are the key words that inspire ENAV’s culture, resulting in ENAV being recognised as one of the best service providers at international level. ENAV’s approach, which is increasingly oriented towards the
customer, innovation and protection of the environment thanks to a constant
optimisation of routes to reduce the fuel consumption of aircraft, is aimed
at developing a strategy that is capable of generating constant value to the
growth of air transport

60%
100%
9.1%
%

100%
100%
100%

40
%

16.7%
an Enav Group Consortium

IN LIQUIDATION

60%
100%
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The ENAV Group also includes the subsidiaries Techno Sky S.r.l., ENAV Asia
0³ 3 "Q %.!6 . ! ,,#Q I    )$3 !.N 4
to these, in addition to providing air navigation services pursuant to law and
the articles of association, the Company is able to guarantee the installation,
maintenance and constant monitoring of flight assistance systems and related hardware and software, to develop and test new technologies, facilitate
the safe movement in civilian airspace of drones and be present abroad to
provide business consultancy and services on international markets.
3 ³QTechno Sky, the logistics and maintenance company of the ENAV
'Q        ³       )Y !4# f! 4 ³ #g Q      
products. Techno Sky manages and maintains:

42

4 Area Control Centres

224 .
aid systems

45 Airports
44 Radar
systems

123 Telecommunication
centres
66 Weather
systems

27

Software systems under
maintenance for all

31,338

ATM
f!4 ³-  g
installations in operation

43

Techno Sky also has an operational structure distributed strategically
 ) 

  Q  -

agement requirement in an effective and prompt manner.
As ENAV’s “mission critical” systems integrator, Techno Sky controls the full
value chain, i.e. research and development, system engineering, design, ATM
software development, weather system development, installation, integration, training, logistics, maintenance, calibration of measurement instruments, spare part management and repair management.
Techno Sky has a wealth of knowledge, technologies and expertise gained
over more than forty years of activity as a market leader in ATM systems at
ENAV’s service. This has also been made possible through its partnerships
 !4-Q)#4Q      N)         
    )  f!4- Q
agencies, institutions and airport managing authorities).
%.!6 ! 0³ f%!0g  I   %.!6N )    
March 2013 as a private company limited   ³ +,Q-N%.!6!0³  ³

-

ment and consultancy services, as part of its marketing and sales activity,
as well as other essential air navigation services. ENAV’s stable presence in
the region makes it a reliable partner for all local companies, organisations
N%.!6!0³ I  
 

  

 Q ³ 

 

manner.
ENAV North AtlanticQ  I   %.!6Q     ?F
*?;>Alimited liability company 53N)  
is to manage ENAV’s investment in the share capital of Aireon LLC, a limited liability company established under US law whose corporate purpose is
the provision of instrumental services for the surveillance of air navigation
through a global satellite surveillance system.
2020 Sustainability Report

D-flight  %.!6.  ?;>E    ment of the U-Space platform to provide services to unmanned aerial vehiclesf5!6gQ

 4   )$3I)

 $ 3 N4  

sector, which is enjoying strong growth, has been regulated by the European
5!3 !
  2

f%!3!g  ³ / ?;>F

      >B;    )>

*?;?>N
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 Z [Q %.!6C;o 

 N4   A;o    , -

To respond to EU and national regulations and to provide services to users of
drones, ENAV, following a convention with ENAC, has created the platform
d-flight which enables:
• registration and account management that allows users interested in using drones to obtain accreditation on the portal for access to the services
reserved to operators, both recreational and professional;
• consultation of the no-fly zones that allows members to visualise the areas where it is prohibited to use their drones as well as the conditions for
using them safely;
• drone trackingreception in real time of its position from a central control room;
•      ³   B;;

R

• planning for Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) missionsability to plan
missions beyond the line of sight of the operator using the tracking functions and supporting the safety evaluations of the mission proposed in
relation to its possible interferences.
Thanks to these services, it will become possible to exploit fully the potential of aerial drones for activities of great importance, such as the monitoring
of infrastructures, inspections, photogrammetry, environmental surveys and
many other market opportunities that follow the technological implementation of remotely piloted aircraft.
IDS AirNavQ            %.!6  * ?;>FQ
           !4 ³-

-

ment (ATM). All activities are carried out in full compliance with national and
international regulations, and in observance of sector standards for Aeronau$1f!$1gQ  %52/#/.42/,%4>B@N!
>B; Q   
services for activities proposed and for a vast range of services including the
       f)&0gQ   ³Q  
 Q     ³    
mitigations, evaluation of the performances of communication systems, navigation and surveillance (CNS), analysis of “sitings” of radio aid signals and
assessment of electromagnetic interference, as well as acquisition of land,
of obstacles and aeronautical maps. The solutions offered, processed also
with the collaboration of the client, cover all the requirements necessary for
        !  )  -

  f!)-gP N N  

   Q!4 ³&-

 f!4&-g

and Collaborative Decision Making (CDM).
)$3 !.       Q    
 D; Q )Q     
the Group to enhance its offer and its ability to penetrate the unregulated
marked, while at the same time enriching its core business activities in terms
     ³   N)

Q)$3!.
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         ³trol, process the data correctly, through the constant monitoring of the quality and safety of the instruments, both during production and in the processes
of installation and upgrading. The Declaration of Suitability Use quality cer³   )$3!. 

 

is compliant with all the necessary regulations and standards. The quality
     # #  ³  
any criticalities encountered by clients the world over. ENAV is one of AireY  Q   FN>of >>N>o
following exercise of the redemption clause, with no additional cost to the
#gQ    #Q' "Q) 
$   )Q      tion. Note that, due to the activity it carries out, ENAV North Atlantic has no
employees.
%.!6     ³   f>CNDog    &   %330
S.a.s., which provides the GPS satellite signal enhancement service called
EGNOS. Together with ENAV, ESSP’s shareholders consist of six other major
%     P$&3Q$'!#I$3.!Q%.!)2%Q.!43Q
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NAV-Portugal and Skyguide.
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THE ACTIVITIES

! ³
Through the four Air Control Centres
(ACC) of Rome, Milan, Padua and
Brindisi, and from the control towers
of 45 civilian Italian airports, ENAV
ensures navigational assistance to all
aircraft, whether for take off, landing
or simply for overflight of Italy.

!   
ENAV is responsible for supervising
the organisation of the airspace
under its control through the design
of flight procedures, both
conventional and satellite
 Q  ³ 
system of routes that are suitable for
  ³      
safety, capacity, environment, flight
³ and cost containment.

2020 Sustainability Report
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Weather reports and forecasts of
meteorological conditions are
released in real time on international
and telecommunications networks.
Airport weather stations issue
observational bulletins on an hourly
or half-hourly basis and weather
messages for the purposes of
synoptic meteorology, in accordance
with the guidelines of the World
Meteorological Organisation (WMO).

2  

!  
ENAV provides aeronautical information
services to pilots and flight crew by
disseminating and updating information for
the whole of Italy.
Essential aeronautical information for
navigators is released through the
Integrated Aeronautical Information
Package (IAIP), which is also available on
ENAV’s website: www.enav.it.

Research and Innovation are centralised at a
European level within the SESAR programme
(Single European Sky ATM Research).
In close coordination with the European
Commission, ENAV participates in multiple
   ³     
operational concepts, technologies and
systems, with the aim of improving the
capacity and performance of the
international system of air navigation
services.

4
&  
Thanks to its air fleet, ENAV guarantees the
continuous monitoring of the national
radio-navigation aids that provide the pilot
with information about the exact position
of the aircraft.
4  ³  
of the radio electric signals make it possible
for airlines to fly with the highest level of
safety.

ENAV is the only company in Italy
authorised to select, train and update the
   ³   
 ³  N
The Operational & Technical Training
facility ensures high-level specialist
training, supplying both initial training and
continuous updating of personnel.

)  
% 

  

Planning, implementation and operation of the
entire technological infrastructure necessary
for flight assistance.
The planning activities are integrated with
standardisation and development processes
at an international level, and with numerous
     N
Techno Sky provides services related to the
      ³
control apparatuses and systems. It carries
out engineering and development activities
such as ATM software components,
development of weather systems, installation
of radio, radar and radio-navigation aids, as
well as the development of several ATM and
weather software components.
The subsidiary IDS AirNav manufactures
systems and software for Aeronautical
Information Management Services (AIS),
Aeronautical Information Management (AIM)
!4 ³&-  f!4&-gN

As one of the main Service Providers at an
international and European level, ENAV
takes part actively in cooperation
agreements, partnerships and multilateral
programmes. It covers a role of primary
importance in the Alleanza A6, a strategic
partnership that brings together the main
service providers.

3  3
%.!6   ³  
operational and technical-management
character, becoming a benchmark and
strategic partner in national and
  
commitment supported by continuous
investments in technological systems
through its subsidiary IDS AirNav,
internationally recognised as a leading
supplier of solutions for Air Navigation
Service Providers (ANSP), airport
authorities, aeronautical agencies, and
public and private entities responsible for
 ³  N
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3.4. Operating model
ENAV ensures navigational assistance to all aircraft, whether for overflight or
   )YQ  P
•  A! ##  f!##g2 Q-Q0" 
the en route phase;
•  AB AB)   I Q
 Q     P&Q- Q, Q
Venice Tessera, Bari, Bologna, Catania, Ciampino, Naples, Olbia, Orio
al Serio, Palermo, Turin Caselle, Verona Villafranca, Alghero, Brindisi,
# Q&  Q' Q,

4  Q2Q2 ,

Orio al Serio

Bolzano

Milano Malpensa

Padua
Treviso Ronchi dei Legionari

Padua
ACC

Milano ACC

Milano Linate
Cuneo

Venezia Tessera

Brescia

Torino Caselle
Torino Aeritalia

Q

Genoa

Venezia Lido
Verona
Parma
Bologna
Rimini

ACC:
Area Control
Centre
Airports

Forlì

Milano ACC
Padua ACC
Rome ACC
Brindisi ACC

Florence

Albenga

Ancona Falconara
Perugia

Rieti

Pescara

Roma Urbe
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Roma Fiumicino
Ciampino
Olbia

Foggia

Rome ACC

Bari
Brindisi
Brindisi
ACC

Naples

Alghero

Grottaglie
Salerno

Cagliari

Lamezia Terme

Palermo
Reggio Calabria
Catania
Pantelleria

Comiso
Lampedusa
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Crotone

Treviso, Parma, Turin Aeritalia, Albenga, Cuneo, Brescia, Bolzano, Padua,
6  ,Q0  Q!&Q&čQ2 5 Q0 Q2 Q
Salerno, Reggio Calabria, Comiso, Pantelleria, Lampedusa, Grottaglie,
# Q&

N
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 Q 

    ³ Q
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tally and 1,000 feet vertically. The horizontal separation can be reduced to 3
miles in approach phase in busier airports.

TERMINAL
SERVICES
20 km
from the airport

TERMINAL
SERVICES
ROUTE
SERVICES

20 km
from the airport

Area Control Centres

Control tower of the
departure airport

ENAV manages the take-offs,
landings and taxiing of aircraft
from the control towers.

Through the Area Control Centres
(ACC) ENAV ensures navigational
assistance to all aircraft en route,
whether for overflight or for taking
off or landing at one of Italy’s
airports.

Control tower of the
destination airport

ENAV manages the take-offs,
landings and taxiing of aircraft
from the control towers.
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4. Safety and innovation
4.1. Technological innovation
4  %.!6 '   

     )Q     Q

technological development and professional growth of people are the drivers
through which to make the most out of all assets.
The development of the operating model, the digitalisation of the Company,
the development of new abilities and new business lines, such as drones and
the foreign market, create the conditions for a relaunch of the Group towards
increasingly ambitious results compared to those achieved thus far.
Everyone knows by now the most important projects related to the topic of
the environment, in which the Company is a leader internationally, include
  &

 2 Q 

     !      Q    !#$-

(for the saving of noxious emissions during the movement of aircraft on the
ground). All that is possible thanks to the investments that are made each
year in innovation of infrastructures, in digitalisation of systems and in interoperability of platforms.
Innovating infrastructures means, for example, utilising satellite systems
capable of integrating and progressively replacing the traditional ground radars and, in this context, in its capacity of shareholder of Aireon, the US com) !.30f ³ gQ%.!6 
   ³         ³      N
The digitalisation of communications has to do, for example, with the replacement of printed communications between controllers in the same control tower, with information viewed directly in real time on the radar screen
from one’s own work station or the reduction in the risk of misunderstanding
in radio communications between controllers and pilots through the new Da2020 Sustainability Report

talink system, through which digital communication can be integrated with
ground-air-ground communications.
The interoperability of platforms has instead the objective of permitting
the sharing of data in real time between systems of different entities (Service
Providers, Airlines, Airports, Military) that cooperate in flight management,
 

   ³ 

   ³Q

the supranational level. One of the systems that ENAV is working on – named
#  K    & ³$3.!Q  er level of automation of operations compared to the present, and can be
“virtualised” for the provision of a remote service, with which the Swiss ANSP
Skyguide is currently experimenting.
Thanks to innovation and the constant professionalisation of resources, the
%.!6 'Q ³     %  3   0 Q   -
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2 [Q 

digital innovation project of flight infrastructures that, by allowing airlines to
     Q   ³
advantages for airlines and the environment12.
A

Along with the activities and projects described, the ENAV Group is working
on further innovative projects which in the medium to long term will be capa     N)
 ³ 

Q  Q

   Q

  

airports but concentrated in two control centres at national level that bring
together different remote towers. All airports will thus be able to operate
?AlDQ        Q   

 

      Q      )Y    
  N)  Q  Q Z!-

[ 

be capable of indicating to the controller the optimum sequence calculated
for separating incoming aircraft at congested airports, thus enabling an important recovery of consumption and a further reduction in delays.
&       Q %.!6'  
efforts on the use of the most advanced techniques for the analysis and management of Big DataQ !³ 

 Q    

           N)  Q 
example, with the CORA (Conflict Resolution Advisory) project which is one
    

      ³ N!

present-day capacity, which enables the reporting of possible conflicts in the
trajectories indicated by the aircraft, this system will add the level of “sugges[       ³    
to avoid conflict. A true revolution.
4 ³  PDrones. Speaking of innovation and of a sustainable future
 ! Q       ³    
most interesting aspects. The world drone market will have no respite over
the next few years and, on the contrary, will continue to increase its value.
These vehicles will be increasingly used for emergency medical assistance,
environmental monitoring, mapping of territory, precision agriculture, inspection of critical infrastructures, and much more still, and all will have to
 

 N&   Q 

with Leonardo S.p.A. and Telespazio S.p.A., ENAV has launched d-flight, the
 )   ³%     es to remotely piloted aircraft and to all other types of aircraft that fall into the
category of unmanned aerial vehicles.
Through d-flight, ENAV can make available to users the services provided for
under EASA European regulations for the use of drones, ensuring that drone

12.

The&

2      EN?  N
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 ³       

  N

4    5I3 )QN N  >B;  Q
considered the key element for the safe use of drones in each context and
for all types of mission. U-Space services are evolving parallel to the level of
automation of the drone and ensure advanced forms of interaction with the
environment, the exchange of information and digital data for aircraft with or
without a crew.
)      

   

sustainable and high quality solutions. This is the objective: to enable the use
of drones for business and socially relevant activities, ensuring the integration and coexistence of this new form of transport with the needs and safety
  ³N

4.2. Security
Both sustainability and the security of people and information are general concepts, macro-categories or, better still, meta-disciplines, themes
that are constantly debated and vital for the competitiveness of companies and entire economies.
The actions of any business, in particular large-scale ones, influence
many aspects of society and the surrounding communities. The initiatives of sustainable development aim to guarantee that the impact of the
actions of these big companies is neutral or positive. With all that in mind,
protecting organisations means defending them from all potential risks,
not only physical safety but also the personality of individuals and their
basic freedoms, as well as the protection of information linked to Company operations. The above is part of the Group’s sustainable development


N )

Q                -

³   Q       2020 Sustainability Report

Q    ³     
Agenda 2030.
The ENAV Group has declared the priority of its objectives of protection
of personnel, as infrastructures and systems, from acts or adverse events
    )
order and in the safeguarding of the public interest entrusted by the law
to the corporate structure, including by reason of the special nature of
the Parent Company as a “critical infrastructure”13, and an “operator of
B

13. ,   $   .N C>   >> ! ?;>>Q Z)     $  
?;;El>>Al%#     ³        %   tures and the assessment of the need to improve their protection”
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essential services”>AQ  ³     Q  ³ 
611

of services, but also the entire collectivity of the country and its full involvement in the essential functions of the European Union, to which the
    ' Q    ³³      



)Q     
  ³

 N
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    Q%.!6 

aware of the fact that the protection of personnel, infrastructure and the
security of the information it receives, produces, uses and transfers is a
crucial and essential element in protecting the community which directly
and indirectly makes use of the Group’s services and also contributes to
defending public safety and the security of civilian aviation.
There is a strong interdependence between the concepts of Safety and
Security relating to the risk of an aeronautical accident and aspects of
continuity.
)   Q3      
taken to mitigate the risk of an aeronautical accident due to unintentional
acts, while Security deals with the measures to be taken to mitigate the
risk of an aeronautical accident due to intentional acts.
This model is progressively evolving with the recognition that user’s unintentional negligence, imprudence (such as an involuntary failure to implement a precautionary Security measure) or inexperience (incorrect
³   Q ³  3   g   ments that fall under Security, as they can result in vulnerabilities in the
ATM system that can be exploited by third parties, generating a potential
impact on Safety.
ENAV has a primary commitment to protect people, by means of policies
that ensure that its security objectives include safeguarding the human
rights that can be affected by the Group’s activities, principally with regard to protecting lives, safety, principles of freedom, both in working relationships and in relationships with customers, contractors and instituQ)    '    N
)           agement, supervision of security has been extended to encompass the
entire Group.

The Security Policy
expresses the commitment taken on by the ENAV
Group to ensure the security of its facilities, personnel
and systems, including the
data and information contained therein, to prevent
any undue interference in
the provision of air navigation services, and, in
general, the violation of the
availability, the integrity
 ³  
corporate information,
including in the interest of
 ³N
The Security Policy has
been further integrated,
  ³   
management processes
of operational continuity
and with a strong commitment towards the need to
recognise the central value
of the duty to protect, as a
reflection of the corporate
social function according
to the spirit of article 41
of the Italian Constitution,
and to enhance the human
factor and the protection of
labour and of workers.

14N ,   $   .N CB   >E - ?;>E Z)     $   f%5g
?;>Cl>>AE  % 0   # C*?;>C  
measures for a high common level of security of network and information systems
   5[Q         N A    .N ?A?   ?@ -
>FE;N
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3%#52)49-!.!'%-%.43934%The Group has developed a strategy for protection in a unitary manner, implementing a Group Security Management System which, as regards the
     %.!6)$3!.Q ³ 
# ³"5.))3/l)%#?D;;>P?;>AN
The decision to adopt a Group system emerges from the strategic choice
to centralise:
• the functions of Governance and control of the Group over the ENAV
structures;
•  

     )4    ' 

the competent ENAV structures.
Although we have proceeded with the standardisation of objectives, conQ Q   ³ Q  tinuous improvement of the protection of people, of infrastructures, of information, of systems and of networks, some specialist vertical domains
 ³    ' Q  Q

 Q

in order to take into due consideration, the peculiarities associated with
the different areas of the Group.
The Group Security Management System consists of technical and organisational measures implemented in order to increase the overall ability
     

 

Q³

   

interference in the provision of air navigation services. The system also
    %.!6Y 

     Q   ³-

cant direct effects on ENAV’s institutional activity. The system manages
the entire security life cycle, strongly anchored to risk management, and
its key point is the two Security Operation Centres – for the security of
information and for physical security – entities that constitute the operating engine of the processes of prevention, detection, containment,
response and recovery assistance in the event of a security threat.
2020 Sustainability Report

&  Q        
services, ENAV participates in setting the national cyber security strategy
and in the protection framework of the security and defence interests of
)Q       
undertaken.
The Security Management System is fully integrated into the Enterprise
Risk Management System, enabling a holistic and proactive approach to
overall risk management.
A brief description of the main processes that make up the Security Management System in its unitary approach is provided below:
• Risk management: the process is aimed at identifying the risks associated with possible situations that may threaten the ENAV Group’s
  Q  ³Q       %.!6Y     -
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sonnel as well as the information it receives, produces or uses. This
process also plans and implements the security countermeasures
needed to reduce these risks to levels deemed acceptable by ENAV.
Risk management is expressly extended to staff working abroad.
• #³  P the purpose of the information classi³   Q text of the business as a whole, of the rules and principles pertaining
 ³      ³  
³         
information, both within and outside the organisation.
• Physical security management: the physical security management
process aims to avoid unauthorised access, damage and interference
to the Group’s staff, technological infrastructures and property by
means of protective measures that are commensurate with the nature
of the structures themselves, the type of services performed therein,
the personnel it hosts and, more generally, the risk analyses carried
  ³N
• Management of logical accesses and data backup and restoration:
the processes of management of logical access, in the management
context – which is the centralised Group function – have the aim of
         )4        %.!6 'N
Backup and restore activities, set in the broadest context of operational continuity measures, meet the need to guarantee the availability
and integrity of the information for the pursuit of the overall mission of
the Group and its components. The analogous process for ENAV’s op  

     ³

of the supply of air navigation services.
• Security event monitoring and ICT security checks: the Security Operation Centre, in collaboration with all of the structure functions of
the Parent Company and the subsidiaries, continuously monitors the
     )#4   'Y 
management networks, in order to identify any abnormal behaviour
and, in the event of an attack or threat, to activate the security inci 

  N#  Q )#4   

  )#4   Q Z)#43 rity Policy”, the Rules of the Security Management System and the applicable security standards.
• Reporting and handling of security incidents: the main objectives
of the incident reporting and handling process- common to the entire
Group and fully integrated into the privacy protection processesare
   ³   Q  
necessary to prevent security-related incidents from causing greater
    l  

Q  
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             Q Q ³      
normal operations as soon as possible. This activity is crucial in protecting the Group’s interests and the core values contained in its constitutional architecture. This responsibility is the task of the Security
Operation Centre, as the point of reference for physical, personnel and
information security.
• Threat Intelligence: this seeks to identify potential threat vectors in
advance and to adopt technical, organisational and process countermeasures in real time.
• Management of the security of personnel working abroad: a complex
process which, over the entire life cycle of activities carried out by the
'Q

 ³   Q  

short-term and environmental conditions in which the work abroad will
   Q     ³        

 

crisis planning measures, consistent with the primary principle of security
of the workers when carrying out their duties, wherever they happen to be.

4(%-!).!#4)6)4)%3#!22)%$/54&/23%#52)49
Security activity is based on a risk management analysis process built using
 )3/@>;;;QQ  

 

domains (physical, personnel and information) from a Group perspective,
using a process inspired by the principle of continuous improvement.
Controls have been implemented into the Security Management System
and Quality Management System procedures to guarantee Security in
corporate processes, with particular reference to change management
processes, selection processes, human resource management processes, supplier management processes, purchasing processes, and the
      )4 N
The process of broadening the functions of the ENAV Group’s Security
Operation Center has proceeded, integrating them with those of the CERT
2020 Sustainability Report

(Computer Emergency Response Team), extending the capacity for an       Q   ³
conditions imposed by the pandemic. The choral effort of the technological and supervisory components of the Group have facilitated the ability to meet the Security challenges set by the massive recourse to agile
working, by developing strong initiatives in terms of growth in awareness
and in the Group community culture, and by carrying out strong supervisory action, in particular in the context of the ongoing pandemic.
) Q ³    Q  Iventional nature – such as surprise drills and on the job training – with
the declared objective of enhancing the critical spirit of the users, soliciting their attention and stimulating the processing of reporting security
events, with very satisfying results indeed.
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The process of broadening
the functions of the ENAV
Security Operation Center
integrated with those of
CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team)
proceeded, extending the
capacity for anticipated
detection, monitoring, and
  Q  ³cult conditions imposed by
the pandemic. The collective efforts of the technological and supervisory
components of the Group
have made it possible to
face the security challenges implicit in the massive
recourse to agile working,
also by developing strong
initiatives in terms of
raising awareness and
growing the Group community culture.

4 

 

 ) 3 / #  

the Security Operation Center for physical security was inspired by a
process of progressive information integration, developing correlations
between events as well as operational synergies for prevention and re N) Q    
abroad have also been reinforced, adopting the best practices for prevention and protection as well as response to events included in the Travel
Security category, strongly characterised by the absolute need to protect
people on business trips.
)       '3 -3Q     
procedures and rules of ENAV’s Security Management System has continued,
     )$3!.N
On account of the new dimension taken on by Security, including as a consequence of increasingly stringent regulations, the associated activity is by
 ³  QI       N
7   3  -

  3   ³     

  ³ Q  

   

   

    Q     ³
controls imposed by the mandatory regulations and international standards.
The Security process – which is an integral part of the broader risk management mechanism – is reviewed periodically by the Group’s top management bodies through a formalised process of re-examination and with the
Q   Q       ³biguous support from the most senior managers in the Organisation.
Through the system of internal controls, which is also formal and made
   Q ³      Q        

Q N N    ³

events occur that require the understanding and removal of the causes,
 ³        ble for preventing their repetition.
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4.3. Safety
%.!6        ³    N4      ³ 
and the seamless availability of installations, systems and software used to
that end.
4  ³  Q%.!6        l  !4-Q          
precursor behaviours, assessing risks and possible mitigation interventions
so that the operating safety of the services provided is ensured.
%.!6   Q     ³  3 
     Q

  ³ Q -

tenance of personnel skills and the sharing of information relevant to Safety
inside and outside the organisation, at the same time reconciling the inter           ³   

 ³ %     !.30l-  3 N

Safety Policy
The Safety Policy is a
formal statement in which
the Company ensures
  ³  
responsibilities of Safety
and makes sure that the
personnel involved in
carrying out Safety-related
activities have the necessary skills, the required
training and a full awareness of their role.

Just Culture Policy

2020 Sustainability Report

The Just Culture Policy is a
vital and enabling element
of the Safety occurrence reporting system: by
adopting a “No blame”
approach, i.e. by accepting
the honest mistake without
in any way sanctioning it,
ENAV ensures that human
resources can work in a
climate of trust and free
circulation of information
useful for the prevention
of air incidents and accidents.
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SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
In compliance with the requirements of Regulation (EU)
No. 373/2017, ENAV has adopted a Safety Management
System (SMS) with which it ensures a formal, explicit
and proactive approach in the systematic management
of Safety organised on the basis of the following main
processes:

Planning of Safety improvement
This is an activity through which management
sets targets and monitors the process of
continuous improvement of Safety.

6 ³    3 
Management System

Safety training
With this process the training needs of
Safety actors (the people that have a role in
the management of Safety activities) are
 ³    N

Safety monitoring

4  ³  
monitoring the level of application of SMS
procedures in the various Company
structures. The objective of this activity is
also to verify the suitability of the processes
established and propose changes, where
deemed necessary.

With this activity, the indicators and targets
needed to measure the organisation’s Safety
     ³ N
Said parameters are monitored during the
year through the production of a quarterly
report for management.

Reporting and analysis of Safety-related events

3      
 !4-  
This process assigns the task of carrying out
a preventive analysis of the risks connected
with the introduction of changes in the ATM
system. Each proposal for change is
analysed to evaluate the impact of Safety
 ³   N

This is an activity through which the reporting
and investigation of Safety-related events is
implemented. The investigation must be
competed within 90 days with the issuing,
where necessary, of Safety recommendations
for the competent organisational units.

Safety Risk Management
This activity has been designed to manage
Safety risk in the organisation. The risks are
then mapped, traced and monitored at single
operating unit level. If the level of risk
exceeds the targets set, suitable corrective
  ³    N

Safety promotion
Continuous improvement in Safety is not
possible if a suitable Safety culture is not
present in the organisation. Via periodical
surveys, this process assesses the level of
Safety culture at organisational level and
proposes initiatives to reinforce it.
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ENAV’s SMS is constantly updated and practised by each Company component with the purpose of:
• ensuring that risk of a possible contribution by the ANS (Air Navigation
Services) to an air incident or accident is minimised, as far as is reasonably possible;
•



  ³

    I 

needs of Clients, Stakeholders and the system of European and national
Air Transport;
•     ³    Q

 Q   -

ties, identifying, in good time, the safety requirements (safety by design)
that enable the achievement of Company targets.

#/.4).5/53-/.)4/2).'/&3!&%49
3     ³ ble to have updated information on the status of safety and to identify promptly
any measures that might be needed to ensure the Safety of services supplied.
Among the main indicators subject to monitoring are:
• Effectiveness of Safety Management (EoSM)
–     ³    %.!6Y3 -

 3-

stem. The EoSM assessment process is based on the EUROCONTROL
3 & -3 f3&-3g      
   ³ -

 /  N

• Level of application of the Risk Analysis Tool (RAT)
– this measures the percentage of RAT Application (the percentage of
application of the EUROCONTROL Risk Analysis Tool for classifying the
severity of the largest safety-related events with the contribution of
ATM), for the analysis of the following events reported in accordance
2

.@DCl?;>AP
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› 2 )2)R            
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on the runway;
›       l  
  l     ³ f!4-3 ³/  K!3/gN
• ,         *#  N
The performance of these indicators is monitored annually by ENAV, by
ENAC and by the European Commission which, through the Performance
Review Body (PRB, an advisory body of the European Commission), ensures the overall assessment of the Performance Plan and also, therefore,
of Safety Performances.
4  3    ³   
by means of internal and external audits.
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23,212 hours
of operating unit training.
75,976 hours
of ongoing training.

4(%-!).3!&%49!#4)6)4)%3
)Q 3        
  #Q% #I% ³ N
%      ?;?;Q         #/6)$I>F       

   ³     Q

that were added to those previously planned.
With the rise of the pandemic, ENAV in fact remodulated its services to take
   ³   Q 
  Q  3  N) Q 
     ³ Q     !4- tem (people, procedures and equipment). The outcomes of these activities
were then monitored with successful results.
&  P
• ?;?;Q?Q@BB3       ?Q@CE   N
The remaining 11, received at the end of the year, will be analysed within
F;      R
• 

 ?*?;?;Q   2

%5?;>Dl@D@ -

tered into force, following a brief period of transition ENAV adopted a
new methodology for carrying out its Safety Assessments. This methodology, mainly based on the use of quantitative Risk Models, requires the
division of the changes to the ATM functional system into Simple Changes and Complex Changes;

Operations

Technology

Other (Training, Commercial/
Funded Activities)

Total

547

7

0

554

Simple Changesmixed process

>?F

26

>E

173

Complex Changes

13

13

13

39

689

46

31

766

Type
3 ³#

Total

  

• ?;?;Q ³   ./33f./ 3 3 g
project was brought to completion, a process that uses observations in
“normal operations” mode to identify strengths and weaknesses of air
 ³  3 N4  f"Q"  Q#Q#Q&  Q4 6 g  >;? tions with an average duration of 1 hour each;
•   / Q  ³     
context of the cycle of the “Discovering ENAV” webinars (a virtual voyage
  ³       
for the functioning of the various organisational units);
•   

  ³ !4-l!.3  f2
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facilitate assessment of the impact of the changes, they also identify and
       ³     5 3  # N
Each of these includes the analysis of around 120 elements that con  !4-&3 Q

    

people, procedures and equipment, the analysis of ATC barriers that conserve the Safety of the services provided and the analysis of the residual
       ³        Q
where relevant;
• in September 2020, ENAV reinforced the scope for the consideration of
  3      ³Z(&
Policy for ATCOs”. By means of this act, the already consolidated assess   l         


    l        N
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Future goals
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Deadline

Planning/Realisation of a new Safety Culture Survey.

2021/2022

Extension of the NOSS process to other Organisational Units.

2021/2022

Expansion of the capacity of intelligence data with dedicated projects or with the collaboration of
EUROCONTROL.

2021/2022

4.4. Investments
%.!6       ³

 

  )       Q³
performance requirements, and that they comply with quality and performance standards established at national and international levels.
)       

the ENAV Group invested
around €77 million in
infrastructure in 2020, out
of total expenditure
of €91.5 million.

          

sector, ENAV has crafted a technical operations development plan with the
aim of remaining competitive on an international stage and maintaining its
leadership in technological innovation, in keeping with the Single European
Sky requirements.
)         ³     ?;?;I?;?AQ

    

   Q   Q     ³ Q Q Q
quality of service and care for the environment. Through these investments,
ENAV sets itself the objective of building resilient infrastructures, fostering
innovation and equitable, responsible and sustainable industrialisation, in
order to contribute to the achievement of the related target of sustainable
   f3$'FgP"    Q   
  Q   ).
The international situation ensuing from the pandemic has conditioned the
Q 

 ?;?;?;?>N)?;?;Q 0 #Q

!.30f ³ gQ  DD
euro in total, through projects of implementation and maintenance of operational technological infrastructures, the development of the ATM technology
platform with new operational concepts, infrastructures, installations and
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million. The investments promoted during the year have led to the realisation of
      ³          ³-

2018

Investments in
infrastructures

2019

2020

ciency and productive capacity, safety, security and quality of service.

77
109
113
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Below are given the projects realised in 2020 by the Parent Company, divided by the plan objectives of for operational
technical development, highlighting the main impacts:

Main projects realised divided by objective

Business

Safety

Security

Quality
of service

# !00f! g!##15P
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X

X

15. A project that entails a shift of the management of approach procedures in several airports towards the competent ACCs, thus obtaining an
optimisation of resources.
16. A new-generation operational platform that will be implemented following a new approach to development and maintenance.
17. The goal is to align the airport weather system to the new regulations and gradually implement the automation of producing weather reports.
18. The goal is also to support changes to ENAV’s maintenance processes, which goes beyond the current peripheral maintenance model in
favour of a new centralised model that fully exploits all the new virtualisation, remotisation and communication technologies through the
complete integration of information, resources and processes.
19. Thi      ³           I 
environmental impacts, with a reduction in consumption and as a result in emissions.

Main projects realised divided by objective

Safety

X

X

)     ³   
f3!4#!3g        N

X

X

X

. %I.%4? Q-, 3 
  20.

X

X

X

X

Safety

Security

Quality
of service

)    
4   P

Security

Quality
of service

Business

    !

• )            f.!4g  -
Linate airport;
• Progress in the development of the AMAN (Arrivals sequencer)
 !## -2    ³
factory tests.

X

Although not connected directly to medium to long term objectives,
the following projects were executed in 2020 by the Parent Company:

Main projects realised

Business

#   $     
    I    N

X
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X

X
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X
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f&  Q0 Q/gN

X
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X

X

X

20. This infrastructure is able to make data transmission faster and more secure, and is necessary prior to the implementation of
remotely controlled towers.
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4.5. Flight inspection service
)           ance with the highest levels of safety, ENAV, through its own fleet of aircraft,
carries out a detailed check of the quality and accuracy of radio-electric radio
    f2Q6/2R6(&/ 22

R$-%$ -  % R6$&6(&$ -

Approximately 1,300
flight hours per year.

& R),3) , 3 R'.33'. 3  
3 Q NgN)      Q 
             ³     
%.!6Y& ) 63  N
4   & ) 6   imum reliability of air navigation aids and enable carriers to operate safely
 ³ N
General objectives:
•  ³   

   

Q %    

  -

     

  

assets and interests of primary rank involved in the provision of air navigation services;
•    Q  Q    
       Q     Q
may interfere with the availability and integrity of information.
4         >A   D    
f&)/g  

 A0

! 0>E;!))  %.!6N

4    ?>&)/Q   >Q@;;
flight hours per year. These specially equipped aircraft can perform in-flight
checks without the need for ground-based apparatus, obtaining results in
real time and at all times in observance of international regulations.
%.!6Y& ) 63     P
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the aircraft in the fleet are used as technologically innovative laboratories
where tests are carried out for the experimentation and validation of new
ATM projects.
The high level of performance achieved by the Flight Inspection and Validation unit is also testimony to the fact that, in 2020, a year characterised by the
     #/6)$I>FQ   
@oQ @;o      ?;o
foreign clients, thus managing to ensure the provision of the service even for
a part of our clients abroad.
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24 hours is the average
response time for special
interventions.
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As widely reported in the Report on Corporate Governance and Ownership
Structure, to which reference is made for more information, ENAV’s Governance Model is composed of a series of bodies, principles, rules and procedures that comply with the principles of the Self-Regulation Code, and mostly already aligned with the Corporate Governance Codeapplicable as known
starting in 2021 with a temporary system extended to the entire yearas well
as with the recommendations formulated by Consob on this matter and,
more generally, with best market practices.
ENAV’s Corporate Governance System, also taking into account the social
 ³   #Y Q     
for its shareholders over the medium to long term and adequately balancing
and fostering all relevant interests.
ENAV’s Corporate Governance System is structured according to the tradi)   3  Y-

 Q " 

Directors and the Board of Statutory Auditors.
The Board of Directors has established three Committees among its members that support the decision-making processes. As regards in particular
topics concerning sustainability, the Sustainability Committee has been as    ³ I   QI 
functions, which is also responsible for monitoring the activities related to
I³  N
Sustainability permeates all of ENAV’s management activities, starting from
  ³ 

 Q 

    %34 

business, which play an increasingly central role in the modern conception
of the company, as expressly established in the new Corporate Governance
2020 Sustainability Report

Code, which gives the Board of Directors the role as a guide for the sustainable success of the company.
This vision, as indicated by best practices, is obviously extended to topics
of compensationN4   Q  # %  / ³ 
and management, consolidates an integration vision where business is compensated by the progressive perfection of actions that are important from a
I³     N 4             I
term goals together with more short-term projects that also include the ambitious challenge to obtain carbon neutrality already by 2022.
Company governance guarantees that this integration of topics relevant from
an ESG point of view is constantly monitored also from the point of view of
 ) #2-

 3 fZ)#2-3[g

the control that the Control, Risks and Related Parties Committee ensures in
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Sustainability permeates
all ENAV’s operator
activities, starting
from the preparation of
strategies, in an integrated
interpretation of ESG
issues in the business.
The variable incentive
scheme considers longterm goals together with
more short-term projects
and also includes the
ambitious challenge to
reach a condition of carbon
neutrality within 2022.

this regard in supporting the activities of the Board of Directors.
The governance of the ENAV Group permits a suitable level of control of relevant areas and compliance with the applicable regulation, proven by the fact
that there are no legal actions regarding competition and antitrust or relevant
monetary and non-monetary sanctions received for violating economic, social or environmental regulations.
Currently, there is no unique structure responsible for compliance. The sin     Q  ³             
)#2-3Q               
best practices.

4(%).4%2.!,#/.42/,!.$2)3+-!.!'%-%.43934%%.!6Y)#2-3Q    

    2 

Corporate Governance and Ownership Structure, is comprised of a set of
tools, organisational structures, standards and corporate rules designed to
  ³Q   Q

    

main risks and adequate reporting flows designed to guarantee the circula  N4 )#2-3       
are achieved in terms of:
• preserving corporate assets;
•    
•

  ³    R

    ³  R

• complying with the law, regulations, the Articles of Association and
internal Company rules.
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4 )#2-3Q       # ' ance Code21 and takes account of national and international best practices, is
D>E

divided into three separate levels of internal control:

1
2

“FIRST LEVEL”
CONTROLS OR “LINE
CONTROLS” (RISK
OWNERSHIP)

“SECOND-LEVEL”
RISKS

Carried out by risk owners, composed of the set of control
activities that the individual Group organisational
structures perform on their processes to ensure that the
operations are performed correctly.

%   ³    I
Integrated Compliance and Risk Management, the
&2  / ³      
#Y³  I 
hierarchical and functional autonomy and independence
 Z³  [  Q
 ³     
different risk areas/types.

2020 Sustainability Report

Performed by the Internal Audit organisational structure,
which provides independent and objective assurance
 
    ³
second level controls, checking that the Internal Control
and Risk Management System is functioning, suitable and
      ³  
administrative body.

3

“THIRD-LEVEL”
RISKS

For this purpose, it prepares periodic reports containing
adequate information on its activities, the procedures
through which risks are managed as well as compliance
with plans for containing them and on the reliability of the
Company’s information systems, including its accounting
systems.
The periodic reports contain an assessment of the
appropriateness of the Internal Control and Risk
Management System.

21. ) * ?;?;       Z#  '   # [     # 
'  #  ")Q   %.!6'
     ³       @> $    ?;?;Q     
market in the Report on Corporate Governance to be published during 2022.
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4(%3534!).!"),)49#/--)44%%!.$4(%/4(%2"/!2$
#/--)44%%3
As described in detail in the Report on Corporate Governance and Ownership
Structure, the Board of Directors is supported by three committees, established from among its members, which has information-gathering, proposal-making and advisory functions: (i) the #Q22  0 
Committee, (ii) the Remuneration Committee and Appointments, and (iii) the
Sustainability Committee.
The #Q22  0 # Q according to what is spec³    I    

Q   

purpose, among others, of providing the Board with support for its assess     

    )  #  2 -

 

3    ³I³  N
4#

      ³  2 -

 02

 #2 N>D??>l?;>;

and the Procedure governing company transactions with related parties.
The Remuneration and Appointments Committee is assigned information-gathering and proposal-making functions regarding remuneration and
appointments according to the principles of the self-regulation code and its
own regulations.
Based on the relative regulation, the Sustainability Committee supports the
Board of Directors, with information-gathering, advisory and proposal-mak  

  N)Q 

 3#

 

 ³    P

• monitor sustainability policies related to company business and Stakeholder Engagement efforts;
• examine the guidelines of the Strategic Sustainability Plan proposed by
  #  %   / ³              
and projects contained therein;
• promote ENAV’s participation in sustainability initiatives and events,
with a view to consolidating the Company’s reputation nationally and internationally;
• examine the general approach of the sustainability document proposed
 # %  / ³     Q 
the completeness and transparency of the information provided, issuing
a prior opinion to the Board of Directors at the meeting called to approve
that document;
• issue opinions, at the request of the Board of Directors or the Chief Exec / ³ Q R
• monitor the concrete implementation of the measures taken by the
"   $      #  %   / ³     
of equal treatment and equal opportunities between genders within the
entire company organisation.
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4(%!00/).4-%.4/&4(%"/!2$/&$)2%#4/23P25,%3Q
02/#%$52%3!.$2%15)2%-%.43
The Report on Corporate Governance and Ownership Structure provides
detailed information concerning the regulations of the Statute on the appointment of the Board of Directors members, with particular concern for
art. 11-bis.3, pursuant to which the Board of Directors is appointed by the
Shareholders’ Meeting based on lists where the candidates are listed using
consecutive numbers.
%.!6Y        ³   ism and competence, with particular concern for experience of at least three
years in activities involving administration or control or management within
 Q      

Q Q³-

 I ³    Q  
are relevant or in any case functional to the operations of the Company, or
managerial functions in public entities or public administrations, operating
in sectors which are related to the Company’s sector, or entities or public
administrations that are not related to the aforementioned sectors provided
    

   ³  N

Moreover, with regard to gender representation in the Board of Directors, Article 11-bis.3 of ENAV’s Articles of Association requires compliance with the
current regulations regarding gender balance. The substitution and integration mechanisms of the Board of Directors are consistent with such criteria.
The Company adopts a policy for diversity in management and control bod Q        Z'  [     N NN ) cordance with the provisions of applicable legislation and the Articles of As   ³ %.!6Y Q
this policy offers shareholders and the Board of Directors, each within its own
sphere of responsibility, a number of guidelines to ensure the broadest and
most appropriate diversity of viewpoints within the governing body, especially with regard to the training and professional development of the directors,
2020 Sustainability Report

proposing processes for monitoring that development.
)      " $ Q
then took place during the Shareholders’ Meeting held on 21 May 2020, the
outgoing Board of Directors, in line with the regulations of the Corporate Governance Code that was previously in force, prepared advice for shareholders
 

  ³

   

to have represented on the Board, with diversity being among the criteria to
be considered, with an assessment regarding its size, the mix of expertise
necessary to ensure that the Board possesses a suitable range of professionQ           $  ³ Q
and that gender balance is respected in the composition of the Board of Directors, which is primarily safeguarded by the law and the Articles of Association.
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ENAV’s Board of Directors can rely on a suitable number of independent
$ Q    ³                  
  $   N)

Q "  ³  

independence of its own members using suitable formal procedures and un     " 3!N4  ltitative methods and criteria for verifying the independence of ENAV’s Directors are contained in the Policy regarding the criteria and procedure for the
assessment of the independence of ENAV’s Directors adopted by the Board
of Directors in accordance with the recommendations of the Corporate Governance Code.
When accepting their candidacy, ENAV Directors are also required to check
       ³  

    

accordance with the guidance provided by the Board of Directors regarding
the maximum number of positions that can be held by ENAV S.p.A. Directors,
which is available in the “Governance” section of the Company website.

!00/).4-%.4#2)4%2)!&/2"/!2$#/--)44%%3
The decision-making activities of the Board is supported by committees made
up of its own members. The role and composition of the committees comply
with the regulatory and self-governance requirements, in line with best practices. The principle of gender balance was taken into consideration among the
criteria for the appointment of the members of the Board committees.
The Control and Risks and Related Parties Committee consists of three
non-executive directors, the majority of whom are independent, including
the Chairman. Upon establishment, the Board of Directors evaluates the pro³    Q      
  

    

  ³ 

management.
The Remuneration and Appointments Committee consists of three non-executive directors, the majority of whom are independent, including the Chairman. Upon establishment, the Board of Directors evaluates the professional
³    Q       
 

    

 ³    N

The Sustainability Committee consists of three non-executive and independent directors.
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Pursuant to Article 21 of the Articles of Association, the Shareholders’ Meeting appoints the Board of Statutory Auditors, which shall be composed of
three standing Auditors, amongst which it elects the Chairman, and two alternate auditors. As required by the Articles of Association and discussed in detail in the Report on Corporate Governance and Ownership Structure, standing and alternate Auditors shall be appointed by the Shareholders’ Meeting
      N4  ³  


³ Q        3  Y

-

       ³    

year of their term. The members of the Board of Statutory Auditors shall be
selected from among persons that meet the professionalism and integrity requirements established in applicable laws and regulations. As regards the
composition of the Board of Statutory Auditors, with reference to the situa        ³  
held by the Auditors at any one time, the applicable provisions of law and the
regulations shall apply. The composition of the Board of Statutory Auditors
ensures compliance with the provisions of the law and regulations regarding
  N)       Q    ing auditors are no longer available, the alternate auditors will replace them
in an order that will ensure compliance with the aforementioned provisions
regarding gender balance.
)    

 !  !-

sociation on gender diversity as well as on the professional requirements of
ENAV’s auditors, the policy on diversity includes guidelines on criteria for ensuring adequate diversity of opinion within the Oversight body.
The Board of Statutory Auditors periodically evaluates the independence of
its members, in accordance with the provisions of law and its own regulations, as well as what is recommended by self-governance.
&           %.!6$ 2020 Sustainability Report

    ³ Q        
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by the Board of Directors to verify that these requirements are met, reference
is made to the Report on Corporate Governance and Ownership Structure,
which also includes further details on the functions and composition of the
composition of the Board committees, as well as the criteria for appointing
the auditors and the related checks.

GOVERNANCE

Shareholders’ Meeting

Chair
Francesca Isgrò

# %  / ³ 
Paolo Simioni

Board of Directors
Francesca Isgrò
Paolo Simioni
Angela Stefania Bergantino
Laura Cavallo
Giuseppe Lorubio
Fabiola Mascardi
Fabio Pammolli
Carlo Paris
Antonio Santi

Board of Statutory Auditors
Dario Righetti (P)
Franca Brusco (E)
Pierumberto Spanò (E)

Head of internal audit

Control, Risks and
Related Parties
Committee
Antonio Santi (P)
Laura Cavallo
Fabio Pammolli
Remuneration and
Appointments
Committee
Giuseppe Lorubio (P)
Laura Cavallo
Antonio Santi
Sustainability
Committee
Carlo Paris (P)
Angela Stefania Bergantino
Fabiola Mascardi

Manager responsible

Independent
³
EY S.p.A.

Supervisory
body
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BN?N2-   %  2
Management System
The ENAV Group has an Enterprise Risk Management System that is used
for monitoring and managing the risks, in terms of threats and opportunities,
 ³    f3

Q&-

Q/ # g IZI [ ³
I³ N
Periodic risk assessment activities make it possible to evaluate the expo    Q  ³  ³
risk appetite and tolerance thresholds and, as a result, listing the treatment
measures.
During 2020, two separate risk-monitoring activities were carried out within
 # 20³ f#20g  %.!6'Q  
     #/6)$I>F   


Q

  I³ Q  Z/-

cupational Health and Safety (H&S)”.
Enterprise Risk Management operates in accordance with the Guidelines of
  #2-

 3 f)#2-3g

the Control and Risks and Related Parties Committee.
The various organisational, operational and internal standard safeguards are
accompanied by a constant commitment to spreading the culture of risk and
risk-based management at the various levels of the Company.
The manner in which they are managed will be discussed in more detail in the
     ³N
4    Q    ,

 $ 

?BAl?;>CQ

the connected risk events, the impact for ENAV and for the involved categories of stakeholders and the main methods for managing the risks managed
and incurred.
4  ³     %.!6    
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company’s application of the ERM model.
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Topic Of Legislative
Decree 254/2016
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Risk Events

Governance & Compliance
³  

– Market abuse
– &            f,  
$  >;Bl?;>Fg
– Compliance of systems and infrastructure with reference legislation
Management of institutional relations
– Changes to the organisational structure
– &    ³Q   ³
       f!4-l!.3g
– &            
– &   2 N%5CDFl?;>C  
– Unsuitable positioning of the Group internationally
– Occupational safety (H&S) for ordinary activities
– &
– &   ,  $  B;l?;>C   
– &   ,  $  ?BAI>C  I³ 
– 5  ³  #f0## g
– &       4 /  ³

Environment

–Compliance of systems and infrastructures with reference legislation
–&             
–Supply chain

Respect for human rights

–&   2 N%5CDFl?;>C  
–Supply chain
–Diversity and Welfare

Pertinent to personnel

–Risk of disputes
–Safety of personnel working in Countries at risk (travel security)
–Occupational safety (H&S) for contract work
–Suitability of human capital
–Staff turnover
–Occupational safety (H&S) for ordinary activities
–Disagreement

Social

–Aeronautical accident in relation to ATM contribution
–Group Reputation
–Continuity of core services
–)  
–Physical safety
–Aeronautical accident of the air fleet owned by ENAV
–Discontinuity of the administrative-managerial services

Climate change

–Climate change (emerging risk)

Potential Impact
on the ENAV group

Impacted
Stakeholders

Potential Impact
on Stakeholders

Main Management
Methods

–Strategic

–Carriers

– Operational
– Compliance
– Reputation

– Operators
– Suppliers
– Employees
– Shareholders

Carriers:
– Economic damage
Operators:
– Economic damage
Suppliers:
– Economic damage
– Occupational safety
Employees:
– Occupational safety
Shareholders:
– Economic damage

– Quality and workplace health and
safety management systems
– Company policy
– System of delegation of functions
– Dedicated organizational structures
– 3 ³    
design nature

– Operational
– Compliance
– Reputation

– Operators
– Suppliers
– Employees
– Shareholders

Operators:

– Quality and workplace health and
safety management systems
– Company policy
– System of delegation of functions
– Dedicated organizational structures
– 3 ³    
design nature

– Compliance
– Reputation

– Suppliers
– Employees
– Shareholders

Suppliers:
– Occupational safety
Employees:
– Occupational safety
Shareholders:
– Economic damage

– Quality Management Systems
– Corporate policies
– Dedicated organisational structures
– 3 ³    
design nature

– Operational
– Compliance
– Reputation

– Carriers
– Operators
– Suppliers
– Employees
– Shareholders

Carriers:
– Economic damage
Operators:

– Quality and workplace health and
safety management systems
– Company policy
– System of delegation of functions
– Dedicated organizational structures
– 3 ³    
design nature

–Economic damage
Suppliers:
– Occupational safety
Employees:
– Occupational safety
Shareholders:
– Economic damage

–Economic damage
Suppliers:
– Economic damage
– Occupational safety
Employees:
– Occupational safety
Shareholders:
– Economic damage

–Operational
–Reputation
–Compliance

–Carriers
–Operators
–)
–Employees
–Shareholders

– Carriers:
– Economic damage
– Operators:
– Economic damage
– Institutions:
– Reputational damage
– Employees:
– Occupational safety
– Shareholders:
– Economic damage

–Quality and workplace health
and safety management
systems
–Company policy
–Dedicated organisational
structures
–3 ³    
a design nature

–Operational
–Strategic

–Carriers
–Operators
–Shareholders

– Carriers:
– Economic damage
– Operators:
– Economic damage
– Shareholders:
– Economic damage

–3 ³    
a design nature
–Operating procedures
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%3'
RISKS CONNECTED
WITH CLIMATE
CHANGE

  22
1

$   
4           ³   
  ³        N)Q  %52/#/.42/, “European Aviation in 2040 - Challenges of growth - Adapting aviation
to a changing climate” (* ?;>Eg ³ ³        
    P
– Precipitation (e.g. rain, snow, hail)R
– 4   (e.g. average increase)R
– Rising sea level (e.g. floods and submersion of coastal areas)R
– Wind (e.g. changes in direction and intensity)R
– %    (e.g. storms, hurricanes)R
4            Q     
               %.!6N
1. Precipitation
7   Q     ³ Q
                       
    Q           N ) Q    
      ³        l  
  Q         N
&  Q    Q        Q       
risk of flooding.
2. Temperature
)               N &  Q  
           Q
      Q     Q  
       N (                 
        Q               
         N
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3. Rising sea level and overflowing of rivers
4                Y   
          N
)Q Q     Q 
       QQ     
could be at risk.
4. Wind
#      N&Q
are built along the direction of the prevailing wind on a local level, there may be events
connected to the presence of strong transverse components, with impacts on the safety of
flight behaviour. This could make it necessary to change the flight procedures and redesign
the air space, with the possible additional environmental risk due to the redistribution of the
acoustic impact around airports.
5. Extreme events
#      f N NQ g    
 Q        ³N&  Q% 
            
          N 4              
      Q   
 ³    ³ N! Q     
      3   
    N

22. )      N>l?> >CN;?N?;?> #/.3/"
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Adaptation and management method
%.!6         
    ) Q    
navigation services.
4                        
 %.!6Q    Q 
          N
%.!6    " #Q               
  Q         N
%.!6           
  N0        
      N 4              
                           
                 N 4                
            
 QQ   N
4   Q   ?;??Q%.!6        
       Q  

            
operates.
(  Q  %.!6Y     
  Q         Q
       l          
  
   N)Q                f  Q
 Q    Q Q NgQ     I                  
                     
sector business activities.

Impacts
!      

 %.!6                 
lost revenues and/or increase in
  Q    P  
          
       
    Q  
 ³ lpacity.
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5.4. Protection of legality and anti-corruption
The ENAV Group opposes and does not tolerate in any way acts of corruption,
fraudulent behaviour and, more generally, illegal or irregular conduct, however committed, whether by or against its employees or third parties.
&    best practices and recommendations from the main position
papers f    #³ '         ganisation, management and control models pursuant to Legislative Decree
?@>l?;;>g  

  Q%.!6  

its practices according to the CoSO (Committee of Sponsoring Organizations)
& Q Risk Management   ) #2
Management System Guidelines approved by the Board of Directors, in line
")Y# '  # N
4     

 I Q ³ 

 'Y  ³   ?;>E  
3  "    !IQ & G 7    Q
 ³ P
• the periodic Risk Assessment, to identify the areas of the company most
exposed to the risk of corruption, the relative processes, the existing
controls. This analysis is followed by a risk assessment divided by process: inherent risks and residual risks and areas of improvement for a
corruption management system that is always updated and as effective
as possible;
• the establishment of regulations and procedures for those areas most
exposed to the risk of corruption;
•     ³I I  IR
• the development of training programmes for employees on preventing
and combating corruption;
• the existence of a reporting system, (whistleblowing), which is connected to a process for investigating reports;
2020 Sustainability Report

• periodic reporting to upper management concerning areas at risk, the
status of policies and procedures, the results of anti-corruption controls
performed, reports received and resulting investigations made.
The internal departments conduct a periodic risk assessment incorporating
internal and external analysis by means of interviews carried out by the AnIQ&G7    

   

ENAV Group also based on the analysis of the internal and external context.
They are also regularly updated to identify the necessary actions to strengthen the internal control and Risk Management System, with particular reference to procedures and organisational safeguards.
With the help of an ad-hoc created company, the update of the anti-corruption Risk Assessment  >B& ?;?>Q(the prior version

88

 ?;>EgQ which is a document that will be presented to company
stakeholders in order to implement measures suitable for bridging the gaps
that emerged. The risks related to corruption were assessed within the risk
   >;;o    N
The new Risk Assessment mapped, within its applicable scope, the compa   %.!6'Q  )$3!.Q
 %.!6>E*?;>F        
     ?;>E2!  N4    ?;?>2
Assessment, currently being presented to company stakeholders, will also
include (in addition to the results of the risk and gap analysis carried out in or-

The risks related to
corruption were assessed
in the context of the risk
assessment process in
100% of processes.

   'Y?@>l;>- Q    g 
       ³   ³
related to the sales process on the non-regulated market that also focused
on international corruption, which will be formalised in 2021 through audits
on sales orders.
3 ³ 

       -

        

    ³

second level controls.
The various activities include participation in the update of the Commercial
Guidelines (now the Policy on ENAV Group Commercial Risks) which dictate – among other aspects - regulatory elements concerning the sale of
Group products on the non-regulated market, with the intent to continuously
    ) #2-

 3 Q 

)$3!. %.!6 

 'Y 

development.
)3   ?;?;Q#   %.!6'  date their organisational, management and control Models pursuant to Leg $ 

?@>l?;;>Q      

gap analysis that mapped, among the predicate offences, also those related
to corruption.
On 22 December 2020, ENAV’s Board of Directors approved the update of
the Group’s Code of Ethics (also updating topics related to human rights) and,
on the same date, also approved the update of ENAV’s Organisation, Management and Control Model.
&  Q         ?@>- 
being completed.
&  Q          Z#    #  # 
#[fZ!I## [gQ

   ?;>EQ

mandatory for all Group companies. This code adds to a complex body of internal rules consisting of policies, procedures, guidelines and regulations that
govern in more detail the individual reference areas and with which internal
staff must comply.
) ?;?;Q  I      

       f
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the exception of operational personnel) concerning tax crimes, which were
   ?@>  

 N&  QI-

ing session was made available to the entire organisation concerning topics
of anti-corruption and whistleblowing, which also included training on tax
crimes pursuant to Legislative Decree 231, which was therefore also provided to operational personnel.
A number of activities were carried out with regard to monitoring and man   N3 ³Q  ³  3 " f 
%.!6Q4 3Q)$3!.gQ  ) !  
   Q) !Y I Q age the risk of corruption being examined from various points of view within
the processes subject to examination. The Group has also adopted two safeguards as regards corruption:
• a communication channel for whistleblowing reports;
• a channel for receiving the information flows of the Supervisory Body.
7

      Q)4  -

erating for the reporting of illegal acts that guarantees the anonymity of the
whistle-blower, in response to the requirements of the relevant legislation
f,>DFl?;>DgN)        tem, the corresponding website was updated, making it easier to use and
access.
The reports received via these channels are assessed by the relevant departments. Those considered to be important are analysed further by means of
audits.
$  ?;?;    ?;>E  ?;>FQ        
      '    ) !N
The Group has already adopted and has published on its website the “Whis  2

[Q ³   Z [Q

 ³         R         
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be subject to whistleblowing; sets out the principles and general rules for
the “whistleblowing process”, including protection of the reporter and the
reported party.
3 ³         "   $ Q   #Q
Risks and Related Parties Committee and the Board of Statutory Auditors are
also in place, integrated with the safeguards guaranteed by the Supervisory
") !N4   Q ³  Q  
  3 ") !Q 
of the results of the activities carried out, and a detailed summary of the reports received and the remedial actions undertaken.
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Future goals

Deadline

Conclusion of the Risk Assessment on anti-corruption, also for the purpose of alignment with the
best practices and international standards.

February 2021

Start of the activities of sharing the results of the 231/01 Risk Assessment and the risk and gap analysis
(also concerning topics related to the predicate offence of corruption) with the internal stakeholders.

March 2021

5       ³  N

By the end of
2021

Update of the Whistleblowing regulation.

By the end of
2021

Activity for the preparation for the Group’s Anti-Corruption Policy.

By the end of
2021

The information and training campaign regarding aspects of Corporate Compliance will continue
(aspects connected to Legislative Decree 231/01 and Code of Ethics, Anti-Bribery and
Anti-Corruption, Fraud and Whistleblowing).

During all of
2021

5.5. Human Rights
4  %.!6 '      )Q      

   

and the level of development of civil society widely guarantee the respect of
human rights, freedom of association and collective bargaining and therefore
makes certain actions on its part concerning these topics less critical. However, ENAV dedicates constant attention to respect for human rights.
) Q  ) ! Q   Y 
regarding the respect for human rights in Group companies and processes,

Risks associated with
human rights were
assessed in the context
of the risk management
process in 100% of
processes.

    ³  0   
received to check the application of the internal procedures and the observance of the Group’s Code of Ethics, of the Organisation, Management and
# -  f  ,

  $ 

 ?@>l?;;>gQ      

applicable national and international regulations applicable to all companies
of the Group. This also serves the purpose to detect and report any infringements of protected human rights by the various means envisaged and implementing any corrective measures.
The risks associated with human rights were assessed within risk manage   >;;o   N
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Human Rights policy
The new Human Rights policy, as set forth in the 2018-2020 Sustainability Plan, was approved in
October 2020. With this policy, the Company aims to protect and promote human rights when carrying
out its company activities and in every context in which it operates through the strict observance of the
laws in all countries in which it operates and adopt and apply its internal codes of conduct. The policy
sets out the principles contained in the Universal Declaration of the United Nations, in the United
Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, in the Conventions of the International
Labour Organisation, in the OCSE Guidelines, in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European
Union and in the Group’s Code of Ethics. The main principles of the policy concern:
• rejection of forced or obligatory labour or child labour;
• freedom of association and collective bargaining;
• relationships with the community.

)     Q%.!6
integrated the new Group Code of Ethics (approved in December 2020) by
    Q     ³  
commitment of the ENAV Group regarding these aspects.
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Future goals

Deadline

4 '     ³         
   ³       #  %N

First half 2021

4         
  #  %N

First half 2021

  %.!6'

BNCN2  

 

& %.!6'Q    
suppliers based on collaboration and complete transparency of information
and also due to the fact that a company’s relationship is also linked to all its
collaborations along the value chain.
&   Q  %.!64 3Y   
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The Company has
launched a process of
analysis of its suppliers
in order to evaluate their
social, environmental, and
governance performance.

awarding are subjected to the Public Contracts Code23, over the past twoE

year period, in compliance with the regulatory requirements of Legislative
$ 

>E!?;>CNB;Q #     -

lysing its own suppliers in order to evaluate their social, environmental and
governance performance.
&   Q  )4            
quantitative data and information on sustainability in order to obtain an ESG
evaluation. By using this platform, ENAV and Techno Sky are able to analyse
a series of ESG information concerning some core suppliers, i.e. the suppliers that constitute the Group’s strategic supply line, and suppliers that


 Q ³   !4%#/f 

activity) category.
&         Q   
belonging to the SME category can receive an analytical report that also in ³     
for improvement as regards possible corrective actions. Every six months, a
reassessment campaign will be started to check the effective improvements
achieved by the suppliers. The campaign, which is completely voluntary, will
be started in 2021 and does not involve any expense or cost for the suppliers.
ENAV’s ERP Oracle Application system also includes a supplier assessment
process, which is regulated by a procedure?A. The supplier is evaluated based
F?;

on the following criteria:
• the level of compliance of performance;
• their promptness in satisfying ENAV’s requirements within the scope of
the contracts assigned to them.
The individual performance indicators of the supplier make it possible to obQ  %20 Q    f62)gN
4   ³   I ³ f 
    ³  ³I  Q
 ,
 

   ,

 $ 

  $ 



E>l;E  -

 >B?l;Cg    -

        Z#  l    [     
(ERP)?B.
10

The procedure26 for the assessment of Techno Sky suppliers (SAP System)
11

foresees, in line with ENAV’s process, a supplier rating that if negative after
³  Q %.!6   -

23. Please note that for the subsidiary d-flight, the Public Contracts Code is applied to
the awarding procedures
24. SGQ-P-PROC.2.1 ENAV supplier assessment, emissions associated with business
travel.
25N 3'1I0I02/#N?N>l$;?3 M#M% MN
26. SGQ-P-PROC.2.2 Techno Sky supplier assessment.
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ures described above in the indicated procedure.
)           Q Z#  
Conduct for suppliers” has been prepared and whose acceptance is mandatory for all ENAV and Techno Sky suppliers.
&    %.!64 3Y ment contracts to encourage suppliers to comply with the principles and
   #  % ³  / tion, Management and Control Model adopted by the Companies, suppliers
are also required to consent to being audited, in part to verify, where necessary, compliance with the environmental and social requirements connect  ³     N&  Q
depending on the type of contract, references have been prepared for some
   Q    3 ³ $ 
        Q  

   ³ 

 -

cerning the observance of Human Rights, with particular reference to the
prohibition of exploiting child labour and the respect for every other similar
applicable regulation.
)$3!.Q     0 'Q 
clauses regarding the principles contained in the Code of Ethics and Legis $ 

?@>l?;;>   )-

ian suppliers. The company is also implementing procedures regarding the
Parent Company’s Procurement policy. During 2021 some clauses will be
inserted regarding compliance with the principles of the Code of Ethics, both
for foreign suppliers, in compliance with the laws in force in the geographi  

  Q  & ! 

 )

 Q  ³  Q ?;?;Q 
percentage of contracts that include human rights clauses.
The company d-flight uses ENAV contract formats that include clauses that
refer to the principles of the Group’s Code of Ethics and Legislative Decree
?@>l?;;>N
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As regards the scope of supply, over recent years ENAV has paid increasing attention to the environmental sustainability of provisioning through the
implementation of actions focused on ESG sustainability. This choice was
made based on the desire of ENAV to reduce the environmental impact of the
goods and services that its purchases and of the works that are carried out
 ! @A ,
  ,

 $ 

4 #/6)$I>F   

 $ 

>E!?;>CNB;Q

>F!?;>DNBCN
 ³ 

transport sector, which has reduced national and international travel, result ³       
core business activities of the Parent Company, and also due to the extended
payment terms granted to airlines for invoices related to gross passenger rev    & -?;?;N4  
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into account, and with the objective of paying its debts to all suppliers, the
Parent Company has scheduled its payments along a greater period of time
with respect to the scheduled due dates, but making payments to all suppliers. There has been a continuous and constant dialogue will all suppliers, and
ad hoc meetings have been held with suppliers with which the company has
      N) 

   

  



?D

delays in payments is provided below:
12

• average payment times: the average payment time for commercial
     ?;?;  D;NCF  f ?;>F   >FND
days), compared with the typical contractually stipulated payment deadlines of 30 days. The calculation was made by identifying the number of
days that passed between the starting date for the calculation and the
date of the relative payment. Compared with the starting date, account
was taken of the date from which the transaction can be settled, or sub        ³    tive legislation. The longer average payment time is strictly connected to
what was indicated above.
• average payments delays: the average for late payments for commer ?;?;B>NC>f?;>F  

 -

lay was 20.6 days), compared with the typical contractually stipulated
payment deadlines of 30 days, and they were calculated by identifying
the number of days that passed between the due date of the payment
(decided by negotiation or by law, depending on the case) and the date
    N )           

   

ENAV

70.7 days

TS

AVERAGE
PAYMENT
TIMES

EAP
IDS AirNav

40 days
5 days
27.3 days

D-Flight

60 days

27. As regards the parent company ENAV, art. 22 of the Growth Decree (Decree Law
@Al?;>Fg     ,   ?E *  ?;>F N BEQ    Df@g 
the rules on late payments in commercial transactions under Legislative Decree
?@>l?;;?Q         32 Q   ?;>F³ Q      
for the commercial transactions, of the average payment delays, of the commercial
policies adopted with reference to the above mentioned transactions and to the actions implemented for payment deadlines.
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of payments can be due to factors outside the Company’s control, such as:
documents needed for payment not in order (DURC and Equitalia), documentation to be obtained from suppliers that they have not sent (which under
contractual regulations means it is not possible to proceed with payments,
such as proof of having paid subcontractors) or payments of invoices that,
according to the contractual arrangements, can be paid later than the normal
due date of 30 days from the date on the invoice.

Future goals

Deadline

4        ?;?;N3    ³   
 ³   ?;?>N

2021

4 #  #    f     gN

2021

5.7. Fiscal Management
) %.!6'Q³        
#  %N%    

³-

 Q %.!6'Q    )Q  ³
   I ³    
 ³  Q   N
The Group is committed to complying with tax regulations by means of:
• appropriately managing the tax burden related to Group activities;
• staying up-to-date with the national and international regulations concerning
its own area of activity;
• maintaining good relations with tax authorities based on absolute transpar2020 Sustainability Report

ency and collaboration;
•         ³     #  )N
4      N4 &2  / ³ 

    #Y -

pates in tax-related decisions both on a strategic level as well as on an operational
level, and is responsible for monitoring the tax risk management activities and
assesses the suitability of the organisational structure dedicated to tax issues.
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5.8. Corporate giving initiatives
With the aim to contribute to civil growth and the sustainable development
    5 .Y>D3$'Q       #/6)$I>F Q?;?;Q%.!6   
giving initiatives on 3 SDGs:
SDG no. 3
Health and
Well-being

SDG no. 4
Quality
Education

SDG no. 11
Sustainable Cities
and Communities

The Company has focused on the following activities and projects:
The “Identity Tree” project in collaboration with “Happy Coaching”
)          %.!6Y   ³ Q%.!6Q
       Q    Z) 4 [ N4
 Q   Q       
      Q        
     0 &N
4  Q   2 Q    ³  
    0 6Q   Y N

“Live with style” project in collaboration with “Legambiente”
7 Z,  [ Q        %.!6  Q  
         Q     N
)                   N4 
   I       Q  2020 Beach Litter survey on
   ) Q          Q

      N

“Stories around the globe” in collaboration with “Geo4map”
%.!6   I ³ Z3    [Q  ' A
  4 #)Q )!&  N
7 Q%.!6          I
 ³ N4 Q     ³ Q     
                  N

“Help us give life” project in collaboration with AVIS
7  Z(    [Q  !6)3Q  
%.!6 Q         N4     
   Q         Q  Q  
      N4  Q    Q
  N

Donations to: Civil Protection and the Spallanzani Hospital; support to the Bambino Gesù Hospital
$ ?;?;Q      Q %.!6'    3 
( #0         #/6)$I>F N
&  Q ?;?;%.!6    Z%   [  "' Ŏ 
Q                 
     N4     ³        
            #/6)$I>F  N
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CN4    
CN>N&3  %   
3  -  
When developing ENAV’s sustainability policies, the aspect of listening
to its shareholders is becoming an increasingly central and essential el N)   Q Q Qtions, suppliers, employees, media and opinion leaders is not only directed toward the updating of the materiality analysis, but also to listening
to their needs and developing new initiatives that create added value not
 %.!6   ³ N
As a result, in 2020 the ENAV Group started a process for changing from
a reactive management model to a programmatic and proactive approach
to managing stakeholder requests, integrating these aspects into strategic planning.
Developing an integrated system for managing stakeholder relationships
   ³3  % 

  -

prehensive from a qualitative and quantitative point of view, and is able
 ³   Q        
the relationship with company stakeholders, also through the continuous management of relationships with them through various involvement
tools and feedback mechanisms.
Stakeholder Management (no longer engagement) is therefore a circular
process for which the results of the engagement activities are used as input to improve the management of the relationships from a point of view
of continuous improvement, which on the one hand makes it possible to
anticipate different types of risks, and on the other to transform threats
    ³   
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shared value for the organisation and for its stakeholders.
)Q   ³  stakeholder management make
it possible to:
• check if and when the stakeholders have a positive perception of their
relationship with the Organisation;
• understand how the stakeholders perceive the work of the Organisation as a whole;
• satisfy the needs and expectations of stakeholders in the medium-to-long term to support strategic planning;
• identify, together with the stakeholders, new solutions in terms of
products, services and business areas;
• with the contribution of the stakeholdersQ ³   ganisation’s resources in initiatives that support the community;
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As a result, in 2020 the
ENAV Group started a
process to transition from
a reactive management
model to a programmatic
and proactive approach
in the management of
stakeholder requests,
integrating these aspects
in the strategic plan.

• involve the stakeholders   ³           ics have an impact on their assessments and decisions, identifying the
ones with priority.
3 ³Q        ³  3   -

   

phases:
• Mapping and prioritising the stakeholders by calculating the relevance
of the stakeholder  

Q     ³ 

by AA1000SES, such as:
– dependency. Groups or individuals who directly or indirectly depend
on the activities of the organisation, or its products or services and
the associated performance, or on which the organisation is dependent in order to operate;
– influence. Groups or individuals who have an impact on the strategic
choices and decisions of the organisations or is internal stakeholders;
– urgency. Groups or individuals that require immediate attention by the
organisation concerning economic, social and environmental issues.
• $ ³            mented in order to interact suitably with the stakeholders, channels
and in the most coherent manner.
• )         

 -

tent in order to identify innovative ideas and solutions in response to
the requests received from the stakeholders.
• Monitoring the plan and follow up with regard to the stakeholders, ensuring the continuity and systematic nature of the relationships with
them using all possible channels (reporting, sustainability plans, development of communities, focus, two way communication, etc.).

6.2. Customer Relationship Management
Among the stakeholders with whom the ENAV Group maintains relations,
          N &  Q %.!6 
   Q       Q ³ tomer relationship management system (supported by an internal procedure) aimed at involving customers and measuring their level of satisfac   ³  N%  %.!6
online customer survey in which the various users can express their level
of approval. The scale of satisfaction used ranges from 1 (highly dissatis-

In 2020, satisfaction with
the services provided to
airlines scored 4.1 on a
scale of 5, this result being
an improvement versus
2019 (4.0).
The survey completion rate
was 68% (a slight increase
with respect to the 65% of
2019).

³ gBf ³ gN
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)?;?;Q      f#.!g 
AN>  BQ     ?;>FfAN;gN
The survey  CEof    CBo?;>FgN
CRM activities are obviously not limited to the customer satisfaction survey but are divided into a set of initiatives targeted at stakeholder involvement and active participation in the evolution of the various processes
(often associated with the implementation of new operational processes).
) ?;?;Q #2-            #/6)$I>F
 N)Q     Q
contacts were stopped, and then restarted as usual in the following phase.
As a rule, in carrying out its CRM activities, ENAV encourages one-on-one
meetings, plenary sessions, open day demonstrations, thematic workshops
and webinars related to the activities of the Operations area. This year, less
formal tools were privileged, such as phone calls, messages and e-mails, in
order to maintain a customer oriented approach based on integrated actions
that are able to satisfy the expectations of airspace users and ensure the
          

  ³  -

vices, while at the same time promoting constant improvement.
The following diagram summarises the early customer engagement pro  ³        sion of air navigation services.
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Establishing
Customer
Focus

Identifying customer
requirements, needs
and expectation

Meeting
customer
requirements

)$3!.     Q
means a group dedicated to 10 people (Customer Care Team, part of the
3       )$3 !.g            
      f   )$3!. l37gN4  f
  g         l
      l37
  ³    N
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Establishing
excellent relationship
between ANPS
and AUsers

)  Q    
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              ³   N )    lem cannot be solved with these solutions, or if the solution is mutually
 ³  Q    4 2 Qvolving the need to perform actions on a code development level on the
 l37   

     -

 l   N
"        ³ Q
     l   
3  ,  ! 

 f3,!gN4  3,!  ³-

tion of the type of problem (e.g. blocking, urgent, medium, low) that then
indicate the times and methods for supplying support and the resolution
of the Trouble Report?E.
13

When managing customer satisfaction, the TTPro tool can be used to generate a series of different types of indicators that make it possible to monitor:
• the quantity of support requests presented (open, closed, in progress,
pending, etc.);
•   l37       R
• the average resolution times (distinguishing between the solutions
    ³      
    l37 gR
•           ³ 
of support;
•   l37        N

28. ) 4 2 f42g   # 2 f#2g
       ³        
f         II         l37g 
“personal” which can, as a result, imply ad-hoc response times and negotiations.
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4     ³   ganisation that need these details in order to:
•  ³ ll l

 R

•     l  

 

of the customer;
•     l      0$-l$-l6G6        f I g      l37          quently;
        l    -

•

    l37N
!

$I& Q Q  Q  -

site to access the digitalised Service Desk managed by Telespazio S.p.A.
Accredited users have priority with regard to response times. Uses with
Z[  

   ³-

ness days from the receipt of their request.

6.3. Investor Relations activities
ENAV has always placed a great deal of attention on its relations with in Q³ ³
  ) 2  

 Q -

   

a continuous and effective way. The opportunities for dialogue are many:
   QI 

 Q³   Q

 N)    Q 

  Q-

 #%/f# %  / ³ g #&/f# &/ ³ g


     ) 2  Q   

³     f Q I ly, annual), business trends and strategy guidelines and is available to
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answer the questions received from the individual participants. All the
  ³         #Q    
the main share performance indicators and the analysts’ opinions can be
 ) 2  %.!6Y  N
!              ³ Q
 #     ³
information, as well as a dedicated e-mail address, through which it an    ³    
new business activities or particular market trends. During the period be

*K$   ?;?;Q%.!6?;; 

 Q Z[³   
 I   Q   #/6)$I>F Q 
limited the movement of persons and as a result in-person meetings.
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During the period
January – December
2020 ENAV had around
200 interactions with
institutional investors,
mostly during “virtual”
³   
video-conferences as a
result of the COVID-19
pandemic which greatly
limited the movement of
people and hence physical
meetings.
ENAV has moved
proactively, inserting
 ³ 
CSR in its presentations
to investors, also with
a view to increasing
transparency with regard
to its activities, involving
investors in its stakeholder
engagement initiatives
and participating in
   ³
events on Environmental,
Social & Governance issues
(ESG).

)  Q%.!6   
³   fI Z I [gN4 >;  %.!6?;?;  )    

 ³Q             ³Q

and periodically publish reports and updated analysis of ENAV’s activ Q      ³ N &Q     phasise how in spite of the pandemic in 2020, interest of the main institutional investors in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) issues and the
activities undertaken by ENAV on this front in order to ensure the longterm sustainability of the Company expanded further during the year,
   ³   Q        N
)    Q %.!6         Q  
          ³    #32Q   
view to increasing the transparency with regard to its activities, involving
investors in its Stakeholder Engagement initiatives and participating in
   ³  % Q3G'  
(ESG) issues.
&?;?>Q%.!6      


     ³       

Q   ³          Q
  II  Q     N&
2021, the Company also aims to broaden its investor base by focusing on
  

      )0/ 

  l I      Q -

In 2021 the Company
also aims to broaden its
investor base, focusing on
SRI funds.

 32) Q   %3' Q
specialised infrastructure funds.
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CNAN#  Q
institutions and industry associations
ENAV’s attention to the civil aviation community not only takes the form
      ³      

Q     

with and participation in national and international bodies and institutions.
At national level, ENAV coordinates its activity with the relevant minis  f-   %  &   -   )  
and Transport) and with ENAC (National Civil Aviation Authority), which
     

Q ³Q-

  )N)   
with other institutions in the sector as well as outside the sector, such
!.36f.!

 & 3 gQ!-)f)!& gQ 

Ministry of Economic Development and other organisations and players
in the aviation sector (e.g. airport operators and airlines).
)% Q%.!6      operation agreements and is actively involved in partnerships and multilateral programmes; it also plays a key role in the initiatives directed
towards the establishing of the Single European Sky promoted by the European Commission, EASA, EUROCONTROL and other European bodies
and organisations.
At international level, both globally and regionally, it is also engaged in a
number of important activities within the International Civil Aviation Organisationf)#!/gCivil Air Navigation Services Organisation (CANSO).
To better understand the key role of these industry associations, it is
worth specifying that:
• )#!/  

  5 . ³ 

the principles and techniques of international air navigation, routes and
airports and to promote the planning and development of international
2020 Sustainability Report

    ³ N%.!6 tively and directly (in many cases on behalf of and with a mandate from
the State) in technical groups at global and regional level (also acting
as president of some of these groups). ENAV operates with a particular
        ³  
legislation, operations, Safety and Security, the environment, the CNS
and ATM technical systems, as well as licences and staff training. Appointment to these working groups is usually carried out by the State
(in our case by ENAC);
• CANSO is the association at a global level for air navigation service providers (ANSPs) and represents their interests. The ANSP, members of
#!.3/Q

 EBo  ³   

groups, members share information and draw up new policies, with the
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aim of improving air navigation services. ENAV is a member of CANSO and
participates in its governance and technical activities, both on a global and
regional (Europe), also acting as president of some of these groups;
• EASA is the European Union Aviation Safety Agency, a body that reg Q ³    3     
European Union’s civil aviation sector. ENAV actively participates in
some activities and groups set up by the EASA for regulatory activity on
      ' ³     
ATM, mainly to do with regulations and Safety. Participation can take
place by means of direct designation by ENAV, by the State (in our case
by ENAC) or by CANSO (the association for ANSPs);
• %52/#/.42/,     Q )
a member country, whose main purpose is to support the development
      

³    ³     % -

an level. To achieve this, it supports the national civil aviation authorities, the ANSPs and civilian and military airspace users, the industrial
sector, professional organisations and the relevant European instituN )         .  -

Q     

   %  #    ³    ?;>>     
 ?;?;K?;?FN%.!6    nical groups as well as in the organisation’s governance groups (also to
support State representatives), and is also president of some of these
groups, and operates with a particular focus on activities relating to
     ³  

Q Q3 -

ty and Security, the environment, the CNS and ATM technical systems
and procedures;
• EUROCAE is responsible for the standardisation activities of highly advanced technological systems, ENAV is a member of it and participates
in its governance through the annual meeting of the General Assembly
as well as in technical activities. ENAV is very active in the thematic
working groups that are of particular interest to the Company, such as
those related to new technologies, including remote towers, drones,
and airport and satellite surveillance.
Given the objectives established by the European Commission with the
creation of the Single European Sky, and the consequent requirement to
 ³       ³

 

system, ENAV has taken on a strategic role in all Single European Sky ob  QP &! "",5%-%$f    #Q'

 -)gQ % 

Network Manager and, participating directly as a full member, the SESAR
*5  f3*5g 3%3!2$  ! N
The SESAR Joint Undertaking (SJU) is the public-private partnership es-
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 ?;;E   ?;>C      3%3!2
European Research and Development Programme (Single European Sky
ATM Researchg   ?;?AN4   
     3*5 Q³   ³cant modernisation process that is underway: EUROCONTROL and the Eu #    >FFull Members (including
ENAV) representing the entire European ATM industry, for a total of more
than 110 companies and 3,000 experts involved in SESAR projects. ENAV
 

  3*5      !  ?;;F        

  3*5Y      Q 
own resources to driving the change and modernisation processes of the
European ATM system.
&%.!6Q   3*5   ³ 
    !4- ³   %           
opportunity to directly participate in guiding the direction of strategic choices related to the design, development and management of new-generation
!4- Q

   ³    

a cutting-edge service to its users. ).   ?;?;Q%.!6Q



 

   % Q³ 
commitment to participate in SESAR 3, which will coordinate the Research
G$      !4- %  ?;?>I?;?DN
The SESAR Deployment Alliance (SDA) – is the alliance of the main sector stakeholders, such as: airlines, ANSPs and airports – and was established by the European Commission with the task of synchronising and
harmonising, at European level, the implementation of ATM systems and
procedures.
ENAV plays a major role within the A6 Alliance formed by the leading Eu !.30N)      % !4-
  3%3!2Y  Q    ³   N
The A6 Alliance partners, united by a Memorandum of Cooperation, are
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    3*5        
    !4-       3%3!2I ³      
concepts.
The A6 Alliance is part of the governing bodies of the SDA, the legal entity
  "  *?;>E  $  
Manager programme. ENAV participates in the A6 activities in governance
groups and in technical working groups, contributing with its experts to
the process of modernising the European ATM infrastructure. The A6 Alliance, also started, together with the other partners of the SDA, all the
activities necessary for the establishment of a new entity responsible for
the coordination activities for the Deployment Programme, which involves
the main European ANSPs, airlines and airports together with the European Network Manager.
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In November 2020,
together with the main
players in the aviation
world in Europe, ENAV
³  
to participate in SESAR
3 (Single European Sky
ATM Research), which will
coordinate R&D projects for
the ATM sector in Europe in
the period 2021-2027.

ENAV also coordinates the FAB BLUE MED project, aimed at creating a
&! "   lI   -   Q
with the primary involvement of EU States (Cyprus, Greece and Malta as
 )gI%5 Q  
 ) .- N
ENAV is therefore a standing member of some of the most important international organisations and initiatives. This allows it to play an active
role in their governance, also through participation in meetings and shareholders’ meetings. ENAV is part of many important decision- making bod   f     !CQ)#!/Q%52/#/.TROL, EUROCAE and CANSO) which, on matters of direct interest for air
 ³Q   Q  Q ³        
community.
&    Q  ?;?;Q   
initiatives were carried out by ENAV in the aforementioned organisations.
)     Q     
  #/6)$I>F Q   
been converted into remote meetings (teleconferences).
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Organisation
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Future goals

Deadline

Primary role of ENAV in 4 ³-   5!3I54ENAV, together with its subsidiary D-flight, and in cooperation with Italian authorities, plays a driving
   Q   ³   Q% 
and international level. The recognition of a leadership role offers ENAV and the country system valid
commercial opportunities for the supply of services, know-how and infrastructure systems on the
international market.
Important role in the New Partnership to be created for the coordination and management of
European deployment and infrastructure.

Future goals

2021-2022

2021

Deadline

Primary role of ENAV in 3 4 ³-  I34The objective of STM is to improve the safety of operations in orbit, thereby reducing the risk of
collisions and interference, in collaboration with ATM, by promoting the long-term sustainability of
space activities, mitigating the negative effects on the space environment, facing topics related to
Q ³ ³      
environment that is increasingly congested, without forgetting the interaction and impact of these
new operations on traditional aviation activities.

2023-2024

From that point of view, ENAV is playing an active role in important initiatives, in synergy with the
national regulator ENAC and with other national and international actors, such as for the ECHO
project. The objective of ECHO (European Conops for Higher Airspace Operations) is to develop an
            ³Q 
particular demand, the type of aircraft and the operational requirements.

Intercept market opportunities related to the ATM Data Services Provision (ADSP) concept addresses
in the legislative proposal SES II+. These opportunities can be taken advantage of directly by the
ENAV Group or through its partnerships (e.g. Coflight Cloud Services) or its subsidiaries (ESSP,
Aireon, etc.).

Projects

2021-2022

Description

Coflight e 4-Flight

%.!6 Q  &  $3.! , K4 Q #  AI&        P
•    Q       &$0 f#  gR
•               !4-  
  fAI& gN

Coflight Cloud
Services

7    #   Q%.!6Q   $3.!Q  
    & $0  f&$0g   3 3  Q   
    &$0      Q  
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7. People
7.1.ENAV strategy for developing
 
Ever since the Company decided to invest heavily in sustainable development, one aspect became immediately clear above all others: to reach any
goal we needed to start from people.
)

Q   %.!6Q   

factor is always decisive and where people are at the centre of the business
model, all goals to be reached must necessarily be shared at all levels.
)     Q   ³  
it is not merely a project to be developed or a simple goal to reach, but a full
scale cultural changeN) %.!6Q    
more complex than elsewhere, both because the business is spread across
B? Q   ³    
have very different aptitudes, skills, and work hours.
)Q      !dors, implementation of voluntary company projects, the sustainability portal
and the Sustainability Day, the conditions were created to ensure everyone
gained awareness of the arguments linked to sustainability and the SDGs,
and also understood the importance of this change for the world around us
and for the company’s business continuity. Subsequently, with the spread of
awareness that sustainability is to be treated as a corporate practice rather than a function, initiatives and contributions started to emerge from colleagues and units aimed at supporting the Company’s sustainable development efforts. This process aided the development of several initiatives that
touched on all areas of the Company, moving from projects for the environment to those linked to the supply chain, welfare, diversity & inclusion, and
2020 Sustainability Report

  N)      
and harmonic and ensure that sustainability is increasingly incorporated in
the business in a tangible manner, it was then decided to implement the third
ESG factor, Governance, which today allows the interaction between the various bodies dedicated to supervision and management of these issues (CSR
Unit, Board Committee on Sustainability, Managerial Sustainability Committee, Sustainability Data Owners and Sustainability Ambassadors).
)          I      Q  
phase can now begin: that which should persuade ENAV people to opt for
 

 %3'  N) Q

ensure that sustainable development is not a mere fad and is not limited to
a system of rules and procedures imposed top-down by the Company on its
employees, we need to proceed so that each individual “feels” and “choos-
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A decisive role was played
by implementation of
the third ESG factor,
i.e. Governance, which
today allows interaction
between the various bodies
dedicated to supervision
and management of
these issues (CSR Unit,
Board Committee on
Sustainability, Managerial
Sustainability Committee,
Sustainability Data
Owners, and Sustainability
Ambassadors).

es” sustainability, making it an integral and irrevocable part of their system
  N) Q 
can obviously play an important role, but it is our conviction that business en   N&   Q Z[  
process will be based on providing ENAV people with a series of instruments
and information that increasingly place them at the centre of the process of
change, both inside and outside the Company.
)?;?>Q     %.!6
  ³   

    

with industry experts; the Company will launch an app that, by means of a
   Q  ³Q  Qple and engaging manner, the nature of our personal ecological footprint and
what we can do in our everyday actions to reduce our impacts; webinars will
be held with big names from the world of sport, culture, and institutions to
address ESG topics from a standpoint other than our own, and as soon as
possible we will hold face to face meetings and shake hands to celebrate the
work that we have already completed together and the tasks that lie ahead.

DN?N7   
in the year of COVID
As outlined in the Code of Ethics, the ENAV Group awards a high level of importance to the physical and moral integrity of its employees and collaborators, to the diffusion of working conditions that are respectful of individual
dignity, and to the provision of safe and healthy workplaces. The companies
take care, therefore, to disseminate and consolidate a culture of health and
safety in the workplace, while developing risk awareness and promoting responsible conduct by all personnel.
Group companies have adopted the Occupational Health and Safety Management System of the ENAV Group (OHSMS) in compliance with widely recognised international standards. All the Company activities are covered by the
OHSMS, which are extended to include not just employees but also seconded
workers and the personnel of contractor companies.
)?;?;Q $.6',K" !  ³  
     )Q P
•          )3/ AB;;>P?;>E Q  %.!6Q 
Techno Sky;
•    )3/AB;;>P?;>E ³ )$3!.N
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$.6I',      )3/AB;;>P?;>E  ³   
$I& Q Q  Q*?;?>N
)     Q   
requirements and with the support of the Group Prevention and Protection
Service, the employers carry out risk assessments for ENAV Group companies, including the risk related to work activities in other countries, drawing
up the associated Risk Assessment Reports (RAR). The Risk Assessment
$ f2!$g   ?;?; %.!6Q4 3Q)$3!.
$I& N
The Group?F implemented an internal procedure (OHSMS-P.3.1 Hazardous
>A

events management), forming part of the procedural body of the Health and
Safety Management System. The new procedure describes the process of
reporting, recording and analysis of hazardous events in order to check for
possible areas of improvement in relation to occupational health and safety,
identify the need for corrective actions or opportunities for preventive actions, communicate the results of surveys, and prevent undesirable events,
in the drive to ensure ongoing improvement.
) Q                 
Q    ³    
     4 )6 ,

 $ 

E>l;E -

ed, Techno Sky draws up Operational Safety Plans (OSPs) and carries out accurate monitoring of the documentation produced by contractor companies
in order to assess compliance with the applicable on workplace health and
safety legislation (WHS).
The health surveillance service is guaranteed within the Group30 as required
>B

,

 $ 

E>l;EQ  Q    ³ 

    l     
Z

 [ l N

The health surveillance activity in ENAV and Techno Sky, considering the
nationwide distribution of the sites where our people are employed, is per2020 Sustainability Report

           ³  f-/gQ           
coordinator (HC).
)*?;?;Q%.!6!0³  /3 ( 
Policy, which was communicated formally to all personnel and consultants on
?F*?;?;N!( ) ³Q2!  2# f()2!2#g

 ³ Q    ³ % 

Preparedness and Response plan and drafting of the related Evacuation Plan
  

 

  & #N 2        

operating activities were found to be minimal.

29. 7   %.!6!0³N
30. 7   %.!6!0³N
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)        
to occupational health and safety, all documents of use to prevent accidents
   Z   [   & )  N
)     ³   )3/AB;;>P?;>EQ
which calls for greater engagement of workers above the level already constantly provided by the health and safety representatives (HSR), the Group
    P      ³   
at the end of emergency drills to include the workers who took part in the
R &   % 

0R  

during internal audits, with several of the workers present (not in HSR positions) in relation to the OHSMS.
)         %.!6 'Y )    
health and safety impact prevention and mitigation through the consistent
application of their Health and Safety Management Systems. The Group has
also set up the Group Travel Security procedure, which contains instructions
to follow when travelling abroad to guarantee the health and safety of our
people.
)    Q   ' 0    0  3     Q  Q   )'
# Q  '(3%N4   Y&$  Q      &3I$  gates.
With regard to skills development, ENAV supplies training courses, also for
  

  )' Q  

 f7(3g   ³l I    
e-learning mode.
The entire ENAV Group population is involved in the training activity via classl     Q  
 

 

   

   ³ Q   l        -

  Q   ³ -

Q3 7 N

The courses provided via the TOTARA e-learning platform are focused on:
• general worker training;
•  ³  R
• worker update;
• travel safety.
4 ³ I        I

The entire ENAV Group
population is involved
in the training activity
via classroom/video
conference sessions, for
a total of 8,637 training
hours.

   %.!6)$3!.Q  4 3Q   -

ic risk course (12 hours) is held in the classroom. Also, worker training update
          f³  gN4 Z [    ' 

 )Q

regardless of their contractual position.
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)           Q         
available to Techno Sky employees in compliance with needs:
• #%)>>l?D    ³  
related jobs;
• #

)))A Personal Protective Equipment (PPE);

•   %  70 f-%70l%70gN

0/,)#9).2%,!4)/.4/(%!,4(!.$3!&%49).
WORKPLACES
An Occupational Health and Safety Policy, published on the corporate portal, has been drawn up for each company in the Group, tailored in relation to
their corporate aims and targeted towards ever greater effectiveness of the
OHSMS.
)     

Q   %.!6 '      

objective of ensuring continuous improvement of its performance in relation
to occupational health and safety and the elimination or reduction of risks
affecting all Group personnel and any other stakeholders who may be exposed to occupational health and safety hazards associated with their work
activities.

7/2+0,!#%(%!,4(!.$3!&%49-!.!'%-%.43934%The ENAV Group’s31 workplace health and safety management system com16

      )3/AB;;>P?;>E  

 

guidelines, prescriptions and reference documentation required to assure
ongoing improvement of performance and improved protection of the needs
and expectations of stakeholders in relation to Occupational Health and
Safety.
The main processes that make up the Workplace Health and Safety Manage-

2020 Sustainability Report

ment System can be briefly described as follows:

31. 7   %.!6!0³
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Risk management

4    ³    Q
          Q ³                     
  N

Hazardous events
management

4           Q    Q  Q    7(3   
     '   f QgN. 
       N

Emergencies
management

4         ³     Q ³ 
                          Q  
           f³ gN

Health surveillance
management

4      ³   Q  Q    
         ³  ³ 
          fNA>,  $  
E>l;E  gN

Training management

4          Q Q  
    ³      f @C
@D ,  $  E>l;EQ  gN

Communication,
participation and
consultation

4     Q  
 7(3    ³    '
   f Q3 ! QQ 
  gQ      N

Management of legal
prescriptions

4       ³Q  Q Q  Q           
 f7(3g     'Q     
   N

Performance
measurement

4         ' /(3-3
             N
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-!).!#4)/.30%2&/2-%$&/2(%!,4(!.$3!&%49).
THE WORKPLACE
&       

 f#/6)$I>FgQ        

& ?;?; '0  0 3   
engaged in dealing with contingent issues, time by time.
The main activities concerned:
• continuous monitoring and analysis of the Group impact of national and


#/6)$I>F   R

•  ³Q      

Q     

measures designed to prevent the virus from spreading, including supplying all personnel with the necessary Personal Protective Equipment
f N N &&0?  Q    Q  
sanitise workstations and instruments, and disposable gloves), check-

Following the pandemic
emergency (COVID-19),
starting from the end of
February 2020 the Group
Prevention and Protection
Service was proactively
engaged in dealing with
contingent issues as they
occurred.

ing of spaces and, where necessary, reorganisation in order to guarantee
maintenance of recommended safety distances;
• drafting and subsequent updating of the documentation produced for all
' f#/6)$I>F   QZ5  #/6)$I>F   [Q 
various notices addressed to personnel, to the functional Delegates and
external suppliers to comply with legal requirements);
• participation in local Committees for checking of the application of the
Shared Protocol regulating measures to combat and contain the spread of
the COVID-19 virus in the workplacef?A!?;?;gR
• the conformity analysis of the various items of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to support procurement processes and, in general, support
for all the Group’s central and local organisational units in relation to the
pandemic;
•    

     ³    Z   [ 



    l   N
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4     0  )     
%.!6!0³Q     

 

Q

e.g. smart working incentives for activities that can be carried out without
physical presence, adoption of social distancing criteria and constant use of
face masks also on Company premises.

Future goals
# ³  '/(3-3 )3/AB;;>P?;>EN
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Deadline
2021

7.3. Operational training
and the role of the Training Centre
)                Q %.!6
cannot fail to treat training investments as an absolute priority. As the only
#)   Q   ³    ³

 f ³-

 Q &)3   Q !43%0  Q         
pilots), over the years ENAV has been able to put operational training more
and more at the centre of its strategic choices, reaching the highest levels
among the international service providers in terms of the quantity and quality
of service provided.
The Training Centre is a national and international centre of excellence for
      !4 ³-

 Q

to design and create learning solutions for the development of technical and
  ³  N4    &č
the heart of an aeronautical community that includes the University of Bologna (Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Degree Programmes), the Avia( 3Z& "[Q    
institutes for aviation maintenance technicians.
The Training Centre offers its participants an environment dedicated to learning, with classrooms that seat up to 30 students, simulators and support ser-

The Training Centre is a
national and international
centre of excellence for
  ³
management.

vices. The following simulators are used for training activities:

CRJ flight

1 simulator for observatories

3D 270° tower

7 portable workstations

radar simulator

1 simulator

laboratory for rapid prototyping

5 simulators

1 (24 workstations in 12 suites)
1 and scenario validation

meteorology operations room

Synthetic Training Device (STD)
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).4%2.!,42!).).'/&/0%2!4)6%0%23/..%,
! ³ f!4#gP     
sense of responsibility, the ability to keep a cool head in stressful situations,
and a strong aptitude for teamwork. The job is a vocation that comes from
a passion for aviation and only the very best candidates can be selected.
Controllers in fact, whether stationed in a control tower directing arrivals
and departures or in an area control centre seated in front of a monitor
crammed with indicator lights, they are called to constantly exercise their
skill in guiding and managing the many pilots with whom they are in constant radio contact.
4  ³      I I           ³              ments made must result continuous maintenance of separation (minimum
vertical and horizontal distances) between aircraft in flight. Whether seated
in front of a monitor crammed with indicator lights or in an airport control
 Q ³      
the many pilots with whom they are in constant radio contact.
&   Q%.!6       
through classroom and on-the-job training, both factors playing a decisive
       ³      
role that the Company is called to play.
4   Q    ³  %.!6/ 
& Technical Training unit is essential. The Centre’s mission it to oversee the
training needed for Company and Group staff, as well as those of external
customers, to enable them to provide air navigation services. The training
programmes are modulated in response to the educational standards required by national and international industry regulations, especially those
   3  % 3N"   Q ³  ³          

  

      

        N%.!6    ³  ³
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targets to achieve in developing its training, such as:
•   ³  

   ³   -

ing aims to achieve;
• to break down the objectives of skills development in terms of knowledge, ability and behaviour;
•  ³         
      ³    N
Each training programme must therefore always provide information on the
structure and duration of the training, the methods of delivery, the characteristics and needs of the target population, the teaching objectives and the
applicable reference legislation.
$   Q)      
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Total number
of operational training
hours, in-house and for
third parties: 93,621
of which provided by ENAV:
71,763.

ATCO-integrated courses, three ACS courses (Area Control Surveillance),
one APS course (Approach Control Surveillance), and one TCL course (Terminal Control), characterised by their extended duration and large number
 l N4 Q   
background of the pandemic, had to deferred to months not affected by
the lockdown measures imposed from March to May. Certain activities, following procedures shared with the Regulator and in compliance with the
Alternative Means of Compliance (AMC) applicable on the Community level, were conducted remotely; others, however, in which physical presence
was essential, had to be organised when it was possible to restart physical
courses, although always acting in compliance with the rules imposed to
     #/6)$I>FN
4      ³  

  #-

  fAQ@E;?;?; >FQ;A;?;>FgN
During the year, the training provided by the ENAV Training Centre covered
various environments, managed by the following structures:
• En Route Training: guarantees the process of designing and delivering
training for operational personnel responsible for providing route and
approach services;
• Airport Training: guarantees processes of designing and delivering
training for operations personnel employed to provide airport services;
• ATSEP Training: guarantees the processes of designing and delivering
training for ATSEP involved in the functioning, maintenance and installa Q Q  Q ³

-

ment systems;
• Human Factor Training: oversees the processes of designing and delivering human factor training and ensures that human factor principles
are integrated in operational technical and training processes to improve
performance and awareness of safety among line staff.
) ?;?;Q   ! l/*4) 2        Q    
    2

 @A;l?;>BQ      

factor dimension into the days of activities intended for on-site operational
instructors. Also in this case, the course was delivered remotely after receiving authorisation from ENAC. Also in 2020 the coaching and updating
programme in ABES management (Abnormal and Emergency Situations)
  Q  2

@A;l?;>B   

operational service.
The training programmes are for:
•          ³ ³ f N NP ! )
APP Course);
•     ³f N N!#3# gR
• operational personnel, to update their operational skills (e.g. APS Refresh);
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• non-operational personnel, to gain familiarity with ATC issues (e.g. ATC
Seminar);
• operational and non-operational personnel for the development of methodological skills (e.g. MeDid Course).
The rules for managing the training services are included in the Training
Centre’s Training Rules, a document that sets out the basic principles and
guidelines for planning and managing all the training activities carried out.
The Rules highlight on the one hand the aspects of the training process that
help to provide useful and necessary indications to everyone concerned so
that they can operate effectively; on the other hand, they identify the ele   ³       Q 
belief that people and the way they pursue the targets assigned to them can
 

       N) 

     )#!/4K  4 #    
– the Training Centre has prepared a Training and Procedures Manual with
the aim of providing a single document that makes orientation within the
relevant documentation possible through a single access point that makes
it possible identify positively and in detail the necessary information and
procedures for the execution of training.
The activities carried out reflect an unfailing commitment to pursue the
highest quality training output, and meticulous alignment with the reference national and international legislation. The activities carried out are attributable to the following areas:
• Ab Initio training: plans and manages the provision of the basic ANS
training courses for operational personnel;
• Advanced training: plans and manages the provision of advanced ANS
training courses for operational personnel;
• Continuation training: guarantees the professional updating of tutors,
instructors and evaluators. Provides support for the local structures
2020 Sustainability Report

to align on-the-job training activities (UTP) with the programmes and
   4 #  N#   ³ 
³ %  R
• External projects: arranges, in collaboration with the Strategic Marketing structure, the training programme projects for third parties, contributing to the needs analysis and planning of courses, guaranteeing that
they are carried out;
• Human Factor: arranges the integration and standardisation of the human factor principles relating to non-technical skills in the training processes (Training Plan and UTP).
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Advanced, basic, and continuation training is supported also by the presence of technical roles (Pseudopilots) required to perform the role of pilot
     N&   Q  
   Q%.!6  ³  N

4()2$I0!24942!).).'
The training delivered to third parties is addressed to professional positions
    ³     
the aviation sector who require special training courses in flight navigation
f N N Q Q ³

   Q -

cal industries, and government bodies in the air transport sector).
4              ³
that are adaptable according to the course objectives, even building air-

Total hours of operational
training for third parties
4,380.

port scenarios and personalised service areas, the ENAV Operational and
Technical Training unit can tailor training courses to match the customer’s
 ³  

N

)        Q   
objectives of excellence that characterise internal training for Group staff,
with the addition of the great care taken in handling the relationship with
  N4      ³    P
•  

   ³      R

• the objectives of skills development in terms of knowledge, ability and
behaviour;
• the process conditions and the teaching methods necessary to conduct
      ³    N
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The ENAV Training Centre works with local institutions, particularly with
   

       P   &  " !

3Q & % 

   5  " Q)3!%23

(a consortium that promotes and develops training and research activities
    &č!4  (gN
4      4 #  &č ³
local development over the years, also through:
• improvement in education levels owing to the presence of new training
opportunities;
• cooperation with local businesses and support for innovation processes;
• contribution to the development of the Aerospace Technological Centre,
which has had a positive effect in making the area more attractive;
• greater visibility of the territory in the media.
)Q      3!23I#/6? Q 

     5    "     ?;>Fl?;?;

  Q4 #      ³
instruction, two training modules included in the Study Programme of students attending the Aerospace Engineering faculty and with the award of
6 university credits on passing the exam. The methods of delivery were inevitably impacted by Coronavirus related events and, in compliance with
 )0 - $ 

     

spread of the virus, the majority of interactions took place online.
Lastly, it should be noted that the ENAV Training Centre’s actions in relation
 &č     N
)     Q 4 #     5&  #2&čN
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3 ³     ³        livered, which respond to a broad range of needs, namely:
• ATC Training (ADI TWR APS ACS, TCL): training to secure or refresh Air
4 ³#³R
• OJTI trainingP   /*4)f/4 *4 g tion;
• Operational Supervisor’s Course: Training course for personnel selected for Control Room Supervisor duties;
• FISO/TM1 CourseP    &)3f& ) 3 g/   4->f-   4 g³R
• Course for FISO-TM-MA Instructors: training to secure a specialisation
) &)3/Q! -   Q-   
Technician roles;
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• ATM seminars (ITAER students): familiarisation with ATM and meteorological topics for students of technical institutes studying Transport and
,  f   )4!%2gR  ?;?;            enced by the pandemic crisis, hence only programmes compatible with
online delivery were carried out
• Apron management: training on apron management for airport operator
personnel;
• MeteoP     l    niques.
) ?;?;           

      Q

meaning that we were only able to develop training programmes compatible with remote online delivery methods.
4 3     ³  
 ³   

   f!43%0g     Q

servicing and installing communications, navigation, surveillance, and air
 ³   N -   ³Q  ?;?; 4  3   
the following training activities:
• !43%01³4 , to understand the various domains in the
#.3l!4-  R
• ATSEP Type Rating Training, to develop and maintain the skills needed
   #.3l!4-  %.!6  ³N
)      #/6)$I>F    

Q        

months of 2020 operational training was conducted in online mode, providing the practical component of courses directly on the Site concerned and
ensuring participants were equipped with the necessary PPE.
Likewise, during the year Techno Sky delivered technical training courses
for technical and engineering staff in order to develop the skills of personnel working in Operations and Technology units.
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7.4. Hiring and staff development
As mentioned earlier, the ENAV Group views the knowledge and skills of its
people as one of the key factors to maintain the utmost levels of excellence
   Q Q ³ Q  
impact.

Number of employees
by company:

)           
Company and provide them with ongoing training and career growth.

()2).'
The ENAV Group has established a structured process for hiring personnel
based on the principles of transparency and equal opportunities, designed
to ensure the skills and value of each candidate can be assessed in full and
appreciated without discrimination.
) Q              )3/ F;;>  ³ 

ENAV

3,330

TS

665

IDS AirNav 150
EAP

2

TOTAL

4,147

Quality Procedure, which ensures candidates are treated with maximum
transparency, equal opportunity, uniformity and objectivity in the assess   Q  ³          
the Company.
4           '³
seekers who have the skills and experience needed in order to meet the
needs expressed by the various company units and to face the Group’s

TURNOVER RATE 4.8

present and future challenges.
) Q   %.!6 '             
employees can apply for open positions that are more in line with their areas of expertise and experience.
)        QI
   ³$.6  
conducted, and actions for improvement in the management and execution
of the process are taken based on the results of these audits.

HIRING RATE 3.6

2020 Sustainability Report

The Recruiting and Assessment Centre also responds to e-mails from inhouse and external individuals (submitted to recruiting@enav.it) interested
 ³  

      'Q 

them with feedback and additional information.
ENAV also takes part in career days32 offering the opportunity to meet talented
>D

    ³  Q   
promoting the ENAV Group brand and attracting new staff.

32. The events were held on-line.
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100% of employees
on open-ended
contracts

Other initiatives aimed at supporting the employee attraction strategy include:
• partnerships with Master courses, Business Schools, and Universities
designed to help students and young professionals orient their career
choices;
• forging relationships with employment centres and recruitment agencies;
• collaboration with disability specialist employment agencies;
• participation in international aviation association events to share best
 f N N&!"%#Q%52/#/.42/,g

Future goals

Deadline

Career day initiatives, curricular internships for university students and extracurricular internships for
new graduates.

Started in 2020
– ongoing

External hiring for the ENAV Group: new placements are planned for the Group (IDS AirNav, Techno
Sky, and ENAV).

Started in 2020
– ongoing

Creation of a new Join Us page, in collaboration with the Communication and Investor Relations unit.

30/05/2021

LinkedIn Talent Solutions – using the platform for external selections has provided access to a larger
pool of potential candidates.

Started in 2020
– ongoing

PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
)    #Q   
the Group to promote continuous improvement of the know-how, skills, and
technical capabilities of its people with the aim of supporting ENAV’s ongoing growth and responding effectively to future technological and business
challenges.
Training activities are designed to guarantee adequate levels of knowledge
and skills among ENAV Group people. The main areas of action concern:
• mandatory training;
• language training;
• continuation training of professional roles;

28,371 specialist
managerial, language
and legal training hours.
1,315 environmental
training hours.

• support for personal growth in careers and throughout changes affecting
the business and the organisation.
4    Q      '  ³   4  0Q  ³ 
based on several inputs:
• organisational changes and the need for change management;
• company training policies;
• requirements deriving from the performance management process;
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• requirements deriving from processes of recruiting and assessment
during the personnel development cycle;
• requirements expressed by the single Group units based on needs for
development, know-how, and skills of specialised domains of assigned
personnel.
)  ³                  
not merely to strategic drivers and the needs emerging from the organizational units, but also to the integration of training plans with the wider
human resources management system, pursuing a consistent approach to
managing the professional cycle of people in the Company, especially in
relation to career development needs.
Managerial and specialist training activities are run by the Career, Learn   $    Q            ?;>F 
the Human Capital and Change Management unit. This organisational decision made it possible to consolidate the connection between training
and development within the widest possible scope of activities aimed at
enhancing human capital and managing change.
Training activities are conducted in accordance with the procedure de³   1-

 3 Q   

    ³     
initiatives in terms of the level of satisfaction and effectiveness of the
training process. All outsourced activities are carried out in compliance
with the standards set down in the procurement procedures.
)?;?;Q '

 



  

consolidated the reorganisation process in the context of the management of human capital and change, and the People business partnership,
making development activities more organic in relation to people management and support for those negotiating processes of organisational
change.
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During the year, the Group also consolidated the methods of handling the
Management Review process for the key roles within the organisation,
launching the use of succession plans at various levels of the organisation
in order to streamline management of the people showing the greatest
potential for growth.
As for the experience and knowledge of management, the Group has established a process of periodic analysis of the capabilities of middle man

       ³          -

gies, which include the introduction of a preliminary assessment, training
for new managers, and coaching efforts for employees that show good
potential for growth.
Training activities in 2020 were impacted by the health emergency, which
led to the need to rethink projects in order to assure ongoing training
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while also guaranteeing compliance with the social distancing measures
   N$   Q    ³ ured in remote mode and, despite the limitations imposed by the health
 

Q ?EQ;;;

33

hours were delivered to Group people

in 2020f @;Q;;;?;>FgN
>E

The following is a list of initiatives in the various areas of action:
• Mandatory training: the e-learning offering continued in the year, with
courses on the 231 Compliance Model, Occupational Safety, Cyber Security, Airport Security, GDPR, and Travel Security for all Group personnel in order to comply with laws and regulations and promote a culture
of safety and security in all forms throughout the Group. Using internal
resources, e-learning packages were updated or developed in relation
to information security, anti-bribery rules, and tax offences.
• Language training: the Group continued to offer one-to-one English
language meetings for managers and all roles with a high level of exposure to international scenarios, multimedia courses, and interfunctional thematic workshops addressed to various positions in the Group.
All initiatives originally planned to be attended in person, were instead
held on video conferencing platforms.
• Continuation training: during the year, the Group designed training
programmes and other skills development activities for employees.
-   A@; 

       I   

training aimed at meeting the needs of ongoing skills training.
• Support for the growth of people in their career and in business and
organisational changes: training pathways continued for leadership
       

 f@   ?A gR 

the aim of disseminating an integrated project management model,
preparation courses continued to be offered for the PMP (Project Man

 0 g ³  0 -

'

 0-0 ³   Q 
personnel from different organisational units in Project Management
literacy initiatives; in order to support the units in their efforts to face
changes deriving from the extensive use of agile working practices, a
project addressed to the managers of three organisational units was
launched in order to understand how to change the processes and organisation of activities in accordance with the new methods of working.
&Q?D   ,  3
Coaching unit for Group personnel.

33. Training refers to specialist managerial, legal and language training.
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During the pandemic, a series of 13 webinars was organised under the
heading “Discovering ENAV Group”, addressed to the entire Group workforce with the aim of disseminating information on several key corporate
processes through the words of the people directly involved and also
offering an opportunity for social interaction in the midst of a period of
exceptional complexity from the human and organisational perspectives.
The webinars, a format that was employed for other training and informa Q  E;; 

N

&  Q        Q!
2020 a sharepoint site was launched addressed to the entire ENAV Group,
to offer informative contents to support the effectiveness of agile working
   

 Q* Q   

Group personnel in order to collect useful information to support the process of organisational and management change generated by the use of
agile working.
The end of 2020 saw the start of the online “Community ENAV Trainers”
addressed to ENAV Group in-house tutors. The 2021 goal is to consolidate
the activities of the community, extend the pool of potential users and
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broaden the training and development offering at their disposal.
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DNBN$ QQ
and equal opportunities
The emergency condition we are currently experiencing has highlighted
   )   QQ 
          

N )     -

@A

dent that women and persons with disabilities suffered the most negative
>F

effects of the pandemic.
!%.!6    $ Q)%/          ³    
)Y  3$'Bf'   g3$'>;f2  
inequalities), but it also means investing in competitiveness and in the outlook for development of the Company.
The Diversity and Inclusion policyQ    @; 3    ?;>FQ
starting from the understanding that the Company’s development driver
                Q  ³   
guiding principles, drawing inspiration from reference values including the
Z)#  %/ %7[Q 
3Q 5.','"4)3 #Q 5.7 
UN Global Compact - Women’s Empowerment Principles, and the United
.%0) #f%0)#gN
Based on the guiding principles established in the Policy on Diversity and
)   framework agreement for the protection of
dignity at work of male and female employees of the ENAV S.p.A. Group
concerning violence and harassment in the workplace (signed by ENAV
 E-?;>FgQ?;?; #  
new Group Code of Ethics which strengthened the concepts of dignity, liberty, parity, respect, and equality, with the aim of strengthening the values
and principles of conduct to be adopted by all both during the execution of
the Company’s business and in their relations with entities with which the
Group interfaces.
Also in 2020, the ENAV Equal Opportunities Committee launched a collaboration with Fondazione Sodalitas   )$ # Q
adopted by ENAV in 2013, undertaking to implement an inclusive human resources management program by means of tangible actions and to monitor
progress made as an integral part of ENAV’s values and strategies.
)3   ?;?;Q ' )  1&   

ENAV participates in the
Sodalitas Call for Future
   ³ Q
through the presentation
of enterprise actions for
a sustainable future.
This initiative involves
companies engaged in
creating a sustainable
future in accordance
with the UN Agenda
2030, together with
young people, citizens of
tomorrow’s world.

the “Italy’s best employers for women” award to ENAV.

34. 3  )34!4P  $    ?;?;     AAAQ;;;    )     
$   ?;>FQD;o   FEo      N
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ENAV GROUP POLICY ON DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION – GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Non-discrimination:
all ENAV Group employees must be considered exclusively in relation to their individual abilities
    N!    ³Q
  QQ Q  QQ  Q Q Q 
       Q 
 Q     Q   
discrimination.
)    Q     
tolerated.

Equal opportunities and equal dignity:
 %.!6'Q      Q    
opportunities must be ensured regardless of any type of diversity.
-  Q          
f Q Q QI Q   Q Ng    
application of discriminatory conditions.

Work-life balance:
the ENAV Group undertakes to launch new initiatives aimed at supporting work life balance
fI Q NgQ        Q   
and attention for any situation that employees may be facing in their working life.
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Creation of an inclusive workplace:
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 %.!6'     Q  Q    
  Q Q N
Everyone must have the opportunity to participate in Company processes without any form of
   Q QQ  Q  Q Q 
  Q  QQ Q    Q    
             
strategic lever in achieving the organisation’s objectives.

7.6. Social policies and corporate welfare
Welfare, construed as ongoing improvement of organisational well-being
  

 Q is one of the pillars of the concept of corporate social re-

sponsibility in ENAV. This understanding of Welfare was the starting point
for creation of the Welfare and People Care unit, which is dedicated to designing and planning projects aimed at improving work-life balance, also by
means of a careful activity of listening to the views of internal stakeholders
by conducting targeted surveys.
)    social policies, special importance is awarded to the
0   3   0  & (operational for ENAV and Techno
Sky)Q          @o          

 f   ?o     

gQ

and a Supplemental Health Policy (for both ENAV and Techno Sky). This
latter is entirely at the expense of the Company and it also includes a de I 

   ³       Q

    

 

   

N)Q

%.!6!0³            2->QB;;Q%52@;; N
Also in relation to health, with the Yes We Care ProjectQ ?;>FQ
ENAV is seeking to increase awareness among Group employees of the importance of prevention and a healthy lifestyle by organising health-related
events with physicians and other experts.
With HealthyFood@desk, employees of Company sites in Rome were also
given the opportunity to order fresh, local zero miles produce and have it
delivered to their place of work. This project was suspended from March
  #/6)$   

N

With regard to protection of the family, ENAV provides better conditions
than those guaranteed by legally required practices.
Concerning maternity-paternity leave, the Company pays the full salary
          E;o      ).03  cial security system. Also with regard to additional parental leave, ENAV
employees to take up to 6 months of additional leave for children up to the


 

Q   E;o    ³A;o

    f 

  @;o  

entire period of additional parental leave).
)       
       f ³Q   #  B;o   
 ³@;Q   ).03g  
performance of specialist medical services.
Continuing in the drive to assist work life balance, the Company has created “solidarity holidays”, by virtue of which employees can assign a por      ³ I     
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challenging family situations. ENAV has gone beyond the scope of the law
regarding solidarity holidays, establishing that solidarity initiatives can also
be used in favour of employees who, within their own families, need to care
 Q QQ N)?;?;Q  sons connected to the pandemic, no requests were received from workers
 

N)Q  ?;?>Q>?A%.!6

         ³Q   >B@ ?A2&3N
)  I       
of employee salaries, ENAV has begun the process of contracting out the
design, implementation and management of a platform for the provision
of corporate welfare services aimed at enabling employees to convert per    ³N4   %.!6
Techno Sky employees, while an additional platform has been set up for use
of the corporate welfare provided by the collective bargaining agreement in
 - % 

   )$3!.Q    



can use their credit to purchase goods in kind (groceries, shopping, fuel,
etc.), and services (sports & leisure, travel, training, etc.)
These initiatives are added to the Z# "  ³[ discount portal, which
provides ENAV employees with a range of discounts for banking services, in Q  Q QQ³ N-  Q  

 

are entered into directly with companies and organisations that offer particularly favourable discounts for ENAV Group Personnel, with a special focus on
those offering products and services of an ethical-environmental vocation (e.g.
purchase of electric vehicles, sales of products to reduce food waste).
A representative case is the agreement entered into with ThinkAbout, an innovative socially oriented start-up whose NO.W© (NO Waste) project is designed to assist the drive to reduce food waste, allowing consumers to take
advantage of discounted prices to purchase very high quality products that
would otherwise be destined for disposal since they are not marketable.
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)    Q #     
  

Y 0 /0%. ) 

project, and also opportunities for students of aviation institutes and others
to visit ENAV’s facilities.
Under Project OPEN, the children of employees of the ENAV Group who are in
 ³          
delicate process of choosing a university or beginning their careers in the workforce. An initial phase aimed at exploring and measuring the student’s potential,
interests and other personal characteristics is followed by an individual meeting
with an expert (psychologist), who provides the student with an orientation report
based on the information gathered.
InterculturaQ  Q             ) &    %.!64 3 
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Q  

NO.W© project
aimed at contributing to
the drive to reduce food
waste, allowing consumers
to take advantage of
discounted prices to
purchase very high quality
products that would
otherwise be destined for
disposal since they are not
marketable.

them the opportunity to receive scholarships for studies abroad with a duration of two months, three months, or one year.
4 )     %.!6
were temporarily suspended during the health emergency.
Synergies were forged with nearby companies in order to promote “proximity” welfare. Notably, the provision of shared services with Istituto
0 ³ :  3, including company canteen, parking, and
shuttle services, has been particularly well received by the employees of
both organisations. Also, an agreement is currently being drawn up for the
     f  

)0:3g-

ing links to the main Local Public Transport hubs.
With regard to improvement of the Company’s carbon footprint, we draw
your attention to the SustainMobility project, designed to develop electric mobility in the Company by means of progressive installation of charging infrastructure and electric vehicles nationwide; for that purpose as at
@>l>?l?;?;>;      # 

N

)    Plastic footprint reduction project, designed to reduce
the consumption of plastic in the Company, water dispensers connected to
the public water supply network have been installed on an experimental
basis on several ENAV facilities to replace the previous dispensers supplied
by plastic kegs, with plastic cup dispensers, providing employees with re    

 

N)Q    



made of plastic materials connected with the use of automatic dispens Q     >ND
 ?;?;N!>NB  

 ?;?>N

With the Company’s adoption of agile working methods linked to the health
emergency, the Welfare and People Care unit took steps to provide an al     N)      

“Plastic footprint
reduction” project,
designed to reduce the
consumption of plastic
in the Company led to
a reduction of plastic
consumption totalling 1.7
tonnes in 2020.

social media to create opportunities for discussion, play, or competition between ENAV people and also employees’ children.

Future goals
Plastic Footprint Reduction –reduction of 1.5t.

Deadline
31/12/2021
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DNDN, 
Discussions with trade unions in 2020 were substantially focused on the
     P #/6)$I>FR     R #%$ 
       N EA 

 

        

and 112 meetings on the local level.
Meetings were organised on the issue of containment and management
    #/6)$I>F  

Q             

working as an additional element for management of the employment
relationship in the ENAV Group. This type of work activity continues in
the path of the initiative already launched as a pilot project in ENAV for
B; 

?;>FQ    '  

in order to make agile working effective in the balancing of the organisational needs of the Company and the needs of the people that work
N) 

     

)$I>FQ 

    #/6-

     

maintenance of employment and salary levels, guaranteeing continuity
in delivery of institutional services in terms of both operational activities and staff. Disputes and requests for meetings with Trade Union Organisations during the year concerned the temporary secondment for 6
months of ENAV personnel to be employed at the Techno Sky subsidiary.
)      Q %.!6    >     ?;?;
 A 

  A@ND;o>

  AQ 

  C?NDBoN4 

national strike was called by the trade unions mainly in relation to top  !4#4->    Q3 ?;>FQ&)3/!4#
Q-"/Q)"4  N
4            ?QA?; 
 D@ND>o    f   

Q     gN4 

number of registered employees is determined on 31 December each
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year. Employee requests to join or leave the union, which are made in
writing, are collected monthly then processed and transmitted to the
competent office that records the request. The data are stored in digital
format.
) also be noted that the collective bargaining agreement applies
>;;o %.!6 

f   

 gN

With regard to Techno Sky, the general goals pursued refer mainly to
maintenance of a positive company climate by means of dialogue and
meetings with the trade unions and improvement of management and
productivity of the workforce, especially during 2020, a year that was
accompanied by an explosion of the worldwide Air Transport sector crisis, which had major and serious negative repercussions on the entire
Group. The actions put in place to achieve these goals were achieved
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100% of non-executive
employees of ENAV, TS and
IDS AirNav are covered
by collective bargaining
agreements of various
levels.

by developing collaborative and ongoing relationships, composed of
meetings that were almost entirely held online (using web meeting platforms); the meetings were considered necessary and essential to obtain,
by means of daily and continuous coordination with the various local and
 #/6)$ #

Q         Q 

front line organisation to deal with and oppose, in the optimal manner,
the extremely serious health emergency linked to the spread of the COV)$>F N
Despite the contingencies, the search for tangible and constructive dialogue with the Trade Unions continued, and several meetings were held
to continue to inform the unions of the Company’s present activities and
future plans.
)?;?;Q     @>F4 3 



  

 Q AENAo    f   
 gQ      ?;>FN4   

-

   -

ees is determined on 31 December each year.
)?;?;Q       fing strikes concerning the entire air transport industry), with a total of
B Q  C  ?;>FN! Q 
    

E;Q   

     >NCoQ     ?;>FN
The      

  >;;o 4 3 -

ployees (excluding senior management).
#   )$3 !.Q  
 

       

  

   'Y)2 -

 Q)$3!. 

  %.!6 N) -

gration is pursued by maintaining a positive climate in the company, with
open dialogue and discussions with the Unitary Representative Body for
the Trade Unions present (Metalworking and Mechanical Engineering
Sector), aimed at improving the management and productivity of the
workforce. The actions undertaken to achieve these objectives consist
of developing ongoing and collaborative relations, essentially in the form
of dedicated meetings to monitor the situation and discussions on the
progress of the consequences of the health crisis and the relocation of
the headquarters that took placed in the summer of 2020.
)?;?;Q)$3!.A?   

Q ?ENBDo

of the workforce (excluding senior management). The number of registered employees is determined on 31 December each year.
No strikes were called in 2020.
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4      

  >;;o )$3!. -

ployees (excluding senior management).
The two ENAV Asia Pacific employees are covered by open term contracts in accordance with Malaysian legislation.
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Future goals
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Deadline

Creation of a work group to make a collection of second level legislation reproducing the structure of
the reference collective bargaining agreement (TS).

31/12/2021

Creation of a joint Technical Commission for checking and analysis of the differences in terms of
working hours between ENAV and Techno Sky (TS).

31/12/2021

7.8. Remuneration policies
The ENAV Group variable incentive compensation policy is differentiated in
accordance with the reference population (CEO, Managers with Strategic
Responsibilities, executives, middle management and non management personnel), but without any form of discrimination based on age, gender, disability, race, ethnicity, origin, religious creed, etc.
)      #  %   / ³   -

  3

 2 -

     Q ³  2 
the remuneration policy and on the compensation paid (approved by the
Board of Directors on 12 March 2020), envisages recognition of both a shortterm variable remuneration components and a long-term component, both
  I³ %3'   Q  
the achievement of the results of the corporate strategy and pursue longterm interests in a logic of corporate sustainability.
3 ³Q  I      0  mance Share Plan that was also approved by the 2020 Shareholders’ Meeting, based on three cycles of rolling assignment with a three-year vesting period and annual assignment.

For 2020 the following Group objectives were assigned
to the CEO and Managers with Strategic Responsibilities:
SHORT-TERM

LONG-TERM
WEIGHT

WEIGHT

GROUP EBITDA

40%

EBIT

30%

Group net income

20%

FCF

30%

Operating performance

20%

TSR

40%

Turnover from non-regulated activities

10%

Sustainability indicator*

10%

Sustainability objective with negative/positive corrective
effects with a maximum impact on the distributable
bonus of 10%; this objective is related to the company’s
          ³  @>
December 2022.

* Consisting of 4 independent project objectives with on/off
type achievement criterion.
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With regard to the sustainability indicator, the individual project objectives
with their respective targets and performance achieved are shown below:

Future goals

TARGET 2020

Conclusion of the second phase of the project to
reduce the use of single-use plastic at sites with the
highest environmental impact.

1.5 tons

1.703 tons

Implementation of electric mobility with the installation,
where necessary, of charging stations and replacement
of ICE cars with electric cars with a goal of achieving a
reduction of about 11.4 tCO2 per year.

10 electric cars in service

10 electric cars in service

Implementation of Wave 2 of the smart working project.

> 500 participants

809 participants

Date of presentation of
document to the Board of
Directors:
by 31/12/20

Document presented to the
Board of Directors on
22/12/20

Assessment of emissions levels.

) '

    Q  -

neration policy, which has been consolidated over the years, normally
provides for payment of a short-term variable component anchored to
a top-down Management By Objectives (MBO) system: objectives are
established in accordance with the strategic guidelines set down in the
"  0           l     
various responsibility levels, according to a cascade approach from senior
management down to the lower hierarchical levels. The objectives identi2020 Sustainability Report

³       ³  
individual positions in the organisation.
A selected number of management roles, chosen by the CEO, are also assigned long-term targets in line with the Share Performance Plan created
for top management.
&?;?;Q  Q    ³  #/6)$I>F   

    

     

projects, it became necessary to revise the logic for assignment of the
individual short-term goals, therefore the variable incentives system of
the Managers with Strategic Responsibilities and the entire management
        ³ ³   
     #   ³ 
 # %  / ³ N
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2020 RESULT

Moreover, in line with the trend that emerged from the market, senior


       B;o    -

neration component due for 2020, which will be donated to Corporate
Giving initiatives.
) - 

Q     -

vides for the allocation of individual targets only to a small sample of the
population in accordance with the position held and the planning activities assigned to the responsible management population, with the usual top-down logic. The related awards are correlated with the reference
  Q        ³ 
 N&?;?;    Q  dications of the previous paragraph.
With regard to “non-executive” personnel, the performance assessment
process is launched annually in order to acquire information concerning
the performance and competences of the personnel who have worked
with the Company for more than 6 months in the year.
4         ³Q    #   0  mance Management unit, in collaboration with the Labour Cost, Labour
Law and Payroll and People Business Partners units, with lists of all the
'  f%.!6Q4 3)$3!.gQ

   -

sary requirements to enter and become part of the scope of people to be
assessed. The employees concerned and their evaluators are selected in
     ³ N
Subsequently, the technical skills and performance evaluation and valida  

   ³N

&    Q # G0   -agement and Careers, Learning & Development units, with the support of
 (2

Q Z[  ³ -

ond-level supervisors in order to make the evaluation metrics as consistent and objective as possible and to identify potential areas of action for
individual employees in terms of management (e.g. training, job rotation,
or assessment) or salary.
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EN% 
8.1.%.!6Y     
for the Green New Deal
)    

  & % ³ 0Q%.!6

been engaged for several years in developing solutions designed to reduce the emissions of its carrier customers.
0 &

2 Q  ³!.30% $ -

cember 2016, or A-CDM (Airport collaborative decision making), have
allowed and continue to allow carriers to adopt innovative solutions to
     ³        N 4  &



2  Q   Q?;>F%.!6     
 >CD  #/̂@B).
20

)           
and also in consideration of the growing attention paid by national and international institutions to initiatives aimed at combating climate change,
in 2020 the ENAV Group decided to redouble its efforts and determination
in addressing the aims of SDG 13: climate action.
) Q     %.!6' 
that the Company does not cause any major environmental impacts, in
        ³  Q
has embarked on an ambitious plan to reduce its emissions. As a result,
an action plan has been prepared that will lead to a condition of carbon
neutrality starting from 2022, surpassing and anticipating EU targets
by almost 10 years.
) Q % '
³  

$ Q %5      -

   5  -

Q ³         Q
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?;B;N

)  Q %.!6'   
in September 2020 on direct and indirect energy emissions (Scopes 1 and
?g  #/̂  N&  'Y     ³        #/̂ N
)           #          
       

P     ?@o

35. 4  ?;?;          #/6)$I>F
pandemic emergency and the unprecedented reduction of air travel, as anticipated in
 EN?Z7      ³  P
& % ³ 0& 2 [
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From 2022 ENAV will
be a carbon neutral
company, surpassing and
anticipating European
Union targets by almost 10
years.

?;?>QE;o?;??Q ?;??Q         ³  mental protection projects36.
21

)          P
• All externally purchased energy must be from renewable sources (purchase of Guarantees of Origin);
• Part of the energy we use will be self-generated thanks to the trigeneration plant and photovoltaic panels;
• The fleet of company cars will be gradually replaced with hybrid and
plug-in electric vehicles.
The ENAV Group’s commitment in relation to climate action does not how      ³      N)?;?>Q  @ f  sions linked to the value chain) will start, with the requirement to adhere
 3  " 4

) ?;?>N

Also, the new Environmental Policy was released in September 2020 in
order to coordinate management of the full range of environmental issues.
4 0³    Q Q K 
  ³   0 -?;>FK %.!6
Group has undertaken to promote, not simply to consolidate our legislative conformity, but also to improve our environmental performance and
        NΈ

%.6)2/.-%.4!,-!.!'%-%.43934%With reference to the ENAV Group Environmental Policy, updated to Sep  ?;?;Q ³  

     

  Q%.!6    ³% tal Management System for the Group Companies, with the aim of analysing and improving the environmental performance of their operations

Policy in relation
to the environment
We have prepared an
Environmental Policy
for Group Companies,
available on the corporate
website, in line with
the corporate aims and
designed to consider the
environmental risks and
opportunities connected
to our operating activities,
in compliance with
international, Community,
and national legislation,
in order to pursue our
primary objective of
creating sustainable
value while respecting our
stakeholders. In particular,
the Policy’s main strategic
   P#/̂
emissions reduction,
rational use of energy,
correct management
of waste, monitoring of
wastewater discharges.

and services. The decision to implement an Environmental Management
System reflects the Group’s commitment to guaranteeing environmental
protection beyond mere compliance with the regulations, in a framework
of transparency in relation to the Group’s stakeholders. Among the key
goals of the EMS is that of reducing the risk of negative environmental impacts and establishing improvement targets in consideration of a concept
of sustainable development. The international standard used as a bench      )3/ >A;;>N )         )

 

EMS project, we also embarked on the preparation of an environmental

36. 4          ³        -  "  
    ?;>F 
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  ³        
 ³ N
&Q      

   

  ³      3   ?;?;N4     ³    
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periodically report on their efforts to their superiors.
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%.6)2/.-%.4!,-!.!'%-%.43934%-02/#%33%3
There follows a brief description of the main processes that make up the
Environmental Management System:

Initial Environmental
Analysis

4                       Q  
Q             
    '   N4     
  ³          N

) ³
Assessment of
Environmental Aspects

4          
' Y   Q     f 
 g         f   gQ          ³  
QQ     N%   
       N

Management of
Conformity Obligations

4   ³     '  P
•  ³Q Q ³Q  Q   
 R
•                    
  ' N

Training and skills
management

4             
        l      '    
             
     Q             
obligations.

Monitoring of
environmental
performance and reporting
to senior management

4   ³     '     P
•               %-3R
• Q     '  " N

Management of discharges
and wastewater storage
tanks

4           
 Q              Q       
³  QZ   [Q %.!6Y
              %.!6Q     
      ³  N

Special Waste
Management

4      I    
%.!6'     R ³Q  P
•           R
•   l  Q   
 R
•      l  l  4 3Q
N N   ³  N

Management of
fluorinated greenhouse
gas emissions

4            
         Q     Q
   Q Q N 4 3Q   
        Q     
    f&I gN
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EN?N7    
  ³  P& 
% ³ 0& 2 
)        Q%.!6  
  !4 ³3   f!43g ³agement model that allows Airspace Users to reduce their fuel consumption
and therefore helps to reduce the environmental impact connected with aviation operations.
With the primary goal of guaranteeing impeccable safety levels in operations
and services, ENAV plans and conducts actions coordinated with stakeholders that, also by implementing innovative and advanced solutions, guarantee
the ongoing improvement of the ATS network and allow Aircraft Operators to
choose routes able to reduce travel times. Such routes are increasingly free
of planning constraints and thus become more environmentally friendly, contributing to the achievement of SDG 11 by providing access to safer and more
sustainable transport systems.
All actions planned and implemented for this purpose are catalogued, monitored, and shared with stakeholders by means of ENAV’s periodic & % ³ciency Plan (FEP) reports.
) &%0  / % ³   ried out by the Parent Company in the reference period are reported and evaluated, with evidence of the contributions made in each business segment:
i) ground-operations, dedicated to reducing times and optimising aircraft
    fIl gRgI   Q
including take-off and climb trajectories; iii) en route phase; iv) terminal operfgQ     ³   N
The degree of completion and level of effectiveness of the actions imple   & % ³ 0Q       
to achieving environmental goals, is subject to monitoring and control, also
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by ENAC, and from 2012 the results produced by the actions implemented
 &%0  )Y!0#/̂%2 I
) ³         
 %#!#l)#!/   N
) ?;?;Q      #/6)$I>F   

-

cy and the unprecedented reduction in air transport activities had a major
    &%0N
) Q ³     ³         

      ?;>FQ 

to the pandemic containment actions adopted in Europe and worldwide,
  -?;?; ³     
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The “Free Route Italy”
project reduced the impact
 #/̂
95 million kg in 2017,
135 million kg in 2018
167 million kg in 2019,
and 91 million kg in 2020
for a total of around 490
million kg in the four-year
period.

   F;o       %#!#
area in the prior year@D.
22

Except for a few rare cases, the widespread limitation of mobility between
      l)aly, while the limitation of inter-regional travel removed almost all domes  N3  )   * 
      Q  ³Q   
emergency flights.
&   ³       %.!6 anteed the maximum levels of service and operational continuity and, like
other European ANS providers, in close coordination with the Network Manager as from the end of March 2020 we suspended all constraints on planning
previously in force to guarantee safe management of the ATS network and the
   ³N)Q  Q 
  ³ ?;?;     

 

the previous constraints on Airspace User planning and even made it possible
to suspend or reduce restrictions in relation to ATS Network availability, to the
point of almost completely freeing up the choice of flight paths by operators.
The suspension of constraints on ATS network availability (airspace availability) was imposed both horizontally (preferential routing) and vertically (level
capping), even also reducing military aircraft permeability restrictions (flexible use of airspace). The measures adopted in the second quarter of 2020
   ³  Q       
March 2021.
)     Q    f* 3   gQ        
restrictions were eased, mainly in the business, charter and holiday sectors.
The return of lockdown measures and travel restrictions after the summer
due to the enduring pandemic emergency produced an abrupt decline in air
 ³  Q ?;?;     ) N
Despite the contingent situation, continuation in 2020 of the activities im   %.!6    )!& Q  Q  !43  
airspace below the Free Route Airspace Italy FRAIT) and in terminal areas
and achieve further performance improvements for operations in the airport
   N)Q    &2!)4 QABo   ³  ³    
gate-to-gate flying distances. This decrease made it possible to achieve an
   CNE    Q@>N@ 

37. %52/#/.42/, ³N
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each aircraft (an improvement over the prior year, when the average saving
  ?BNAAg   #/̂   F> Q   ?ENE  
fuel for the en route phase.
Having removed constraints deriving from the prior ATS routes network and
    l  Q  ³  
 ³     

  Q 

              ³      ³ 
that operate on a certain number of national and international connections,
        l          
   )!& Q  
 &  Έ5  Έ! Έf&5!gQ    l     - ! N4             
³   ABDQB;;    Q   
 #/̂   >NAA> NΈ
ENAV’s PBN Transition Plan
0    "  .  f0".g   )  &  0  
f)&0g %.!6     ³    
in Terminal Areas enabling airspace usage optimisation, on the one hand,
while reducing environmental pollution and energy and maintenance costs
connected to conventional ground based navigation infrastructure, on the
other.
0". )&0      4 !43 
is more functional in relation to flight operations and flight control operations
     & % ³ Q#Q
Predictability performance levels, with the possibility of generating further
optimisations in Airspace Users’ planning and potential improvements in
     l  #/̂ N
)?;?;Q 2

f%5g?;>El>;AEf0".)2gQ 
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with the high-level principles developed by the government and in coordination with the stakeholders involved, ENAV developed its plan for transition
from a conventional (ground based) navigation network to an innovative PBN
network (ENAV’s PBN Transition Plan) which, in terms of progress and com)Y0".)  0f %.!#
?;>?   )#!/3  Y-

 2 !@DI>>gQ

constitute a supporting element of the National Airspace Strategy and a useful means of achieving the associated objectives.
4 ³  %.!6Y0".40  IlI 
 f?;?;l?;?Ag Q   P   2./ 
instrument approach procedures and gradual and incremental decommissioning of ground-based navigation infrastructure given the obsolescence of
Non Directional Beacon (NDB) navaids.
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The plan requires periodic updates in order to consider: the evolution of satellite navigation infrastructure (GNSS), the system performance level, the
rate of implementation of onboard avionics equipment, and the progress of
conventional navaid (NDB and VOR) rationalisation programmes.
Monitoring of the initiatives set down in ENAV’s PBN Transition Plan, and also
 )Y0".)  0Q      %.!6&%0N
Also in 2020, we proceeded with the programme for the implementation of
0   Έ " Έ . Έ f0".g         Q
                

 & Έ % ³ -

Έ  #Έ  0     N )      Q 
0". 

 l   ³Q -

ation at the airports of Milan Malpensa, Milan Linate, Bergamo Orio al Serio,
Palermo, Catania, and Venice; the overall estimate of reduced consumption
attributable to improvements in the terminal areas (the mentioned airports
        ³   gQ       
@CBQB;;    Q    >N>B>
 #/̂ N
&Q ?;?;     
programme for implementing operating processes based on Airport Collab Έ$ Έ- f!I#$-gQ   

-

ment system of ground and in flight movements, generates positive effects
   I  N)      
to implementation of A-CDM processes, following the effective implemen2 &Q-- Q-, Q6  4  
Naples Capodichino airports, the system was introduced also at Bergamo air$   ?;?;NΈ
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8.3. Energy consumption
As mentioned, although the ENAV Group is a service provider without a particular direct impact on the environment, it has started various initiatives
to reduce consumption and the consequent impact in terms of greenhouse
   3$'Df!     gy) and 13 (Climate action).
However, apart from actions aimed at consumption reduction, the govern        ³          
   Q

    ³  

  # N&  Q  
the Environmental Policy was to establish an approach that considers all
forms of pollution that directly or indirectly concern the Company in order
to develop an overall action strategy documented also by a system of quantitative and qualitative indicators to measure its performance.
)Q #  %   'Q pliance with the current environmental regulations, must pay careful attention promoting the most environmentally-friendly activities and processes,
through the use of advanced criteria and technologies concerning environmental protection and the sustainable use of resources”. The Group thus
undertakes, within the scope of operations and business initiatives, to consider essential environmental needs and to minimise any potential negative
environmental impact associated with its operating activities.
&Q 

     ³   

energy consumption and the related environmental impact, there are two
positions in the organisation, namely the energy manager and the mobility
manager, responsible for identifying the necessary actions and procedures
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to promote rational use of energy and fuel.
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ENAV GROUP CONSUMPTION IN 2020
FUEL FOR OFFICES
AND UNITS:

ELECTRICITY FOR
OFFICES AND UNITS:

24,509

241,131

GIGAJOULES

GIGAJOULES

(DOWN 12.1%
COMPARED WITH 2019)

2019

2020

(DOWN 6.6%
COMPARED WITH 2019)

AIR FLEET
FUEL:

TOTAL CAR
FLEET FUEL:

19,692

7,635

GIGAJOULES

GIGAJOULES

(DOWN 24.7%
COMPARED WITH 2019)

2019

2020

(DOWN 11.2%
COMPARED WITH 2019)

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

ENAV GROUP EMISSIONS IN 2020
RELATED TO FUEL
FOR OFFICES AND
FACILITIES:

RELATED TO ELECTRICITY
FOR OFFICES AND
OTHER FACILITIES:

1,309.5 tCO e

18,422

38

2

(DOWN 12.3%
COMPARED WITH 2019)

2019

2020

tCO2e

(DOWN 28.3%
COMPARED WITH 2019)

RELATED TO CAR
FLEET FUEL:

RELATED TO AIR
FLEET FUEL:

503.5 tCO e

1,355.57 tCO e

2

2

(DOWN 24.6%
COMPARED WITH 2019)

2019

2020

(DOWN 12.5%
COMPARED WITH 2019)

38. Emissions calculated in accordance with Location Based methodology.
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)     %.!6' Q #4 f472g
and Area Control Centres (ACC), the radar sites, the TBT radio centres, the
runway lighting systems (Aeronautical Ground Lighting), the radio-navigaQ4 3)$3!.f³  ?;?;g   mary electricity with total annual consumption (by PODs and third parties@F)
23

  CCQFE;QF>@7l A; in 2020.
?A

To respond to any blackouts in primary electricity, diesel-fuelled backup
generators have been installed at these sites. Because the thermal generation capacity at nearly all ENAV facilities is below 1 MW, they fall within the
         ³  f!  )   0   $ 



?Bl;DlF>gN
)?;?;Q      %  !fNE ,


 >;?l?;>AgQ %.!6       

 $ -

³     -

              #/̂    
   "Q " Q #Q &  Q ,

 4  Q , Q

Malpensa, Olbia, Bergamo Orio al Serio, and Venice, the Rome headquarters, the three ACCs of Rome, Milan and Brindisi, and the Poggio Lecceta
2#  l4"4N
)?;?;      ?;?;K?;@; ³   Q   

 ³ P

• Backup generation actions that call for the construction of photovoltaic
plants and trigeneration plants;
• # ³  with the installation of:
– new interior and exterior LED lighting systems;
– automated systems to control lighting and detect the presence of workers;
– monitoring and remote-metering systems at sites that consume the
most energy in order to respond to any anomalies;
– heat-pump and free-cooling based climate-control systems (with de   ³  gR
2020 Sustainability Report

– external insulation;
– upgraded ATM technologies.
These initiatives form part of the ENAV strategy as a direct contribution to
3$'DQ     
  f

         

DN?gQ        

   ³ f

DN@gQ      -

    @;o?;@; ?;>FN
)?;?;Q%.!6

       

39. & Q       )!& N
40. The value also includes the electricity generated by photovoltaic plants.
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conditioning systems of the Bari, Albenga, Malpensa, and Olbia CAs and the
2        2A>;! 

-

ant with R32 in all the air conditioning systems. The contribution of R32 to
 DBo Q        
 @Q;;;        ³

f;N?BogN-  Q    

planned for all these sites, with free-cooling air handling units that make di   ³   

      

of building spaces.
We also launched the trial on the Brancasi TBT radio centre, and the trial for
electricity supply with hydrogen fuel cells in place of the automatic backup
  f%.!6 %)!gN 4   Q          mental phase, will bring ENAV’s peripheral sites to a condition of near zero
   f.:%"gQ         >; 'lQ
   #/̂ BQ;;;#/̂lN
) Q 

 AA7 I      

     

Rome headquarters, allowing simultaneous charging of 6 electric cars, and
             "Q . Q &Q 0 Q
Catania, Alghero and at the Brindisi Area Control Centre in 2021.
&Q          B;;7  Q  f##(0g

 

plant for the climate-control systems at the Rome ACC, which, once operational (in 2022), will reduce primary energy drawn from the grid by about
@Ao     !##Q  
  BDD  #/̂  Q   
B@o        %.!6 A@.
?B

Although a snapshot of all fuel consumption is provided below by means of
  '2)3Q     
   %.!6'Y 

       N)

recent years in fact, a major process of fleet renewal and an adjustment of
operating procedures were completed with an investment of approximately
%52@BN
)?;?;Q    & ) 6 



B@@Q;A;  * !>Q?Bo ?;>FfD;DQBED
 g    #/̂ N
)

 Q   '      ³        

    #/̂ Q  
because of the reduction in travel and of primary energy consumption re         ³            #/6)$I>F
pandemic.

Current and future status
of ENAV photovoltaic plants
%.!6  P
• Ancona Falconara control tower
45kWp - 2020 production
of 40,660 kWh/yr with a drop
 >>N?#/̂l
• Bari Palese control tower
100 kWp - 2020 production
of 99,734 KWh/yr with a drop
 ?DNC#/̂l
• Radiofaro NDB Bitonto
100 kWp – production
of 114,084 kWh/yr in 2020,
of which 106,235 kWh/yr injected
into the grid with a total reduction
 @>NC#/̂l
• Brindisi Area Control Centre
63 kWp - 2020 production
of 90,052 kWh/yr41, with a drop
 ?ANF#/̂l
• ENAV Headquarters
80 kWp - 2020 production
of 65,950 KWh/yr42, with a drop
 >EN?#/̂l
0  P
• Naples Capodichino Control Tower
75 kWp 2021
• Genoa Control Tower
25 kWp 2021
• Catania Control Tower
20 kWp 2021
5 P
• Brindisi Control Tower
55 kWp 2022
• Palermo Control Tower
50 kWp 2022
• Lampedusa Control Tower
40 kWp 2022
• Brancasi Brindisi TBT Radio Centre
40 kWp 2022
• Masseria Ormini RADAR/TBT
centre (TA) 33 kWp 2022
• Forlì Training Centre 200 KWp 2022
41.)reased electricity generation
 ?;>F  
of a fault.
42. The output is slightly lower than
?;>F   
the plant.

43. ?;>F    N
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8.4. Waste management
As stated in the Group’s Code of Ethics, ENAV promotes waste management
policies that reconcile the needs of economic development and value creation of its business operations with those of respecting and protecting the
environment as described in the Group’s Code of Ethics.
With the issue of its Environmental Policy, the ENAV Group’s strategic objectives have been updated to include the guarantee of complying with stat

Q    ³   

 Q

and regulation of waste disposal activities by means of traceability of the
entire process, with the maximum possible application of the hierarchical
criterion of prevention, reuse, recycling, recovery, and disposal (SDG 12),
also in order to reduce the environmental impact on the cities and communities in which ENAV operates (SDG 11).
Within the context of their respective operations, ENAV and Techno Sky
    ³  Q  

  

legislation, regulate management of waste resulting from the operating
    '   f N N     ³    

 -

tor sets, batteries, toner, electronic components) in order to mitigate the
         l       
   ³  N)?;?;      dures in ENAV and Techno Sky were updated, also adding an instruction
     ³   N 4        
these procedural documents will be extended in future editions to include
 )$3!.N
&  Q?;?; %.!6'     ware application for special waste management that not only allows precise
tracking of the waste cycle, with generation of the associated reports, but
     ³         

  -

quirements. Computerised management of special waste has also allowed
2020 Sustainability Report

Group-wide standardisation of management of the special waste produced
by activities of the maintenance service and other Group services. The use
of the special waste management software was launched not just in ENAV
 4 3)$3!. N
3 ³        

           

main issues of interest for the ENAV Group, including waste management,
addressed primarily to Delegates of functions on environmental topics and
      

  ³I

on the topic due to their work activities.
)3   ?;?;      
at guaranteeing coordinated and harmonised waste management across
the different geographical areas, supporting activities linked to waste man

160

 f N N  ³gN

We continued to support the various Group organisational units concerning
all problems connected with the management hazardous and non-hazardous special waste, and in particular with issues related to Satellite Accumulation Areas.

8.5. Electromagnetic emissions
)  

    f. Q'II 

communications, Surveillance) require the use of systems that generate
   ³  

   Q Group Environmental

Policy the principle of assuring compliance with the prescribed non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation emission limits by performing suitable electromagnetic impact assessments.
)             I      
   

    ³  

within the limits provided for by the relevant statutory legislation are adopted during the operation, and maintenance phase.
)Q       ³   
of the new systems supporting Navigation, Ground-air-ground communications, and Surveillance services, to ensure compliance with the exposure
limits, warning values and quality targets established by current regulations, is carried out systematically in the context of project management.
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A new sustainable
challenge: drones
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FN!   
drones

P

Climate change, pollution and the intensive exploitation of natural resources are threatening the health of the planet. Given this situation, an increasing amount of attention is being placed on the impact that human activities
have on the environment and the territory and, as a result, the requirement
for innovative systems is being increasingly urgent in order to limit waste,
reduce pollution, avoid diseconomies connected to rapid and disorderly
Q           ³ day’s generations and, above all, future generations.
This is where the development of drones comes in, considering that various
services can be created, modulated or redesigned through the use of remotely piloted aircraft. Applications are possible in numerous sectors and areas
of action: the management of public order, urban safety, logistics activities,
agricultural innovation, monitoring of weather conditions, infrastructures,
networks and all those territories that are very large or complex to reach.
All these applications make it possible to save a considerable amount of
time and resources, and will provide various advantages in the transport
sector, which is very carbon-intensive.
&   Q%.!6       
group company, D-flight S.p.A., which pursues the development and pro         ³ 

   I      -

loted aircraft (RPA), for all the other types of aircraft that are considered
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and all the actives connected with them.
Through the development of the U-space platform, which allows for drones
to be safely integrated into the civil air space, and based on the provision
of various services dedicated to its operators, such as the registration, au Q ³

    -
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port for mission planning, flight monitoring, emergency management and
the recording of flight data, ENAV intends to provide its essential contribution to the development of this innovative form of mobility, guaranteeing
above all, as it is in its DNA, the safety of flight operations.
5I3    >B;  Q       
for the safe use of drones in every context and for all types of missions.
U-space services evolve in parallel to the level of drone automation and
guarantee advanced forms of interaction with the environment (including
aircraft with and without a crew), through the exchange of information and
digital data.
A continuously increasing number of drones are expected to be used (by
?;B;   DNA   % 
skies) in a growing number of industrial and civil areas.
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Our Vision is a world in
which drones are common
objects fully accepted
in the daily life of all
citizens, used safely in
urban environments and
offering services that are
  ³ Q Q
economic and above all
sustainable.

The objective of d-flight is therefore to integrate and make these new needs
coexist with traditional aircraft, while keeping the entire air space safe. Our
Vision is a world in which drones are common objects that are fully accepted
in the daily life of all citizens, which are safely used in urban environments


      ³ Q Q 

above all sustainable.
&   Q       
the development and implementation of technologies, infrastructures and
services able to make the autonomous flight of drones possible in any per   Q    ³ NΈ
Therefore, D-flight wants to actively contribute to the realisation of this vision by supplying enabling technologies that permit the progressive performance of the operations in increasingly complex and challenging operational scenarios.
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! >K.I³
The ENAV Group
4!",%>N'2/503):%h'2)>;?IDi

Organisation size

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

DD>Q?FB

F;?QEF>

EEFQDA;

2,191,412

2,111,129

2,045,684

Liabilities

>Q>;BQFAB

FBBQ;EC

F;EQ>?B

%

>Q;EBQACD

>Q>BCQ;A@

>Q>@DQBBF

.    
Total liabilities and equity
€000

TABLE 2. TOTOTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS WITHIN THE GOVERNING BODIES OF THE COMPANIES44
26

"9!'%'2/50!.$'%.$%2Nh'2)A;BI>i

2020
Members of the
Male
governing bodies
(headcount)
No. %

Female
No. %

2019
Total
No.

%

2018

Male

Female

Total

No. %

No. %

No. %

less than
30 years old

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

between 30
and 50 years old

3

15

5

25

8

40

over 50 years old

F

45

3

15

12

Total

12

60

8

40

20

Total

No.. % No. % No. %

-

0

-

0

-

0

-

0

-

4

@@Q@ 0

-

4

33,3

4

@CQA

0

-

4

36,4

60

4

@@Q@

4

@@Q@

8

66,7

3

?DQ@

4

@CQA

7

63,6

100

8

66,7

4

33,3 12

100

7

63,6

4

36,4 11 100

44. Boa $ @>N>?N?;?; %.!6Q4 3Q)$3!.$I& N
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Female

0
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-

Male

TABLE 3. TOTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS WITHIN THE GOVERNING BODIES45
/&4(%#/-0!.)%3"9!'%'2/50!.$'%.$%2h'2)A;BI>i
27

2020
Members of the
governing bodies
(headcount)

Male

2019

2018

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

No. %

No. %

No. %

No. %

No. %

Male

Female

Total

No.

%

No. % No. % No. %

less than
30 years old

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

0

-

0

-

0

-

0

-

0

-

between 30
and 50 years old

0

0

3

25

3

25

-

0

2

@@Q@

2

33,3

3

50

2

@@Q@

5

83,3

over 50 years old

E

67

1

8

9

75

4

66,7

0

-

4

66,7

1

16,7

0

0

1

16,7

Total

8

67

4

33

12

100

4

66,7

2

33,3

6

100

4

66,7

2

33,3

6

100

TABLE 4. SANCTIONS ASSESSED FOR THE VIOLATION OF LAWS AND REGULATIONS REGARDING
%.6)2/.-%.4!,Q3/#)!,!.$%#/./-)#)335%3!.$0%23/..%,-!.!'%-%.4h'2)@;DI>!.$A>FI>i
)?;>EQ?;>F?;?;     ³ I      
       N
)?;>EQ?;>F?;?;     ³ I            N
. P ³    ?;Q;;;N

45. " 3!@>N>?N?;?; %.!6Q4 3Q)$3!.$I& N
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TABLE 5. NUMBER OF FLIGHT HOURS CARRIED OUT BY THE AIR FLEET BROKEN DOWN
BY DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN CONTRACTS

Flight hours

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

Domestic hours

967,30

1.014,64

1.041,52

Abroad

368,84

766,18

883,42

Saudi Arabia

0

DBQCD

CB;QCD

Kenya

0

0

DAQ?B

Eritrea

0

0

>AQDB

5 

?EQDB

@;QB;

?>Q;E

BLUE GNSS

0

0

>FQA?

Seneca

0

0

0

Portugal

0

0

0

AQBE

>DQ@@

>>Q;;

Lithuania

FQ>D

??QA>

?AQA?

Abu Dhabi

0

0

0

United Arab Emirates

0

@CQ>D

0

Beyond

0

0

0

ONDA (Morocco)

0

>C;QB;

0

?>CQB;

?>?QEA

0

INEA

0

0

>QBE

Cyprus

0

0

>BQCD

Croatia

>>;QEA

?>;QDC

B;QBE

1.337,14

1.780,82

1.924,94

Albania
Hours
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Phoenic (Romania)
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Total

TABLE 6. AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME FOR EXTRAORDINARY INTERVENTIONS
THANKS TO THE FLIGHT INSPECTION AND VALIDATION SERVICE

Average response time
for extraordinary interventions

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

! 

Hours

24

24

24

  

TABLE 7. NUMBER OF HOURS OF OUTSIDE TRAINING IN THE CLASSROOM BY CATEGORY OF RECIPIENT

Training hours by category

u.m.

0 # 
Hours

" # 
Total

2020

2019

2018

AQ@E;

BQ;A;

>BQ;A@

0

>AQ;;;

CQ>;;

4,380

19,040

21,143

TABLE 8. NUMBER OF EXTERNAL PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED IN EXTERNAL
CLASSROOM TRAINING BY CATEGORY OF RECIPIENT

Number of third parties
involved by category

u.m.

" # 
No.

Total
Totale

2020

2019

2018

55

14

54

0

277

>E@

55

291

237

TABLE 9. RESULTS OF TRAINING CARRIED OUT IN 2020 TO PROMOTE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

2020
Activities carried out

2019

2018

Days

Attendees

Attendees

Days

Attendees

Days

-

-

2

36

2

44

) 5 
 "  ³  !4 ³#

24

40

24

36

24

44

Total

24

40

26

72

26

88

&   
  5  " 

Note: the experience using flight simulators for the students of the University of Bologna has been temporarily suspended due to the
health emergency
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TABLE 10. RESULTS OF TRAINING FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT CARRIED OUT IN 2020

2020

2019

2018

Activities carried out

Days
attended

Attendees

Days
attended

Attendees

Days
attended

Attendees

!  4

171

42

>Q>E>

122

>QC@;

326

4  

-

-

FEA

FEA

>Q@>?

>Q@>?

) f     ³
      g

-

-

?QFA;

12

@QB>;

25

171

42

5,105

1,118

6,452

1,663

Total

Note: the teaching visits and the intercultura project have been temporarily suspended due to the health emergency.

TABLE 11. INTERNAL COST TO CONDUCT THE TRAINING FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

Training costs

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

0

340

217

-

36

37

) 

-

FE

165

Total

0

474

419

#   
#   
€000

. P                 N&  Q 
     ;Q    N

TABLE 12. INVESTMENTS IN INFRASTRUCTURES

2020 Sustainability Report

Collision

2020

2019

2018

Infrastructures

77,493

>;FQD;;

>>@Q;;;

a) Implementation and maintenance of operational technology infrastructures

@FQDC;

D>QD;;

CAQ;;;

?AQBCC

?@Q@;;

?FQ;;;

c) Infrastructures and systems

DQC@F

EQA;;

>BQ;;;

d) Management information systems

BQB?E

CQ@;;

BQ;;;

b) Upgrading the ATM platform with new operational concepts

Note: 2020 CAPEX of € 91.5 million.
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u.m.

€000

TABLE 13. CUSTOMER RELATIONS: AVERAGE SYSTEM AVAILABILITY. (SCOPE: TECHNO SKY)

Average system
availability
Percentage of average
 

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

%

FFQFD

FFQFE

FFQFE

TABLE 14. CUSTOMER RELATIONS: PERCENTAGE OF ANOMALY RESOLUTION
ON FIRST ATTEMPT (SCOPE: TECHNO SKY)

Resolution of anomalies
³ 
0    
 ³ 

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

%

F>Q;;

F?Q;;

F?Q;;

TABLE 15. CUSTOMER RELATIONS: HOURS FOR REPAIR AND RESTORATION (SCOPE: TECHNO SKY)

Repair and restoration

!   
  

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

Minutes

@@QBD

@AQC;

@@QEC

TABLE 16. PROCESSING DAYS FOR MEASUREMENT CONFIRMATION (SCOPE: TECHNO SKY)

Processing for measurement
³

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

!      
   ³ 
   

Days

>AQED

>?QBA

>@QDD
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Degree of
stakeholder
involvement

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

3  
%   
initiatives

7    
updates. Cooperation
     
  
  

>A  #.!
f   gB
    
   
    

7 sessions dedicated
 
and 1 plenary session

.  
  
involved

!  
     
   
   !5

- A; 
  
 

 ?;

0 
  ³  
    N
3   
    N

)   
in certain activities and operational
 P
02.!6Q   -4-!Q
#!2!  Q 
    !4# 
      

)   
      
       N6
control centres and
  N

/ 

No.

TABLE 18. AVERAGE PAYMENT PERIOD FOR SUPPLIERS

Number of days for payment
of suppliers (ENAV)
! 

    

!   f g 
contractual conditions

Number of days for payment
of suppliers (Techno Sky)

2020 Sustainability Report

! 

Number of days for payment
  f%.!6!0³g

Number of days for payment
of suppliers (IDS AirNav)
! 

2019

2018

D;QD

>FQD

?@Q;A

B>QC

?;QC

CQFC

2020

2019

2018

40

45

30

?@QA

33

10

2020

2019

2018

5

5

5

0

0

0

2020

2019

2018

?DQ@

-

-

@AQF

-

-

Days

u.m.

Days

u.m.

    

!   f g 
contractual conditions
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u.m.

    

!   f g 
contractual conditions

2020

Days

    

!   f g 
contractual conditions

! 

u.m.

Days

Number of days for payment
of suppliers (d-flight)
! 

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

60

-

-

24

-

-

    

!   f g 
contractual conditions

Days

TABLE 19. INVESTMENT AGREEMENTS AND SIGNIFICANT CONTRACTS THAT INCLUDE CLAUSES REGARDING
(5-!.2)'(43!.$4(!47%2%35"*%#4%$4/!.!33%33-%.42%'!2$).'(5-!.2)'(43h'2)A>?I@i

)      ³ ses regarding human rights and that were subjected to an assessment regarding human rights (ENAV)

u.m.

.     

No.

1.117

1.142

%

100

100

2020

2019

0  

  ³

    

  ³

2020

2019

)      ³ 
clauses regarding human rights and that were subjected to an
assessment regarding human rights (Techno Sky)

u.m.

.     

No.

50

25

%

100

100

)      ³ 
clauses regarding human rights and that were subjected to an
     f%.!6!0³g

u.m.

2020

2019

.     

No.

14

10

%

0

0

0  

0  

  ³

    

  ³

  ³

    

  ³

)      ³ 
clauses regarding human rights and that were subjected to an
assessment regarding human rights (IDS AirNav)
.     
0  

  ³

    

  ³

)      ³ 
clauses regarding human rights and that were subjected to an
assessment regarding human rights (d-flight)
.     
0  

  ³

    

  ³

u.m.

2020

No.

155

-

%

44

-

u.m.

2020

2019

2019

No.

5

-

%

100

-

. P      ³  P
• For ENAV all the amounts
• &4 3   A;Q;;;Q   >;;o  
• &%.!6!0³   >BQ;;;
• &)$3!.   >BQ;;;
• &I     ?;Q;;;
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Tax jurisdiction ItalyQ     %.!63NN!N  I4 33NNNI)$3!.3NNN
I  3NNN   Z! ³l
I

  Q!4#   Q 

  5!6 ³[N

Dimensions

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

No.

AQ>AB

AQ>F@

AQ>>?

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

DDEQ??AQD;;

F;EQF?;Q?BA

EFCQ;FFQ;E;

ABFQ>C@

CADQFD?

@@FQ;?D

DFQ;>>QC;>

>DBQEEBQ?>A

>C;Q?CCQA>@

?Q;@>QDC>QBEA

>QE;AQDFDQCB@

>QEACQAEAQECB

  ³  

@DQ>FBQFDE

@BQ>BFQAF>

AAQ@FBQ?>B

    
³l 

??Q??CQBAD

ADQDBAQ>CF

@EQADDQED?

.   



Tax-related data
      
     I
 
0³l   
     
  

€

Tax jurisdiction MalaysiaQ      %.!6!0³3"Q  
concern “sale on non-regulated markets”.

Dimensions

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

No.

2

2

2

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

?QCF;QDDE

?QFF?Q@BA

?QD?AQ>;>

0

0

0

FF>QFAB

>Q?;BQ@EC

>QABEQC??

EF;QDB>

>Q;BAQ?BE

BF?Q>FE

  ³  


>F?QBA?

@@?QFAF

@E;QA>@

    
³l 

?DBQF;C

?FFQ?>B

@AFQB@D
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Tax-related data
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0³l   
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€

Tax jurisdiction USA, with data related to the following entity ENAV North Atlantic LLC, whose main activities concern
“holding”.

Dimensions

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

No.

0

0

0

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

EAB

0

0

0

0

0

IDEQDEE

IE;Q@>C

C@Q;C>

BAQC?@QA;E

BAQFDCQ@DF

B@QAD@Q;?;

  ³  

0

0

0

    
³l 

0

I@>Q?AD

@>Q@F@

.   



Tax-related data
      
     I
 
0³l   
     
  

€
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TABLE 21. CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRICITY AND FUELS FOR THE OPERATION OF OFFICES
AND OTHER FACILITIES (E.G. CONTROL TOWERS) AND OF THE CAR AND AIRCRAFT FLEETS
f"92%.%7!",%l./.I2%.%7!",%gh'2)@;?I>i

Supplies

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

Electricity

241,131.29

258,057.98

253,237.64

from non-renewable sources

?A;Q;@CN;;

?BCQFF;NFE

?B?Q?@CN?;

>Q;FBN?E

>Q;CDN;;

>Q;;>NCA

24,509.94

27,896.58

28,432.56

Diesel

@QDEDNAE

AQ>>DNB>

@Q@DANEA

Natural gas

?;QD??NAC

?@QDDFN;D

?BQ;BDND?

Fuels for car fleet – company cars

@QDA@NAB

4,673.57

7,035.33

Diesel

@Q;ACNEE

@QCCENB;

@QEFDNA?

Petrol

CFCNBD

E;EN??

?QCE@N@B

-

>D?N?E

370.36

-

24.56

EAN?

Fuels for car fleet – mixed-use cars*

3,891.36

3,920.34

3,295.07

Diesel

?QEA?N@B

?QDADNFA

@Q;FBN?C

Petrol

FBAND;

>Q>CCN;@

>CFNC@

CNG

F;N@C

-

LPG

@NFA

6.36

@;N>E

Fuels for air fleet

19,691.80

26,146.78

27,010.49

Jet fuel

>FQCF>NE;

?CQ>ACNDE

?DQ;>;NAF

292,967.84

320,695.24

319,011.09

from renewable sources
&   ³    

CNG

2020 Sustainability Report

LPG
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Total

GJ

* In   ! B>Q AfgQ  # ) 4,Q    
company cars for mixed business and personal use is measured at 70% of the total.
Fu  Q   ?;>F                 ?;>FI³  N4          ?;>F
 #/̂      '2)@;BI>@;BI?N4     Q ³Q 
consumption of electricity from renewable sources and those of diesel and petrol by the car fleet

TABLE 22. EMISSIONS RESULTING FROM CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRICITY AND OF FUEL
FOR THE OPERATION OF OFFICES AND OTHER FACILITIES (E.G. CONTROL TOWERS)
!.$4(%#!2!.$!)2#2!&4&,%%43h'2)@;BI>!.$@;BI?i

Emissions

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

Location based electricity*

18,422

25,699

25,224

Market based electricity*

31,064

34,500

33,386

1,309.52

1,492.55

1,512.90

253.10

?E;N;?

232.3

>Q;BCNA?

>Q?>?NBA

>Q?E;NC;

Fuel for car fleet – company cars

247.96

312.3

463.86

Diesel

203.61

?AFNAE

?CEN?D

Petrol

44.35

52.56

171.64

-

ENE;

>ENF@

-

1.46

5.02

Fuels for car fleet – mixed-use cars**

255.57

263.09

225.71

Diesel

>EFNFA

>ECNEE

213.06

Petrol

C;NDE

DBNE@

>;NEB

CNG

4.62

-

-

LPG

0.23

;N@E

>NE

Fuels for air fleet

1,355.57

1,799.44

1858.35

Jet fuel

>Q@BBNBD

>QDFFNAA

>EBEN@B

Total emissions (location based)

21,591.39

29,566.47

29,284.82

Total emissions (market based)

34,232.62

38,367.38

35,933.92

&   ³    
Diesel
Natural gas

CNG
#/̂
LPG

* In 2020 the Scope 2 emissions inherent to the consumption of electricity are calculated according to the Location Based methodol Q     ?;?;)   I     
published in 2019 by AIB – European Residual Mixes. The Scope 2 Location Based emissions for years 2018 and 2019 inherent to the
consumption of electricity were calculating using the emission factors published by Terna.
** I   ! B>Q AfgQ  # ) 4,Q   
cars for mixed business and personal use is measured at 70% of the total. The method used to calculate emissions from fuels uses the
emission factors published in 2020 by the Department for Environment Food & Rural Affairs..
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TABLE 23. EMISSIONS AVOIDED THANKS TO THE PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY
"9#522%.40(/4/6/,4!)#3934%-3h'2)@;BIBi

Reduction of emissions

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

2  #/̂

#/̂

113

141

133

. P?;?; EAQ;C;  #/̂       I         N

4!",%?AN%-)33)/.3'%.%2!4%$"9490%/&42!.30/24!4)/.h'2)@;BI@i46
28

Emissions

u.m.

Train
Aircraft
3I  
f@D;;g

2020

2019

2018

1

7

10

264

1,253

1,296

>EA

E?C

EF;

E;

426

463

#/̂

, I  
f@D;;g

The method used to calculate emissions uses the emission factors published in 2020 by the Department for Environment Food & Rural
Affairs.

TABLE 25. REDUCTIONS IN ROUTES AND RELATED IMPACT THE ITALIAN FLIGHT EFFICIENCY PLAN (FEP)
PROJECT, HIGHLIGHTING THE RESULT SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE FEP PROJECT

Main results achieved

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

Total 2016-2020

Reduction of routes

km

IDQ?@DQ;;;

I>AQEEEQ>EE

I>>QDAAQAB>

- 43,406,835

Reduction of fuel used

kg

I?FQC?@Q;;;

IBAQCCFQ;;;

IAAQ>;@Q;;;

-162,679,500

 #/̂

IF@Q@>?QAB;

I>D?Q?;DQ@B;

I>@EQF?AQAB;

-512,440,425

2020 Sustainability Report

2  #/̂ 

46. Emissions associated with business travel.
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4!",%?CN4/4!,7%)'(4/&(!:!2$/53!.$./.I(!:!2$/537!34%Q
"9490%/&$)30/3!,h'2)@;CI?i

Total weight of hazardous waste

u.m.

,³f# $>BI0       
 g
2  f# 2>@I! 
        
 g

u.m.

,³f# $>BI0       
 g
2  f# 2>@I! 
        
 g

t

Total

Other non-hazardous waste,
measured in Litres

2019

2018

1.17

4.43

AN;F

54.47

F?N>C

56.16

55.64

96.59

60.25

2020

2019

2018

66.61

106.72

34.42

>?FNFA

>>?NAF

176.03

196.55

219.21

210.46

2020

2019

2018

0

0

0

0

0

0

t

Total

Total weight of non-hazardous waste

2020

u.m.

Sent for disposal
Litres
Total
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PEOPLE
4!",%?DN4/4!,.5-"%2/&%-0,/9%%3"9'2/50#/-0!.9h'2)>;?IEi

Total number of employees in the Group

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

@Q@@;

@Q@>D

@Q@?;

665

730

DF?

150

-

-

%.!6!0³

2

2

2

%.!6.!

-

-

-

4,147

4,049

4,114

%.!6
4 3+9
)$3!.
no.

Total
. P   I  D   
ardo and Telespazio.

f B%.!6Q>)$3!.>4 3gQA   , -

4!",%?EN%-0,/9%%3"9!'%Q'%.$%2!.$,%6%,h'2)A;BI>i

2020
Employees
(headcount)

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

51

1.2

5

0.1

56

1.4

48

1.2

4

0.1

52

1.3

55

1.7

4

0.5

59

1.4

less than 30 years old

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

between 30 and 50

F

0.2

4

0.1

13

0.3

10

0.2

3

0.1

13

0.3

11

0.3

3

0.4

14

0.3

over 50

42

1.0

1

0.0

43

1.0

@E

;NF

1

;Q>

39

1.0

44

1.3

1

0.1

45

1.1

Middle management

355

8.6

62

1.5

417

10.1

343

8.5

55

1.4

398

9.8

350

10.7

54

6.5

404

9.8

less than 30 years old

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

between 30 and 50

>;F

2.6

26

0.6

135

3.3

104

2.6

22

0.5

126

3.1

103

3.1

21

2.5

124

3.0

over 50

246

BNF

36

;NF

282

6.8

?@F

BNF

33

;NE

272

6.7

247

7.5

33

4

280

6.8

2,789 68.9 769 19.0 3,558 87.9

2830

86

777 93.1 3,607 87.7

107

3.3

22

/ ³ 
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Female

2018

No.

Senior management

less than 30 years old

2,853 68.8 780 18.8 3,633 87.6
165

4.0

?E

0.7

193

4.7

between 30 and 50

>QCCD 40.2 446 >;NE 2,113 51.0

over 50

>Q;?> 24.6 306

Blue collar

7.4 1,327 32.0

>AE

3.7

30

0.7

178

4.4

2.6

129

3.1

>QCF@ A>NE 440 >;NF 2,133 52.7 >QD?C 52.6 444 53.2 2,170 52.7
FAE

23.4 ?FF

7.4 1,247 30.8

FFD

30.4 311 37.2 1,308 31.8

41

1.0

-

.

41

1.0

41

1.0

-

-

41

1.0

44

1.3

-

-

44

1.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

between 30 and 50

23

0.6

-

-

23

0.6

24

0.6

-

-

24

0.6

25

;NE

-

-

25

0.6

over 50

>E

0.4

-

-

18

0.4

17

0.4

-

-

17

0.4

>F

0.6

-

-

19

0.5

less than 30 years old

Total

182

Male

2019

3,300 79.6 847 20.4 4,147 100 3,221 79.6 828 20.4 4,049 100 3,279 100 835 100 4,114 100

TABLE 29. TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY CONTRACT TYPE, GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
f7(%2%4(%9!2%%-0,/9%$gQ!.$'%.$%2h'2)>;?IEi

2020
Employees
(headcount)

u.m.

2019

2018

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Fixed-term contract

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Italy

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Americas

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Asia

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other - Europe

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,300

847

4,147

3,221

828

4,049

3,279

835

4,114

@Q@;;

EAB

AQ>AB

@Q??>

E?C

AQ;AD

@Q?DF

E@@

AQ>>?

Americas

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Asia

-

2

2

-

2

2

-

2

2

Other - Europe

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,300

847

4,147

3,221

828

4,049

3,279

835

4,114

Open-ended contract

No.

Italy

Total

4!",%@;N4/4!,.5-"%2/&%-0,/9%%3"9490%/&%-0,/9-%.4!.$'%.$%2h'2)>;?IEi

2020
Employees
(headcount)

u.m.

&I  



0I  



Total

No.

2019

2018

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

@Q?E?

E>A

4,096

@Q?>>

E;@

4,014

@Q?D>

E;?

4,073

>E

33

51

10

25

35

E

33

41

3,300

847

4,147

3,221

828

4,049

3,279

835

4,114
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4!",%@>N.5-"%2/&.%7()2%3"9!'%'2/50Q'%.$%2Q!.$'%/'2!0()#!,!2%!h'2)A;>I>i

2020

2018

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Italy

138

11

149

154

19

173

131

18

149

less than 30 years old

116

E

124

141

>E

159

114

>E

132

21

2

23

12

1

13

12

-

12

over 50

1

1

2

1

-

1

5

-

5

Americas

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

less than 30 years old

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

between 30 and 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

over 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

Asia

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

between 30 and 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

over 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

Other - Europe

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

less than 30 years old

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

between 30 and 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

over 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

Total

138

11

149

154

19

173

131

18

149

less than 30 years old

116

E

124

141

>E

159

114

>E

132

21

2

23

12

1

13

12

-

12

1

1

2

1

-

1

5

-

5

Number of new hires

u.m.

2019

between 30 and 50

less than 30 years old
no.

between 30 and 50

2020 Sustainability Report

over 50
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. P4          ³ I  fFD ?;?;Q>;B 
?;>FR>?C ?;>EgN
Inter-company transfers for 2020 included:
%.!6 CF4 3  Q P
• ?E Q P;  @; RB    @;B;R?@  B;N
• A> Q P;  @; R>;    @;B; R@>  B;N
ENAV hired 1 employee from IDS AirNav:
•  >Q P;  @; R>    @;B;R;  B;N

TABLE 32. NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES WHO LEFT THE GROUP, BY AGE, GENDER,
!.$'%/'2!0()#!,!2%!h'2)A;>I>i

2020
Employees who left
the Group

u.m.

2019

2018

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

172

25

197

215

26

241

188

28

216

less than 30 years old

F@

E

101

FF

F

108

112

16

128

between 30 and 50

12

1

13

26

1

27

21

4

25

over 50

67

16

83

F;

16

106

55

E

63

Americas

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

less than 30 years old

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

between 30 and 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

over 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

Asia

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

between 30 and 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

over 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

Other - Europe

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

less than 30 years old

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

between 30 and 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

over 50

0

0

-

0

0

-

0

0

-

Total

172

25

197

215

26

241

188

28

216

less than 30 years old

F@

E

101

FF

F

108

112

16

>?E

between 30 and 50

12

1

13

26

1

27

21

4

25

over 50

67

16

83

F;

16

106

55

E

63

Italy

less than 30 years old
no.

. P         '   ³ I  fFD
?;?;Q>;B ?;>FQ>?C ?;>EgN4               ship on 31.12.2019 (last day of work). The number of employees who left the group does not include those who ended the work relationship on 31.12.2020.
&  Q ?;?;QD; I      Q P
&4 3QCF     %.!6Q P
• ?E Q P;  @; RB    @;B;R?@  B;N
• A> Q P;  @; R>;    @;B; R@>  B;N
&)$3!.Q>     %.!6Q ³P
• >Q P;  @; R>    @;B;R;  B;N
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4!",%@@N452./6%22!4%h'2)A;>I>i

2020
Turnover rate

u.m.

Italy
Americas
%

Asia
Other - Europe
Total

Male

2019

Female Total

2018

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

5.2

3.0

4.8

6.7

3.1

6

5.7

3.4

5.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.2

3.0

4.8

6.7

3.1

6

5.7

3.4

5.3

4!",%@AN2!4%/&.%7()2%3h'2)A;>I>i

2020
Rate of new hires

u.m.

Italy
Americas
%

Asia
Other - Europe
Total

2019

2018

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

4.2

1.3

3.6

ANE

2.3

4.3

4.0

2.2

3.6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4.2

1.3

3.6

4.8

2.3

4.3

4.0

2.2

3.6
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TABLE 35. NUMBER OF HOURS OF CLASSROOM AND E-LEARNING TRAINING IN OPERATIONAL
ISSUES BY GENDER AND CATEGORY

2020
Training hours by
gender and level

2018

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

3 

 

0

0

0

26

-

26

20

-

20

- 

 

112

32

144

426

EB

511

>QFEE

60

2,048

?QE;A

88,734

E@QCF;

EQ;BA

91,744

C>QE??

BQDC?

67,583

363

0

363

32

-

32

>F@

-

193

86,405

2,836

89,241

84,174

8,139

92,313

64,022

5,821

69,843

/ ³ 
" 
Total

186

u.m.

2019

Hours EBQF@;

TABLE 36. NUMBER OF HOURS OF CLASSROOM AND E-LEARNING TRAINING BY GENDER
AND CATEGORY, INCLUDING ANTI-CORRUPTION TRAINING

2020
Training hours by
gender and level

u.m.

2019

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

BF

1,623

3 

 

FFB

@E

1,033

>QBCANB

- 

 

AQACB

>Q>F;

5,655

@QC@F

>BQ@;C

CQ?@>

21,537

146

-

146

20,912

7,459

28,371

Q

 

Hours

/ ³ 
" 
Total
. P 

 

2018
Male Female Total
633

FC

729

FEFNB 4,682.5

>Q;FA

A;E

1,502

>DQ?AA

CQBFF

23,843

CQ>;D

?QBB@

8,659

?E@

-

283

45

-

45

22,730.5 7,647, 5 30,378

7,879

3,056 10,935

 N

TABLE 37. NUMBER OF HOURS OF CLASSROOM AND E-LEARNING TRAINING ON OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY ISSUES BY GENDER AND CATEGORY

2020
Training hours by
gender and level

u.m.

2019

2018

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

3 

 

32

0

32

CE

-

68

244

-

244

- 

 

AAE

52

500

761

47

808

>QFAA

113

2,057

DQ?BC

AF@

7,749

>?QEF?

>QBA@

14,537

>@Q?DF

>QD>E

14,997

356

-

356

736

-

736

E?A

-

824

8,092

545

8,637

14,457

1,590

16,047

16,291

1,831

18,122

/ ³ 
" 
Total

Hours

187

TABLE 38. NUMBER OF HOURS OF CLASSROOM AND E-LEARNING TRAINING ON ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

2020
Training hours by
gender and level

u.m.

2019

2018

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

3 

 

45

E

53

-

-

-

72

-

72

- 

 

>EC

30

216

-

-

-

120

16

136

F?E

>;E

1,036

-

-

-

C;E

-

608

10

-

10

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,169

146

1,315

-

-

-

800

16

816

/ ³ 

Hours

" 
Total

Note: no courses in this area were held in 2019.

4!",%@FN!6%2!'%(/523/&42!).).'h'2)A;AI>i

2020
Average hours of training
(classroom and e-learning)

u.m.

4   
   

Hours >>CQBDE >;QFEC 127,564

2020 Sustainability Report

4    

Male

Female

Total

Male

2018

Female Total

>?>Q@C? >DQ@DC 138,738

Male Female Total
EEQFF? >;QD?B 99,716

No.

@Q@;;

EAD

4,147

@Q??>

E?E

4,049

@Q?DF

E@B

4,114

Average employee training hours

Hours/
No.

35

13

31

38

21

34

27

13

24

4   
    

Hours

>Q;D?

46

1,118

>QCBF

BF

1,718

FCF

FC

1,065

4    

No.

51

5

56

AE

4

52

55

4

59

Average training hours provided
to senior management

Hours/
No.

21

9

20

35

15

33

18

24

18

4   
    

Hours

BQ?>>

>Q@;A

6,515

AQE?C

>Q>?>

5,947

BQ>AC

BFD

5,743

4    

No.

355

62

417

343

55

398

350

54

404

Average training hours provided
to middle management

Hours/
No.

15

21

16

14

20

15

15

11

14

4   
  ³ 

Hours >;FQA?;

FQC@C

119,056

4   ³  

>>@QE?C >CQ>FC 130,022

E>QE>C >;Q;@? 91,848

No.

?QEB@

DE;

3,633

?QDEF

DCF

3,558

?QE@;

777

3,607

Average training hours provided
 ³ 

Hours/
No.

38

12

33

41

21

37

29

13

25

4   
   

Hours

EDB

0

875

>Q;B>

0

1,051

>Q;C?

0

1,062

No.

41

-

41

41

-

41

44

0

44

Hours/
No.

21

-

21

26

-

26

24

-

24

4   
 
Average training hours provided
to blue collar workers

188

2019

TABLE 40. NUMBER OF ONGOING TRAINING HOURS BY GENDER

2020
Ongoing training hours
u.m.
by gender and category
%



Male

Hours CDQC>E

2019

Female

Total

Male

EQ@BE

75,976

BCQ?;E

2018

Female Total
CQ@>;

62,518

Male

Female

Total

BEQACE

CQAFD

64,965

TABLE 41. NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES INVOLVED IN ONGOING TRAINING BY GENDER

2020
Number of employees
involved by gender
%



2019

u.m.

Male

Female

Total

Male

No.

>QEBA

261

2,115

>QE?E

2018

Female Total
203

2,031

Male

Female

Total

>QD;;

>F;

1,890

TABLE 42. NUMBER OF ONGOING OPERATING UNIT TRAINING HOURS BY GENDER

2020
Ongoing operating
unit training hours by
gender and category

u.m.

%

Hours >FQBF>



Male

2019

2018

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

@QC?>

23,212

A@QD?F

?Q@;;

46,029

Male

Female

Total

>>@QA?E >?QC;@ 126,031

TABLE 43. NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES INVOLVED IN ONGOING OPERATING UNIT TRAINING BY GENDER

2020
Number of employees involved by gender
and category
%



u.m.

Male

No.

307

2019

Female Total

AE

355

2018

Male Female Total

Male

Female

Total

>E

>QC>?

>E;

1,792

335

353

189
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Incidents of discrimination

2020

2019

2018

.    
re-ported

0

0

0

.      


0

0

0

0

0

0

.       

0

0

0

.   
  

0

0

0

.     ³ 

u.m.

No.

 

TABLE 45. NUMBER OF NEW GRIEVANCES WITH EMPLOYEES

Number of pending grievances with
employees
.       
 

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

No.

51

43

AF

TABLE 46. NUMBER OF NEW GRIEVANCES WITH EMPLOYEES

Number of new grievances
with employees
.      
  

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

No.

13

26

11
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Percentage of employees covered by
collective bargaining agreements
0        
       

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

%

FFNFB

100

100

Note: senior management is excluded from the calculation.

TABLE 48. PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES REGISTERED WITH A UNION

Percentage of employees
registered with a union
0      
   

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

%

CE

66

65

Note: senior management is excluded from the calculation.

TABLE 49. NUMBER OF STRIKES

Number of strikes
.   

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

No.

6

F

7

TABLE 50. NUMBER OF STRIKE HOURS

Number of strike hours
.   

u.m.

2020

2019

2018

No.

EA

116

F?
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TABLE 51. NUMBER OF RECORDABLE WORK-RELATED INJURIES,
2!4%3!.$(/5237/2+%$&/2%-0,/9%%3h'2)A;@IFi

2020
Employees

2018

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Total recordable workrelated injuries

10

2

12

11

2

13

15

1

16

Recordable
work-related injuries
(with the exclusion of
high consequence work
related injuries)

8

2

10

11

2

13

15

1

16

( I   
I   
f    g

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fatalities as a result of
I  

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Number of hours
worked

u.m.

2019

No.

No.

Rate of fatalities as a
result of work-related
injury
Rate of high-consequence work-related
injuries

Rate of total recordable work-related
injuries

No.

4,321,669 1,091,212 5,412,881

4,613,816 1,082,311 5,696,127 4,533,450 1,065,705 5,619,155

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.46

0

0.37

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.31

1.83

2.22

2.38

1.85

2.28

3.31

0.94

2.85
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No P)  Q   ?;?;    )Q     
recordable injuries. The indices are calculated as follows: Rate of fatalities as a result of work-related injury (No. fatalities/No. of hours
 g>Q;;;Q;;;R2   I   I   Pf.N  I   I   f    glN  g>Q;;;Q;;;R2    I   Pf4.N   I   l.N 
 g>Q;;;Q;;;N
As     Q '0  0      ?;?;   f
      gQ             
available. The Group undertakes to collect data starting from 2021.
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2020
Injury by type

u.m.

2019

2018

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

)
 

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

Struck by a car

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

) 
 

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

1

7

5

2

7

6

1

7

-  

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

# l
contusion

2

0

2

0

0

0

1

0

1

/   

2

1

2

5

0

5

E

0

8

10

2

12

11

2

13

15

1

16

Fall and/or unsuitable
  
No.

Total

193
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GRI STANDARDS

Disclosure

Reference page

General Disclosure
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GRI 102: General
Disclosures 2016

>;?I>.     

34-35

>;?I?! QQ  

42-50

>;?I@,   

%.!6Y    ³ 2 Q
63D>C

102-4 Location of operations

@AI@BR@ERA;IA?

>;?IB/   

ER@AI@BRDAIE>

102-6 Markets served

42-50

>;?ID3     

A?IB;R>CER>E@

>;?IE)     

>@;R>E?I>E@

>;?IF3

F?IFC

>;?I>;3 ³    


@AI@BRA?IB;RF?IFB

>;?I>>0 0 

DAIE>RE?IED

>;?I>?%  

A;IA>R>;DI>>@

>;?I>@-   

A;IA>R>;DI>>@

>;?I>A3     I 

4-5

>;?I>B+ Q 

E?IEBRECIED

>;?I>C6 Q Q  

A;IA>RDAIE>RE?IEDRECIEDREEIF>RF?IFBR
135-136

>;?I>E'  

2 # '  
/ 3 RDAIE>R>CE

>;?I?A.       
governance body

2 # '  
/ 3 RDAIE>

>;?IA;,    

>BI>CR>;?I>;@

>;?IA>#       

>A;I>A?R>F;

>;?IA?)        

>BI>ER>;?I>;@

>;?IA@!      

>BI>ER>;?I>;@R>DA

>;?IAA+   

>BI>ER>;?I>;@

>;?IAB%    ³
  

34-35

>;?IAC$ ³     >BI>ER@AI@B
>;?IAD,  

>BI>E

>;?IAE2     

34-35

>;?IAF#

 

34-35

>;?IB>$      

34-35

102-52 Reporting cycle

Reporting is annual

>;?IB@#  
report
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34-35

102-50 Reporting period

  

&  
 Q  
sostenibilita@enav.it

>;?IBA#     
'2)3

34-35

>;?IBB'2)  

>FAI?;;

>;?IBC% 

?;E

Omission

GRI STANDARDS

Disclosure

Reference page

Omission

Economic performance
>;@I>%   
"
GRI 103: Management >;@I?4 
Approach 2016
 

GRI 201: Economic
performance 2016

>BI>E

 

EIF

>;@I@%  

 

?;>I>$   
distributed

  

EIF
EIF

Anti-corruption

GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

>;@I>%   
"

>BI>E

>;@I?4 
 

E?IEBREEIF>

 

>;@I@%  

GRI 205:
Anti-corruption 2016

 

E?IEBREEIF>

?;BI>/      
corruption

EEIF>

?;BI@#³   
taken

&    
 Q 
f  g    
  ?;>EI?;?; 

Tax

GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

>;@I>%   
"

>BI>E

>;@I?4 
nents

E?IEBRFC

 -

>;@I@%  

 

E?IEBRFC

?;DI>!

GRI 207: Tax 2019

FC

?;DI?4   QQ
 
?;DI@3    
concerns related to tax

 

-

  

207-4 Country-by-country reporting

FC
FC
176-177

Energy

GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

>;@I>%   
"

>BI>E

>;@I?4 
 

E?IEBR>AEI>B>R>BCI>C;

 

>;@I@%  
GRI 302: Energy
2016

 

@;?I>%   
organisation

E?IEBR>AEI>B>R>BCI>C;
>BCI>C;R>DE
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GRI STANDARDS

Disclosure

Reference page
Emissions

GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

>;@I>%   
"

>BI>E

>;@I?4 
ponents

E?IEBR>AEI>B>R>BCI>C;

 -

>;@I@%  

GRI 305: Emissions
2016

 

E?IEBR>AEI>B>R>BCI>C;

@;BI>$ f3 >g'(' 

>BCI>C;R>DF

@;BI?%   f3 ?g'(' 

>BCI>C;R>DF

@;BI@/  f3 @g'(' 

>E;

@;BIB2  '(' 

>BCI>C;R>E;

Effluents and Waste

GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

>;@I>%   
"

>BI>E

>;@I?4 
 

E?IEBR>AEI>B>R>C;I>C>

 

>;@I@%  
GRI 306: Effluents
and Waste 2016

 

@;CI?7   

E?IEBR>AEI>B>R>C;I>C>
>E>

Environmental Compliance

GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

>;@I>%   
"

>BI>E

>;@I?4 
ponents

DAIDBRE?IEBR>AEI>B>

 -
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>;@I@%  
GRI 307:
Environmental
Compliance 2016

@;DI>.I   
and regulations

DAIDBRE?IEBR>AEI>B>
DAIDBR>CF

Employment

GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

>;@I>%   
"

>BI>E

>;@I?4 
 

E?IEBR>>CI>>DR>@;I>@>

 

>;@I@%  
GRI 401:
Employment 2016
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A;>I>.  
turnover

 

  



E?IEBR>>CI>>DR>@;I>@>
>EAI>EC

Omission
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Disclosure

Reference page

Omission

Labour/Management Relations
GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

GRI 402: Labor/
Management
Relations 2016

>;@I>%   
"

>BI>E

>;@I?4    

E?IEBR>>CI>>DR>A;I>A?

>;@I@%  

E?IEBR>>CI>>DR>A;I>A?

 

With reference to organisational
changes and the relative minimum
³ Q  
the Group respects the local regulations of reference in that area.
-  ³P
I %.!6Q  ³   ³ 
compliance with the autonomy and
liability of the Company as disciplined
by art.7 “rights to information” of
##.,N4  ³  
with appropriate notice;
I 4 3)$3Q³
regarding organisational changes are
made according to provisions of law
and/or collective contracts and/or
   N4  ³
are made with appropriate notice.

A;?I>-  
    

Occupational Health and Safety

GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

>;@I>%   
"

>BI>E

>;@I?4 
ponents

E?IEBR>>CI>>DR>>DI>??

 -

>;@I@%  

 

A;@I>/  
  

GRI 403:
Occupational Health
and Safety 2018

-

E?IEBR>>CI>>DR>>DI>??
117-122

A;@I?(  ³Q  Q
and incident investigation

117-122
'     
  
     Z%3'
   %  
2-   [N4   Q
  Q 
     ³
  Q  dence of exposure to risk.

A;@I@/   

117-122

A;@IA7 QQ
  

117-122

A;@IB7   
and safety

117-122

A;@IC0   

>>DI>??R>@D

A;@ID0        
  

117-122

A;@IF7I   

>F?I>F@
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Training and Education

GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016

>;@I>%   
"

>BI>E

>;@I?4 
ponents

E?IEBR>>CI>>DR>?@I>?FR>@>I>@A

 -

>;@I@%  

GRI 404: Training
and Education 2016

A;AI>! 


 

     

A;AI?0     
  



E?IEBR>>CI>>DR>?@I>?FR>@>I>@A
>EEI>EF
>?@I>?FR>@>I>@A

Diversity and equal opportunities

GRI 103:
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Human Rights Assessment
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Omission

GRI STANDARDS

Disclosure

Reference page

Omission

Local communities

GRI 103:
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Customer Health and Safety
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Socioeconomic Compliance

GRI 103:
Management
Approach 2016
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MATERIAL TOPICS

Reference page

Security

GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016
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Technological Innovation

GRI 103: Management
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Quality of service

GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016
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! @K4    
 ³  '
The scope of the Group’s Management Systems has gradually increased
over time, now covering almost all of its business processes. Below is a
list of the management systems adopted by the Group:
• %.!61-

 3 f?>E Q  -

dures, guidelines and operating instructions);
• ENAV Group Security Management System (61 documents, including
procedures, guidelines and operating instructions);
• ENAV Safety Management System (12 documents, including procedures and guidelines);
• ENAV Group Occupational Health and Safety Management System (16
documents, including procedures, guidelines and operating instructions);
• 4  3 1 -

  3  f>?F  Q  

procedures, guidelines and operating instructions);
• %.!6!0³1-
• )$3 !. 1 -

 3 f@  gR

  3  fAA  Q  

procedures, guidelines and operating instructions);
• )$3!.% -

 3 f?  

procedures, guidelines and operating instructions are integrated in
the Quality Management System).
/   Q%.!6'     ³  N3 ³P
• # ³ %.!6   ³

   

       fZ3   0  # ³[gQ  
 %.!#   2

 f%5g .N @D@l?;>D  !43Q !4&-Q
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!3-Q!)3Q-%4Q#.3  R
• # ³   %.!6          ³ trollers, issued by ENAC pursuant to Commission Regulation (EU)
?;>Bl@A;R
• # ³   %.!6           
   Q %.!# %.!#2

Z& )-

3  / ,  f&)3g[R
• )3/ F;;>P?;>B  ³    %.!6 1 -

  3-

     ³R
• )3/F;;>P?;>B ³  4 31-

 

3     ³R
• )3/ F;;>P?;>B  ³    )$3 !. 1 -
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• /(3!3 >E;;>P?;;D  ³    %.!6 / ( 
3 -

 3     ³

body;
• /(3!3 >E;;>P?;;D  ³    4  3 /
Health and Safety Management System issued by an accredited cer³R
• )3/AB;;>P?;>E ³  )$3!./( 
3 -

 3     ³

body;
• )3/l)%# ?D;;>P?;>A  ³    %.!6 3  -

 

3 Q    ³    
to information security;
• )3/l)%#?D;;>P?;>A ³  )$3!.3 -

-

 3 Q    ³  
relating to information security;
• # ³ %.!6     ing meteorological services for air navigation, issued by ENAC under
ENAC Regulation “Requirements for personnel in the provision of meteorological services for air navigation”;
• # ³ %.!6          Q %.!# %.!#2

Z)-

 & 0  [R
• # ³ %.!6      tal flight procedures, issued by the General Civil Aviation Authority
(GCAA) of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) pursuant to Civil Aviation
!0#!!0CE) & 0  $  2 quirements;
• # ³   )$3 !.            strumental flight procedures, issued by ENAC under ENAC Regulation
Z) & 0  [
• # ³   )$3 !.            strumental flight procedures, issued by the General Civil Aviation
Authority (GCAA) of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) pursuant to Civil
! ! 0 #!!0 CE )  &  0  
Design Requirements;
• # ³#-- )

 $   

f#--)I$%6g )$3!.         ³  



       -

opment (maturity level 3);
• # ³#-- )

 $   

f#--)I$%6g 4 3         ³  



       -

opment (maturity level 2);
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System, issued by the Ministry of Defence;
• # ³  # 2

f%5g?;>Bl?;CDf&I'!3g 

 Q  Q  ³      eration, air-conditioning and heat pumps containing fluorinated gases
with greenhouse effects awarded to Techno Sky;
• !    4  3Y ,!4 #   .N >B           5.) #%) %. )3/l)%#
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EY S.p.A.
Via Lombardia, 31
00187 Roma

Tel: +39 06 324751
Fax: +39 06 324755504
ey.com

Independent auditor’s report on the consolidated disclosure of nonfinancial information in accordance with article 3, par. 10, of
Legislative Decree December 30, 2016, n. 254 and with article 5 of
Consob Regulation adopted with Resolution n. 20267 of January 18,
2018
;dƌĂŶƐůĂƚŝŽŶĨƌŽŵƚŚĞŽƌŝŐŝŶĂů/ƚĂůŝĂŶƚĞǆƚͿ
To the Board of Directors of
Enav S.p.A.

We have been appointed to perform a limited assurance engagement pursuant to article 3,
par. 10, of Legislative Decree December 30, 2016, n. 254 (hereinafter "Decree") and article 5 of
Consob Regulation adopted with Resolution n. 20267/2018, on the consolidated disclosure of nonfinancial information of Enav S.p.A. and its subsidiaries (hereinafter "Enav Group" or “Group”) for
the year ended on December 31, 2020 in accordance with article 4 of the Decree and approved by
the Board of Directors on April 20, 2021 (hereinafter "DNF").

Responsibilities of Directors and Board of Statutory Auditors for the DNF
The Directors are responsible for the preparation of the DNF in accordance with the requirements of
articles 3 and 4 of the Decree and the “Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting
Standards” defined by GRI – Global Reporting Initiative (hereinafter “GRI Standards”), identified by
them as a reporting standard.
The Directors are also responsible, within the terms provided by law, for that part of internal control
that they consider necessary in order to allow the preparation of the DNF that is free from material
misstatements caused by fraud or not intentional behaviors or events.
The Directors are also responsible for identifying the contents of the DNF within the matters
mentioned in article 3, par. 1, of the Decree, considering the business and the characteristics of the
Group and to the extent deemed necessary to ensure the understanding of the Group’s business, its
performance, its results and its impact.
The Directors are also responsible for defining the Group's management and organization business
model, as well as with reference to the matters identified and reported in the DNF, for the policies
applied by the Group and for identifying and managing the risks generated or incurred by the Group.
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The Board of Statutory Auditors is responsible, within the terms provided by the law, for overseeing
the compliance with the requirements of the Decree.

Auditor’s independence and quality control
We are independent in accordance with the ethics and independence principles of the Code of Ethics
for Professional Accountants issued by the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants,
based on fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence and diligence,
confidentiality and professional behavior. Our audit firm applies the International Standard on
Quality Control 1 (ISQC Italia 1) and, as a result, maintains a quality control system that includes
documented policies and procedures regarding compliance with ethical requirements, professional
standards and applicable laws and regulations.
EY S.p.A.
Sede Legale: Via Lombardia, 31 - 00187 Roma
Capitale Sociale Euro 2.525.000,00 i.v.
Iscritta alla S.O. del Registro delle Imprese presso la C.C.I.A.A. di Roma
Codice fiscale e numero di iscrizione 00434000584 - numero R.E.A. 250904
P.IVA 00891231003
Iscritta al Registro Revisori Legali al n. 70945 Pubblicato sulla G.U. Suppl. 13 - IV Serie Speciale del 17/2/1998
Iscritta all’Albo Speciale delle società di revisione
Consob al progressivo n. 2 delibera n.10831 del 16/7/1997
A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited
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Auditor’s responsibility
It is our responsibility to express, on the basis of the procedures performed, a conclusion about the
compliance of the DNF with the requirements of the Decree and of the GRI Standards. Our work has
been performed in accordance with the principle of "International Standard on Assurance
Engagements ISAE 3000 (Revised) - Assurance Engagements Other than Audits or Reviews of
Historical Financial Information" (hereinafter "ISAE 3000 Revised"), issued by the International
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) for limited assurance engagements. This principle
requires the planning and execution of work in order to obtain a limited assurance that the DNF is
free from material misstatements. Therefore, the extent of work performed in our examination was
lower than that required for a full examination according to the ISAE 3000 Revised ("reasonable
assurance engagement") and, hence, it does not provide assurance that we have become aware of
all significant matters and events that would be identified during a reasonable assurance
engagement.
The procedures performed on the DNF were based on our professional judgment and included
inquiries, primarily with company’s personnel responsible for the preparation of the information
included in the DNF, documents analysis, recalculations and other procedures in order to obtain
evidences considered appropriate.
In particular, we have performed the following procedures:
1.

analysis of the relevant matters in relation to the activities and characteristics of the Group
reported in the DNF, in order to assess the reasonableness of the selection process applied in
accordance with the provisions of article 3 of the Decree and considering the reporting
standard applied;

2.

analysis and evaluation of the criteria for identifying the consolidation area, in order to
evaluate its compliance with the provisions of the Decree;

3.

comparison of the economic and financial data and information included in the DNF with those
included in the Group's consolidated financial statements;

4.

understanding of the following aspects:
Group's management and organization business model, with reference to the
management of the matters indicated in the article 3 of the Decree;
policies adopted by the Group related to the matters indicated in the article 3 of the
Decree, results achieved and related key performance indicators;

R
R

main risks, generated or suffered, related to the matters indicated in the article 3 of the
Decree.

R

With regard to these aspects, we obtained the documentation supporting the information
contained in the DNF and performed the procedures described in item 5. a) below
5.

understanding of the processes that lead to the generation, detection and management of
significant qualitative and quantitative information included in the DNF.
In particular, we have conducted interviews and discussions with the management of Enav
S.p.A. and with the personnel of IDS AirNav S.r.l. and we have performed limited documentary
evidence procedures, in order to collect information about the processes and procedures that
support the collection, aggregation, processing and transmission of non-financial data and
information to the management responsible for the preparation of the DNF.
Furthermore, for significant information, considering the Group activities and characteristics:
-

at group level

2
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a)

b)

-

with reference to the qualitative information included in the DNF, and in particular
to the business model, policies implemented and main risks, we carried out
inquiries and acquired supporting documentation to verify its consistency with the
available evidence;
with reference to quantitative information, we have performed both analytical
procedures and limited assurance procedures to ascertain on a sample basis the
correct aggregation of data.

for Enav S.p.A. and IDS AirNav S.r.l., that we have selected based on their activities and
relevance to the consolidated performance indicators, we have carried out remote
interviews during which we have had discussions with management and have obtained
evidence about the appropriate application of the procedures and the calculation
methods used to determine the indicators.

Conclusion
Based on the procedures performed, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe
that the DNF of the Enav Group for the year ended on December 31, 2020 has not been prepared, in
all material aspects, in accordance with the requirements of articles 3 and 4 of the Decree and the
GRI Standards.

Rome, April 28, 2021
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EY S.p.A.
Riccardo Rossi
(Auditor)
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People, technology, infrastructure and excellence in safety
and on-time performance are the driving force of the ENAV Group.
We are designing the sky of the future
with ever more advanced and innovative solutions.
ENAV has forged a sustainable business model, one that is consistent
with an international, open and virtuous vision in which people
and innovation are values worth investing in.

enav.it

